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In the last issue of the Microelectronics Monitor, mention was made on the 
ed~rial page that UNIDO was in the throes of an in-depth reform process. 
which we call UNIDO 2000 - our programme for managed change and 
improvement. This process is now in its final stages. As part of UNIDO's 
perspectives for the year 2000 and beyond, a Global Forum on Industry was 
held in India during October 1995, sponsored by UNIDO and the Government 
of India, the purpose of which was to review estimates and prospects for 
industrial growth and of manufactured exports from developing countries 
during the next decade. Key issues were iclElntified as the consequences of 
liberalized trade and investment, the crucial role of technology as a 
determinant of competitiveness and the environmental challenges faced by 
industry. Solutions were seen in new forms of international partnerships, 
industrializatrion as a positive force in employment generation. and the need 
for a new role for governments as promoters of industrialization. It was noted 
with concern that while demand for UNIDO services is large, its resources 
were becoming more limited. 

Projections regarding developments in new and generic technologies beyond 
the year 2000 are difficult to anticipate. primarily because of the extraordinary 
pace of technological change in these fields. The rapidity of such changes 
highlights the drive of technological inn('vations for st·stainable 
competitiveness. Yet such innovations are now at the core of competitive 
strategies of successful industrial firms, and the new and rapidly evolving 
generic technologies such as biotechnology. new materials and information 
technologies offer many opportunities and challenges for broad competitive 
strategies to engender new products. services. markets and businesses. The 
pervasive applications of information technologies allow companies in all 
industrial sectors to re-engineer critical processes. improve overall efficiency 
and rearchitecture their businesses with full participation of clients. ~Jppliers 
and all internal functions. made possible through electronic networi<s. 
Information access, connectivity and portability are now the key to sustainable 
competitiveness. 

A Wor1d Bank initiative to define a vision and strategy to assist developing 
countries in harnessing information and information technology for poverty 
alleviation and sustainable economic development recognizes the growing 
importance of information in development However, most developing 
countries still have very incomplete information infrastructures. It is estimated 
that between now and the end of the decade. developing countries need to 
invest abour $50 billion per year in basic telecommunication facilities, 
excluding more advanced services and information systems required by 
businesses to become corr.petitive in regional and global markets. In recent 
years the Wor1d Bank has therefore helped developing countries undertake 
major telecommunications reforms. including establishing legal and regulatory 
frameworks. fair business conditions and increasingly open and competitive 
markets that encourage domestic and private foreign investment. The scope 
of assistance is now being broadened to include key information systems as 
well as applications of this emerging infrastructure towards more 
information-intensive approaches to economic development 

Many of our readers will be interested in knowing that all the Monitors will 
soon be available on the Internet. The UNIDO Wor1d Wide Web (WWW) 
server (http://www.l.lnido.org) was opened to public access on 24 November, 
with some 140 documents available so far. Any document may be located via 
an integrated full text searchir1g facility. Interaction is made possible by a 
growing number of on-line forms and clickable e-mail addresses provided in 
every document. The system has been designed to accommodate by e-mail 
delivery service at a future stage of development. The next issue of the 
Monitor will include a more detailed descriptiori of this system. and it is 
planned to have a much more extensive portrayal in an up-coming issue. 

This issue of the Microelectronics Monitor also offers a survey on parallel 
processing. Resulting from technological advances over the last few years, 
this type of processing is gaining momentum and with the constantly 
decreasing prii:e of hardware, accompanied by the increase of processing 
power. this technology will soon become a major issue in information 
t6chnology. This article will be followed in coming issues of the Monitor by 
papers presenting achievements of selected developing countries on the topic 
of parallel processing. 

Konrad Fialkowski 
Scientific Editor 
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A. SPECIAL ARTICLE 

TRENDS IN SOFlWARE ENGINEERING FOR PARALLEl PROCESSING 

b\' 

Boles/aw K. S::ymar.sk.i 
Profess<'r of Computer Science. 

Department of Computer Scit:'lceand 
Scientific Computation Research Center. 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Troy, NY 12180. USA. 

I. Introduction 
The increasing importance of parallel processing caused 

by its rapid growth encouraged development of standards 
in parallel programming languages and tools. Yet there is 
no evidence of convergence of the supported paradigms to 
a single model. In this paper, we review two currently most 
popular models for parallel program design: data paral
lelism and message passing. We also discuss the relevant 
developments in object oriented programming techniques as 
well as in client-server distributed/parallel processing. The 
declining share of the parallel processing market held by 
traditional su~rcomputers and the waning popularity of 
SIMD machines, together with the increasing role of clus
ters of workstations, created the conditions for a rapid 
spread of parallel machines in government and industry. 
The price of entry into parallel processing significantly 
decreased making abundant opportunities for new enter
prises in software industry in this area. The paper reviews 
these developrnents and also discusses changes in support
ing areas of software engineering for high perfonnance 
distributed computing. Finally, the article reviews the 
perspectives and impact of the changing parallelcomputing 
industry on infonnation processing at international and 
national levels. 

2. Trends in Architectural Design 
Recent events, such as ~he filing for Chapter 11 

bankruptcy by the Thinking ~.1achine Corporation in 
August 1994, the discontinuation of manufacturing and sale 
of KSR supercomputers by Kendall Square Research in 
September !994, and the disappe::iranceofCray Computer 
this year, raised the question of how secure is the future of 
the parallel computing industry. 

It is important to realize that currently. computing 
constitutes a small fraction of the overall information 
technology industry. In 1994, the the overall USA in
formation technology products were likely to be worth 
ahout $500 billion.[5] This value is a middle point of two 
estimates. The first estimate was provided by the US 
Department of Commerce and was based on data from the 
US Bureau of the Census. It values shipments for the 
information technology industry at $421 billion for 1993. 
This number includes computers. storage related devices, 
teMlinals and i:ieripherals, packaged software, comp<.1ter 
software manufacturing, data processing, information 
services, facilities managements and other services, and 
telecommur.;cation equipment and services. However, this 
number omits r~venue from equipmenl rentals, fees for 
after-sale service and mark-ups in the product distribution 
channel. as well as office equipment. 

-~-----------------

The Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers 
Association (CBEMA) values the world-wide 1993 revenue 
of the US infonnation technology industry at $602 billion. 
This number includes office equipment and larger revenues 
for information technology hardware and telecommunica
tions equipment than the numbers pl'('vided by the Depart
ment of Commerce. 

In the United States, the total revenues of parallel 
computer hardware manufacturers were estimated at about 
$1 billion in 19~3. Out of it, about $400 million was 
received by manufacturers of massively parallel machines. 
Even with services and software revenues, the parallel 
computer industry was about 0.5 per cent of the US 
information technology industry. Such a small percentage 
of the overall market indicates a narrow user base that can 
be easily saturated with new products. In addition, parallel 
computing has been highly dependent on government 
policies; in!ttitutions and government-supported universities 
traditionally constituted more than 50 per cent of all users. 

The end of the Cold W?.r and the associated shift of 
governmental spending in the United States drastically 
changed the market for parallel machines and 
supercomputers. As a result, companies relying solely on 
the manufacturing of parallel marhines have suffered the 
most. At the same time. companies for which parallel 
computing manufacturing is only a part of the product line 
(e.g., IBM Corp., Silicon Graphics Inc., Intel Super
computing) have persevered, and others (most notably 
Hitachi and NEC in Japan) have entered or expanded their 
presence in the parallel systems market. 

Predictions about a lasting impact of the current 
changes on the parallel computing industry vary widely. 
Some see in the recent bankruptcy protection requests the 
beginning of the end of parallel computing based on 
massive parallelism. Others argue that it is just an end of 
a beginning. In the first camp is Gordon Bell, the founder 
of several computer companies and the sponsor of the 
yearly Gordon Bell Awards for the fastest parallel com
puter.[ I] Mr. Bell believes that the latest threat ~c1 the very 
existence of the industry comes from standard workstations 
and fast, low-latency networks based on A TM. These 
networks, according to Bell, like massively parallel 
machines, offer size scalability (smooth transition from 
fewer to more proce3sors). However, unlike parallel 
machines, thry also suppon generational scalability (from 
previous to future hardware generations) and space scal· 
ability (from multiple nodes in a box. to computers in 
multiple rooms to geographical regions). The mo.;t impor· 
tant capability offered by these networks is application 
compatibility with workstations and multiprocessor servers. 

------·~~~--~----~· 
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This is a capability which massively parallel computers 
sorely lack. According to Bell. the weakaessesof massivel•.
parallel machines ste;n from the foilowing two factors: · 

I. Parallel architectures are best suitc:d-to hiehh-tuned. 
course-grained. and or dar1 parallel proble~s: 

2. Every new generation of parallel architectures 
ditli!rs from the previous one. forcing the users to 
redevelop their applic:itions. 

Bell sees the ~uture of parallel processing networked 
wo1 kstations and shared-memory multiprocessors. 

111 a rebuttal to Bell"s criticism. James Cownie from 
Meiko (4) cited th~ reasons why networked workstations 
are not an answer m many environments. TI1.: most impor
t:in: reason is the need for data securit\· and av<'ilabilitv. 
For a large commercial organia.tion. se""curity of data a~d 
its accessibility to those who need it are crucial. The 
solution is a single. central repository. Howe\ier. the central 
repositotJi could use some components as workstatic;ns to 
amortize the cost of tt>eir development. The natural solution 
is to use multiple processors compatible with the work
stations. High performance requires a small j>hysi'-al size 
because the speed of light limits the performance of highly 
distributed machines (to keep the latency of commumc.Uion 
below one micron. the distance between computers must be 
kept below 300 m). Switching technologv cannot be based 
on ATM's in such a reposi.o..Y. because-A TM switches are 
an order of magnitude slower and more costlv than 
proprietar} switching technology. According to Cow~ie. the 
only alternative is a rr.assively parallel machine. 

A similar point is raised bv Philip Camellev and 
William Cappelli of Ovum Ltd.i.!J They underlin~ that 
effective ma:iipulation of large amounts of data is cPrcial 
for companies in maintaining a competitive advantage in 
the market. The complex applications in manufacturing. 
commerce. travel and entertainment require a sophisticated 
database support that demands enormous computing power. 
The costs of hardware and application development res
tricted parallel processing to niche aprhcations such as 
scientific computing. weather forec?..sting. etc. Yet only 
parallel computing can meet the current challenge of 
information processing and. in response to those needs. 
parallel processing has entered the commercial mainstream. 
Parallel computers built from standard components (e.g .. 
shared-memory, like Sequent. or distribted memory. iike 
IBM SP2) can run powerful parallel relational databases 
Such systems can process data extremely quickly, are 
reasonably priced. and are impressively scalable. Today. 
most of the commercial uses focus on data repository. 
Camelley and Cappelli predict the future applications of 
parallel systems will transform operational systems. 
decision support systems. and multimedia applications. and 
in the process. will provide an enormous impetus for the 
parallel computing industry. 

Ken Kennedy frr.11 Rice University [81 underlines that 
part of the difficulty in making parallel computing wide
spread and popular was the lack of standards in parallel 
programming interfaces. As discussed later in this article. 
~uch standarc.s have been developed and are gaining 
widespread acceptance. 

The optimistic views on the future of parallel process
ing are supported hy an exponential growth in ti..: usage of 
oarallel supercompulcrs at the NSF Supercomputing 
Certcrs in the I ISA (sec 1.ihle i ). 

---~·------,------

Table I. Supercomputing Usage at 
NSF Centers in US 

Usage in 
Normalized 

Fiscal Year Actin Users CPU Hours 

1986 1.358 ~9..t85 

1987 3.326 95.75::! 

l'.188 5.069 121.615 

198'> 5.975 165.950 

1990 7.364 250.628 

1991 7.887 361.037 

199::! 8.758 398.93::! 

1993 7.730 910.088 

199.t 7.431 2.249.56::! 
' 

(S1>urce: ;\'ational Research Council [5], 1995) 

Some analysts see the exponential growth of revenues 
for massively parallel computers in the near future. Tem· 
Bennet. director of technical svsterr.s research for lnfo;
Corp in Beaverton. Oregon. w~s quoted in r i 1 J as saying 
that the industry is currently in a "lag" where traditional 
vector supercomputers are fading out while other 
approaches are maturing. Bennet predicts that by 1996 
there should be a reasonable upswing in the high-perform
ance com!luting business and the market will continue to 
grow over $4.5 billion in 1998. The strong sales of relative 
n.:wcomers to the market. IBM Corp. with its SP series and 
Silicon Graphics Inc. with the Challenger computer. agree 
with Bennet's prediction. 

Steve Wallach of Com·ex (12] argues that parallei 
processing has been becoming ubiquitous on all levels of 
computing technology. In microprocessor design. super
scalar techniques--executing multiple instructions at the 
same time--are now a standard. Multiprocessor tile servers 
are in the process of becoming a standard. ·1 lie continuing 
increase in the semiconductor density (see tab!e 2) witt 
naturally lead to multiple processors on one semiconductor 
die. If a standard 64-bit RISC microprocessor has 1-2 
million transistors (without cache), what else (other than 
creating a multiprocessor chip) can be done with transistors 
when 100 million and I billion transistors become avail
able? Widespread use will drive the costs of such a chip 
down and will therefore make massively parallel computing 
cost effective. 

The case against supercomputing and massively parallel 
computers is often based on the difference in speed with 
which the performance of microprocessors and other CPU's 
grew (see figure I. which was based on [7J>. llowevcr. the 
CPU performance gains are of one of two kinds: 

I. Architectural advances: bit-parallel merr,ory and 
arithmetic. cache. interleaved memory. instruction 
lookahead. instruclion pipelining. mulliple functional 
units. pipelined functional units and data pipelining. 
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Tbl2~· d a e . m1c:on uctor T h I « DOI02Y T d ren s 

1992 1995 1~1'8 2001 2004 2007 

Feature size .5 .35 .25 .18 .12 .I 
(micron) 

Gates per chip 300 K 800 K 2M 5M 10 M 20 M 

Bits per chip in 16M 64M 256 M IG 4G 16G 
DRAM 

Microprocessor 250 400 600 800 1.000 1.250 
chip size in 
square mm 

Memory 132 200 320 500 700 1.000 
(DRAM) chip 
size in 
square mm 

Wafer diameter 200 200 200-400 200-400 200-400 200-400 
inmm 

(Source: Semiconductor Industry Association. March 1993). 

2. Pure hardware advances, basically improvement in 
instruction cycle time, which is costly and limited 
by the physics of propagating signals through a 
medium and dissipating heat generated by transistor 
operation. 

Microprocessors only relatively recently staned to use 
architecturaladvances, whereassupercomputerCPU's used 
some of them before the 1970s. Consequently, perfonnance 
improvement resulting from some of the architectural 
advances is not seen in the plot for supercomputer CPU 
improvements. However, the pure hardware advances are 
based on advances in technology, which are increasin1;ly 
costly. For example, the capital cost of a semiconductor 
fabrication line is growing rapidly with improvements in 
wafer and features sizes (see figure 2). 

This capital cost can be much more easily amonized if 
the chips produced are used not only in supercomputers or 
parallel computers, but also m all other lines of computers. 
Another reason for using stock hardware in building 
parallel machines is the constantly improving perfonnance 
of microprocessors. As shown in figure 3. designing a 
specialized processor for parallel processing, which has a 
IO-fold performance advantage over the current uniproces
sor design, gives the designers just four years of speed 
superiority. After that time, the improvements in general 
microprocessor design will nullify any initial perfonnance 
advantage. Ptrhaps this is the reason why all three com
panies mentioned at the beginning of this section as g~tting 
out of the parallel processing manufacturing were using 
custom design chips in their products. On the other hand, 
the m\lst recently successful parallel hardware manufac
turers (IBM Corp. and Silicon Graphics, Inc.) use the 
standard CPU chips designed for them in their main line oi 
workstations. 

3. Importance of Memory 
Technology is behind !'Cl another phenomenon impor

tant for design and programming of parallel machines. 
There is a clear trend of DRAM speed imp;ovements 
l&gging hehind the processor speed improvements 

(see figure 4). In the last 12 years, the CPU speed 
increased several hundred times, whereas the speed of 
DRAM chips merely doubled. Both chips are produc.:d by 
the same technology, however; the advancement in 
technology for DRAM chips is used to increase RAM 
density, not speed. 

To mask the difference in speed between the proce:;sor 
and memory, modem processors use caching systems. often 
two level cache~. A cache trades capacity for speed. During 
program execution, the most recently referenced fragment 
of the memory is kept in the cache and data are retri"!ved 
from 1t. Each time data needed by the processor are already 
in cache, the access is done at (roughly) processor speed. 
Such an access is called a cache hit. When the data are not 
available in cache, cache miss happens, and a bucket of 
data (equal in size to the cache line) that contains the 
needed data is moved from a slow memory to cache. The 
access to data is slow in such a case. The cache miss ratio 
(or in other words the percentage of cache misses over all 
data acresses) dictates the resultant speed of processing. 
The bigger the difference in speed betwe~n the memory 
and the processor, the lower the cacht-miss ratio must be 
for the processor to work a: near capacity (see figure 5). 

In general, the cache miss ratio can be improved only 
by increasing the size of cache. Consequently, an increase 
in difference between performance of processor and 
memory is compensated by an increase in the cache size. 

A multiprocessor brings not only multiple power of the 
CPU's together, but also improves memory capacity and 
performance, thanks to multip: .. ":tche capacity. As a result. 
a multiprocessor consisting of n ,.irocessors r.1ay perform 
faster than n times the speed of a single processor for some 
applications. In such cases, the multiprocessor achieves 
super-linear speedup. It should be noted that the improved 
cache miss ratios of component processors of a multi
processor mu~t provide performance improvement that 
exceeds the overhead of parallel execution (such as load 
imbalance, not all processors having the same amount of 
work. and communication overhead, delayed access to 
non-local data), so cases of super-linear speedup are rare. 
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Figure I. Trends in microprocnsors and Mainframe CPU Performance Growth 
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Figure 2. Semiconductor fabrication line capital cost per thousand wafers per week. 
Feature size is mea.,;ured in microns. (Source: (71) 
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Figure 3. Performance windo• of opportunity for custom dnign c:bips 
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Figure 5. EtTuts of memol)-access tie on speed of processing 
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However, in all applications, the impact of the extended 
memory of the parallelcomputervem:s its single processor 
counterpart can be significant. 

David Wood and Mark Hill discuss in [ 14) the concept 
of a costup and show that large memories can make 
parallel computing cost-effective even with modest 
speedups. Let s{p) denote the speedup of a program when 
executed on p processors, i.e., 

l/time(p) time( I) 
s( p) = ---------- = 

l/time(I) time(p) 

The speedup is linear when s(p) = p, super-linear when 
s(p) > p, and sublinear (the most often case) when s(p) < 
p. Let c(p) denote cost of p-processor machine. The cost
performance of such a machine, costperf(p) is then 
c(p)•time(p). If a parallel machine is to achieve better 
cost-performance than a uniprocessor, then costperf(p) < 
costperf( I). which leads to the following conclusion 
(see (14)): 

p-processor parallel computing is more cost-effective 
then uniprocessor computing whenever s(p) > c(p). 

The point is that ofien c~p) < p because processors in 
the multiprocessor may have less memory each than the 
uniprocessor. The authors provide an e,.ample of SGI 
systems. As of July 1994, a uniprocessor Challenge DM 
cost: 

cost(l,m) $38,400 + $100•m 

where m ~s memo;y size measured in Mbytes. The compar
able p-processor, SGI Challenge XL, cost: 

300 350 400 450 500 

cost(p,a,m) = $81,600 + $20,000•p+ 
$1QO•a•m 

where a > 1 is the factor of the memory overlap on 
different proce5sors. By substitution, David Wood and 
Mark Hill obtained the following formula for SGI 
machines: 

c(p.a,m,) = !2. I 25+0.52 l •p+0.0026•a•m)/ 
(I +0.0026•m) 

Figure 6 illustrates costups with SGI prices under the 
assumption that a = 2, i.e. that the parallel implementation 
requires twice the memory of the uniprocessor program. 
Different lines correspond to different number of processors 
p. The data support the assertion that parallel computing 
can be cost effective at speedups much less than p for large 
but practical memory sizes. Wood and Hill conclude that 
more than one processor might be needed to effectively 
utilize sufficiently large memories. 

In the ciusing of this section, it should be noted that 
several different arch•:.:ctural approaches to parallel 
processing are slowly converging to a similar solution. The 
workstations interconnected through a fast network, when 
dedicated to a single application behave like a multi
processor. The modem shared memory multiprocessor 
relies on an interconnection network between the global 
memory and local processor caches, and therefore behaves 
similarly to the distributed memory multiprocessor. Finally, 
distributed memory machines through extensive use of 
caches, approach, in their behaviour. shared memory 
machines. The overall trend is to use powerful computing 
nodes interconnected through a high speed network of large 
capacity. The trend is to rely on standard. off-the-shelf 
components. 
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Figure 6. SGI costups with double memory overhead for a = 2 
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Figure 7. Impact of the Amdahl's Law on the maximum speedup 
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Figure 8. Trends in Gordon Bell awards winning entries 
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4. Pefformance of Parallel Computers 
As already discussed, the speedup s(p) of a parallel 

machine with p processors can be found by comparing time 
of execution of a program by a uniprocessor (time( I)) and 
by a multiprocessor (time(p)) 

time( I) 
s( p )=---------

time( p) 

The well known adage that the chain breaks at the 
weakest link has a computer science counterpart in 
Amdahl's Law, which states that the least parallelizable 
part of the code limits the speedup. More precisely, if f is 
the fraction of the code which is inherently sequential (so 
called Amdahl fraction) then, independently of the number 
of processors used s(p) <= l/f, simply because rtime(I) 
<= time(p). 

Amdahl's Law seems very pessimistic: after all, evi:ry 
program has sequential parts and even if these parts are 
small and limited to few per cent of the code. still the 
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1992 1993 1994 1995 

speedup is limited to less than a hundred times (see 
figure 7). 

Fortunately. often the execution time of sequential parts 
of the algorithm do not change, or :-hange slowly with the 
growth of the problem size, wher•:as execution time of 
parallelizable parts changes rapidly when the problem size 
is increased. Henc(:, the Amdahl fraction is dependent on 
the problc:m size. For a wide class of problems f can be 
made arbitrarily small by selecting a sufficiently large 
problem size. Consequently, for such problems, the speedup 
can be made arbitrarily large. 

Often the problems computed on parallel machines are 
too large to fit on a uniprocessor, so measuring an Amdahl 
fraction for them is impossible or difficult. John Gustafson 
(6) proposed a different measure. g. that represents 
a fraction of time during which the parallel machine 
executed the sequential part of the code. Therefore timeCp) 
= g+(l-g) = I bat time( I)~ g+(l-g)•p = p-(p-Wg. so the 
speedup is: 

s(p) = p[l-(l-1/p)•g) 
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The nice t~ature of this fomtula is that it clearh· shows 
how to improve the speedup. If we start adding p~essors 
(i e .. increasing p). but keep the work of all processors the 
same. then most likely g will stay the same and the speed
up will grow. Likewise. with the constant number of pro
cessors. we decrease g by incre:?sing the problem size. The 
final conclusion is similar to what the Amdahrs Law 
implies: by selecting a large enough problem to keep all 
processors occupied for a long time. the impact of the 
sequential parts of the program could be made negligible. 

Though these principles may seem simple in theory. 
applying them to real problem'> is difficult. To encourage 
innovation. the annual Gordon Bell A wards are given for 
achie\·ements in supercomputing. The three categories are 
performance. price/performance and compiler paralleli
zation. The last six Gordon Bell Awards are summarized in 
figure 8. They provide a wealth of information about the 
current trends in parallel computing. 

In figure 8. the winners of the price performance 
category are marked ·.\"ith black rectangles and winners of 
performance category by black circles. After initial ~uc
cesses of SIMD machines (please note three CM2 machine 
winners in I 989-90) came the reign oflnrel machines (Intel 
hypercube iPSC in 1990. DELTA in 1992 and Parag<m in 
199.t ). The price 'performance category is clearly dominated 
by workstations. A quick glance through applications indi
cates that scientific computing is $till the dominant and 
favoured domain. The trend is very clear in both categories 
and it indicates rapid exponential growth in capabilities of 
the machines. 

Over the years. :he actual speed record was rapidly 
growing and the holders of the record were changing 
quickly. Until recent :·ears. the record was usually neld by 
vectorizing supercomputers with a single or a few pro
cessors. Only recently have massively parallel machines 
started to pro••ide better performance. As of this writing. 
Inters Paragon XPli MP Supercomputer is the record 
holder with a sustained speed of 28 I GFlops. achieved on 
an industry standard MP Linpack benchmark in December 
199.t. The previous record of I 70 Gf,ops was made t:y 
Fujitsu in August 199.J. The Intel machine e\·en achie•·ed 
328 Gflops while executing a double-precision complex LU 
factorization code. The Paragon system used for the 
record-breaking runs was created by joining two machines 
ar Sandia National Laboratory in the lJSA. It included 
2256 compute nodes. each with three Intel i860 XP 
processors, a total of 6. 768 microprocessors. 

It should be noted that since 1993. awards similar to 
the USA ·s Gordon Bell Prizes were introduced in Europe. 
Tht" so-called SuParCups are awarded yearly at the 
Mannheim Supercompurer Conferences. 

S. Distribution of Parallel Programming Re
sources 
Disrribution of parallel machines and supercomputers 

is still heavily concentrated in the mosr developed coun
tries. The data quored below are based on the TOP500 lisr 
of the most powerful computers in the world. compiled by 
Dongarra, Meurer anJ Strohmeir for November 1994. The 
list publishes Rmax. the maximum performance of a 
machine on one particular benchmark. so it is not indicative 
of the speed which can he achieved on an entire appli· 
cation. The roral performance insrallcd world-wide in these 
~00 machines i'I over 2.600 <iflops. or :!.6 Tflops. The 

gc:ographical distribution of the: computc:rs ;s gl\c:n m 
table 3. 

A similar list of nc:arly 200 sites with th.: most pow.:r
IUI computers is maintainc:d by Gunter. The: summary of 
this list for \tay 1995 is gi,c:n in table: .J. 

The: sitc:s outside of !he: l'SA. Europ.: and Japan \\cre 
loc:ited in Canada. thc Rcput-!;,_. of Korc:a and Tai\\an 
Province of Ch ma (for sitcs rankcd 26-100 l and two sites 
in Australia. two in Hong Kong. as well as singlc siic:s in 
Mexico. Can.:da. Chin:- and Saudi Arabia in tier I 00-200. 
It is interesting to obserw that the most powerful sites are 
mainly governmental laboratorie~. medium sites arc mainly 
commercial and the smallest sites are mainly academic. 

The growing importance of parallel computing to many 
countries m the world was demonstrated in the special 
session of Surercomputing·93 entitled S·ipercomputing 
Around the World. Among others. reseuchers from 
Singapore. Indonesia and Malaysia \\t're talking about their 
countries· support for using parallel computers for aero
sp-:ce. oil and environmental applications. 

6. Software Models 
Th.: increasing importance of parallel processing 

prompted gro\\1h in the body of standardization in parallel 
programming languages and tools. Yet. there is no e\·idence 
of convergence of the supported programming paradigms 
to a -;ingle modei. Currently there are two most popular 
models for parallel program design: data parallelism and 
message passing. 

Data parallelism :s popular because of its simplicity. In 
this model. a single program (and therefore a single thread 
of execution) is feplicated on many processors and each 
copy operates on a separate part of data. Dependir.~ on the 
tightness with which the execution of programs is syn
chronized. there are two modes of using data parallelism. 
When each instruction of the program is synchronically 
executed on all processors. then Single Instruction Multiple 
Data (SIMD) mode is used. Such tight synchronization 
requires hardware support. 

SIMD machines were quite popular at the tum of the 
last decade (see Gordon Bell Awards in the previous 
section). From the software engineering pt.1int of \ iew. 
SIMD machines are easy to program because there is a 
single now of control on all processors. The main focus of 
parallelization is to find large data structures that can be 
distributed to all proc~ssors to keep them all occupied. 
Another concern is to minimize the data movements 
necessary to provide data to processors that are to execute 
them. Due to the sm:ill granule of parallelism f smgle 
instruction). SIMD machines consist of a ,·cry large 
number of simple processors (lens or hundred thousands of 
processors in a single machine is not unusual). Each of 
these processors must either execute the same statement as 
all rhe others or idle. so SIMD machines achie\.: poor 
efficiency on programs that do not contain ~;ufticicntl~ 
large data stru~:·1res. They alsc, do not perform well on 
programs which require irr-:gular data references (list 
structures. dynamic memof). ere.). The consensus is that 
SIMD architecture has a vcf) 'ipeciali1ed niche of applica
rion~ (e.g .. visual information and scene proccssing1. hut it 
is not rhc bcsr choice for general parallel processing. 

Data para!lclism can al'io he u-;ed in a loo~cl~ .. yn
chronizcd mode. "hen rhe program execution consi'its of 
two stages: 
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I. Computational stage. when copies of the same 
program are executed in parallel on each processor 
locally. The execution can differ ia the conditional 
branches taken. number of loop iteration executed. 
etc.: 

2. Data exchange stage. when all processors con
currently enga~e in exchanging non-local data. 

It should be not'd that the data exchange stage is \'ery 
simple in the case of shared memory machines (when it can 
be: enforced by use of locks or barriers). The frequency of 
synchronization in the SPMD model can be adjusted to cor
respond to the latency of the interconnection network. The 
SPMD model is very adequate for scientific computing. 
which often basically requires applying the same algorithm 
at many points of the computational domain. SPMD paral
lel programs are conceptually simple because of a single 
program executing on all processors. but more complex 
than SIMD programs. 

For more complex applications. running a single 
program across the parallel machine may be unnecessarily 
restrictive. In particular. dynamically changing programs 
with unpredictable execution times result in poorly 
balanced parallel computations when i:nplemented in 
SPMD mode. This is because in SPMD mode. processors 
synchronize at the data exchange stage. and none of the 
processors can proceed to the next computational stage 
until all others reach the data exchange stage. 

The SPMD model was abstracted into a Bulk-Synchro
nous Parallelism model proposed by Leslie Valiant of 
Harvard University.( 13) The model anempts to provide the 
abstraction for parallel algorithm description that lends 

itself to performance analysis. The model also became a 
basis for a library that facilitates the creation of portable 
parallel software. 

The BSP model consists of three components 
I. Processors perform processing or memory functions: 
2. A router provides point to point communication 

!Jetween pairs of components: 
3. A synchronization mechanism synchronizes all or a 

subset of the components at regular intervals of L 
time units ( L is called also the synchronization 
periodicity). 

In the BSP model. computation consists of a sequence 
of supersteps. In each superstep. a component performs 
some local computation and transmits me5sages to other 
components. After a period of L time units. a global check 
is performed to determine if all components completed the 
superstep. If not. the superstep is extended by another 
L time units. after which the check is made again. In the 
BSP model. the data transmitted are not guaranteed to be 
available at the destination until after the end of the 
superstep at which ihey were sent. 

Using this model. the cost of an algorithm can be 
expressed in terms of L and g. two paramete!"S that are 
defined by the network latency and bandwiJth. respec
tively. Using the BSP cost of an algorithm. it is possible to 
predict the performance of the algorithm on new hardware. 
given the values of the parameters L and g for this hard
ware. The BSP model facilitates an algorithm optimization 
through data distribution sdcction based on the character
istics of the problem rather ;han the architectural features 
of the target machine. 

Table 3. The Distribution of Powerful Computers o\·er the World 

Cate2ory USA and Canada Japan Europe Other countries 

Number of computers 248 82 143 21 

Installed power 54% 27% 17% 2% 

Leading countries USA Japan Germany. UK Korea. Australia 

Table 4. The Distribution of Powerful Computing Sites over the World 

Cate2ory USA Japan Europe Others Government Academia I Industry 

Sites 1-25 16 7 2 0 14 5 6 

Sites 26-100 31 15 26 3 30 I~ 30 

Sites I 00-190 40 10 33 8 14 4:, 34 

fa~<' tn 
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A BSP computer i:. l h .. racterized by the following set 
of parameters: number of proc:!ssors p. processor speed s. 
synchronization periodicity L. and a paramett:r to indicate 
the global computation to communication bal.mce g. The 
synchronization periodicity I. is the smalle~t number of 
time steps between successive synchronization operations. 
Paramete:- g is the ratio of the total number of local 
cperations performed by all processors in one time unit to 
the total number of words delivered by the communication 
network in one time unit. Processor speed s is measured in 
flops (floating point operations per second). Synchroni
zat::m parameter L is measured in flops. Parameter g is 
measureri in flops per word. 

BSP parameters allow for algorithm performance 
analysis. For example. consider a superstep that needs to 
communicate h words of data. Since it takes g•h time units 
for the communication network to deliwr the data to its 
destination. and L units to synchronize :iii the processors 
performing the superstep. at least L+g•h units of compura
tion are needed to keep the processor busy; a level of 
computation less than this threshold re.;ults in idling of 
some processor. and therefore is a source of inefficiency. 

In terms of the BSP parameters. distributed memory 
parallel machines are often characterized by large values of 
s (relatively fast processors) and low values of L and g (a 
communication network with low latency and large 
bandwidth). A general purpose network of workstations. cm 
the other hand. is characterized by values of s that are 
somewhat lower than for the parallel machines and values 
of L and g that are much larger than the corresp.Jnding 
values for the parallel machines (high latency and low 
bandwidth due to the loosely coupled r.ature of these 
networks). Thanks to this distinction. optimal BSP 
algorithms for network of workstation use different data 
distribution than those designed for a parallel computer. 

BSP algorithms can be directly implemented in a 
high-level traditional language (e.g .. C or Fortran) with the 
addition of the necessary calls to BSP primitives. The 
Oxford BSP Library [9). developed by Richard Miller can 
be used for this purpose. The library i~ based on a slightly 
simplified version of the model presented in (13). These 
simplifications require that the processors are allocated 
statically before the program is run and the programs are 
written in a SPMD mode. The .nost significant feature of 
the library is the support for remote assignment as a means 
for non-local data access. The library consists of just six 
funcrions and is si:nple to use. Despite its simplicity. we 
have found it to be quite useful and robust. The library for 
C-BSP programming includes the functions for: 

I. Starting and ending a BSP session: 
2. Starting and ending a superstep: 
J. Fetching and storing of values from a remote 

processor. 
The memory distributed machines use message passing 

for exchanging data between <!iffcrent proce~sors. The 
SPMD model may shield the user fr"m specifyin~ the 
detailed data movcm.:11ts thanks 10 da!a distribution direc
tives from which a compiler generates the mcs~agc passin!;, 
statements. llowcver. the user wh~ch Jccidc'i lo write the 
message pa~sing statements himself has full control o\cr 
the program execution. In particular. the user may define 
when and how many processor'> synchronize in their execu
tion. This gives Ilic uc;er a lot flf ncxih11ity at •he cost of 
rc4111rin!,! tlv: user lo mak•; a vc0 in1•;ca1c and detailed 

description of the program. The pwgrams tend 10 t'C longer 
and more complex than their SPMD counterparts. and 
therefore more error-prone. On~e debug.ged and tuned up. 
they are also more ellicient. The fiexibili:y of the messag
ing p:issing model makes it applicable for a wide ,·ariety of 
probh:ms. As discussed below. the newly dneloped stan
dard library of functions for message passing. MPI. has a 
potential of becoming a universal tool fo1 parallel software 
development. 

7. Trends in Languages 
There is a plethora of research parallel programming 

languages with different tlarnurs to choose from. starting 
from function<&!. dataflow to object oriented. logical etc. 
However. the majority of parallel programs are still written 
in Fortran. Since 1950s this language w.as a fa\ourth: 
choice for writers of scientific programs and particular!~ 
for gconerations of graduate students in applied sciences. 
O\·er the years. Fortran underwent a remarkable 
transformation. from one of the first languages at all to the 
first language with a well defined stana;.rd (Fortran66) to 
structured programming of Fortran77. to data parallel and 
object-oriented Fortran90 and finally to the newest standard 
of High Perfonnance Fortran (HPF). Each generation 
brought with it new features and set a new standard for the 
rnanufacturers of hardware and compilers. 

Compared 10 Fortran77. Fortran90. which was intro
duced at the beginning of this decade. brought to the \\Orld 
of Fortran usc-rs several modem !:mguage design features. 
such as: 

I. Ikrived types. kinds. pointers and dynamic memory 
allocation that enable the user to define their own 
data types and dynamically allocate data structures: 

2. Modules. characre!':Led by pubi:c and private data 
types. Moaules can be imported l~•lm other pro
grams by the USE clause and renaming: 

J. Array operations and new control structures allow
ing for a very concise and elegant definition of data 
parallel programs: 

4. Recursive procedures: 
5. Interface blocks for abstract definition of the 

input. output. as well as terminal-oriented source 
fonns. 

The first two features enable the users to write ohjccl
oriented programs. In brief. object-oriented programming 
involves developing the user" sown abstraction uf the appli
cation domain. This abstraction is defined by the user in 
the form of data abstraction. object types and typ.: inhcrit
:tnce. An object is defined by its (hidden) state and a sci of 
operations that arc applicable 10 i:. Abstract data !) p<• i~ 
just a sci of objects. wherea~ a class is an abstraction of 
0bjec1s. Each object has pri\'ale data and anrihute'> (that 
define its implementation) and public data and anributc'i 
,-isiblc 10 users of rh.: ohjcct. Such a distinction bcl\\CCn 
the object's data and aurihutes i .• oflcn referred lo 1s data 
encapsulallon. finally. polymorphism and function n\·er
loading ar. ,11her characteristics of an ohjcct oricnh:d 
language. iJa'>icall~. I hey allow an operator or a functi1m 10 

carry d!ffe;enl f" :essing for different t~ pcs of thcir 
argument-;. The <;implc'I example of such o\erloading i' it' 
use to dc1inc an optimized function of nising lo a po\\ Cr 
It could he done 1-i: using a po\\ er scrt\.S approximation for 
non-intci.:cr cxponcnis and also h) an iterati\c mul'ipli· 
cation for integer cxponenrs. C1rclul an.ti) sc' of rortran'>fl 

---------------------------------------·--·-----··--,-----



f~atures indicates thar all the abow f~atures can be 
express1.:d in F(..tr.inQO.( IOI 

.\nother imP')rtant kature of FortranQO is the ability to 
l't>Crate or! the whole arrays. Arra~ expressions allow the 
user to define arrays of \'arious shapes and appl~ operators 
to such arrays in a piecewise mam1er. Array shapes can uS<" 
a set of conditions to decide to which particular clements 
of the aP,;ument :1.n operJ!ion should be applied (WHF.RF. 
clause). The a:Tay expressions allt>w for a \'ery succinct 
ddinition of Jata pr.! 11 d operatit>ns. 

A ne\\ gener.!' , '" of par.illel Fortran. HPF was 
introduced in 1993 ;- .. m HPF forum. a group of parallel 
hardware manufa,· .. r~rs and academic. industrial :md 
gm·emmental usefa of hif!h performance machi1.es. 
During ICN.t thc:re were six announced commercial HPF 
products and 11 announet'\.f commercial llPF efforts. with 
many of these comrders becoming a\·ailable now 
(mid-199~1 llPF introduced new data partitioning 
directi\·es. Ii~~ "tll;N/REALIGN data structures rclatiw 
to each ocher. DISTRIBUTE/REDISTRIBUTE data struc
tures (or their templates) to processors .iccording to one of 
the predefineJ patterns (BLOCK. CYCLIC. or BLOCK
CYCLIC). Directi\·es for definition of pro.:essor 
arrangements (PROCESSORS). or loop paralleli7.ation 
(INDEPENDENT/FORALL) are a\·ailable. These direc
ti,·es enable the user to define data mowments mdirectly. 
without the need of a detailed description of the message 
passing statements that must be executed to achie\·e 
d!recti\ e-ddined effect. 

Critics of HPF think that the llPF standard is not 
g..:neral enough. In particular. llPF does not allow for 
dynamically defined alignments and Jistribution that are 
permitted in Fortran HPF - .(3) Howe\ er. standardi7.ation of 
the language features is extremely imponant for users and 
compilers and tool writers. because it protects their soft
ware imestments a!!ainst chan2es in the architecture. In 
that respect. introdu~tion of Fonran90 and then HPF is an 
important step forward towards more stable p;:rallel 
software. 

If PF can be seen as the flagship of the data parallelism 
camp. On the other hand. thl.' supporters of message passing 
hascd parallel programming achie\ed standardization t•f 
their approach in the \1essage Passing Interface I MPI 1 

MPI is a large lihrnry of the message passing utilities that 
includes 125 functions. The hasic \1PI "1hset. -.ufticient for 
writing simple applicatirms. consish of just the following 
six functions: 

I. MPl_INIT - 10 initialize MPI on in a prnccss: 
2. !\1Pl_C0:\11\1_SIZF. - to find 1he number of pn1-

cesses participating in the MPl session: 
3. MPl_C0:\1M_RANK- 10 tind a unique rank of the 

calling process am.)ng the \1PI session participants: 
.a. MPl_Send - to send a meso;age 10 lhe other pro-

cesses: 
~- Mrl_Reeei\e - lo recei\e a mcss.igc: 
6. MPl_Finalizr - 10 1crnina1c the \fPI session. 
lhc innmalions of !\If I arc ccn1rcd around an ah,tr;ict 

\IC\\ of rhc c11mn111nir;;11on. Thi' ah ... 1rac1 \IC\\ 'upports the 
port;ihiltt~ of pr,,i-:rams using \11'1 10 differcnl machines 
Mes\01)!e' in M1•1 arc descrihed .:s 1riple•; wns1s1ing of .m 
addre,-.. dara ..:ount and dara t:pe. l>a1;1 l)pcs in 'uch 1r1plc' 
c;in hc U"cr defined. ~ IPI allows 1hc proce,scs lo )!fillip 
thcm,cl\e' ;md arrang•: 1hc111'elic' mto ;1 hierardt) \\her~· 
each prnn·s, h;1' ih o\\n rank. 1\ proce" can h;1H· d11lcren1 

l'11g1• ,_, 

r.inks inside ditfrrent g1t1ups and it can participale m 
Jitl~ren! communication session-.; concurrc:ntl~ _ \I Pl 
p~o\ides also a default initial group \\hose mem~r; are ail 
processes that ext.--cuted the '.\1Pl_l'.\IT functio!I. Fam11!;:• 
of mess.1ge-; can be ..!dined in h:rms of communica1ion 
1.:onte:1.! and group. 

MPI provides also more complex fi:aturcs. ~uch a' 
collec!i\ec,1rnm11nicationthat includcsdatamo\ementsand 
global reduction operations. \IPI ;:llo\\S the user t•• detmc 
\ irtual topologie« and use diffrn:nt i;,1mmunication mode~. 
It pro\'ides also functions for debugging and profiling and 
support for hetemgen<!ous net\\orls The \IPI ,1anJarJ 
does not define. purposclull~. t,o\\ 1he \11'1 'tartup 1s 
implemented. the amount of s~stem buffrrin~. l'r the 
limitations on recognized error; to a\01J unn~cessa~ 
restrictions on implementations_ 

Judging from the\\ 1despread J"'ipularit~ ,lf the Parallel 
Virtual ~tachine ( P\"\1). \IPI can become an imp•.lrtant 
step to\\ards prm iding the etl!ci.:nt and unit~ in;,: !ool for 
expressing message p.tssing in p.irallel and Jistrihuted 
:!pplications_ Although introduced recent I~ (in I <N3 t. \1Pi 
has been quickly embraced h~ m.mufacturer; an.i i, 
suppored on man~ parallel machine'> tamong tb:m Cr:i~ 
T.!D. Intel Paragon and 18'.\1 SP:!l_ 

8. Conclusions 
Par.did processing is at a critical point of its e\olution_ 

After a long period of intense sup.~1rt b~ gl)\emment and 
academia. it is slow I~ mo· ing to deri\e the hull.. of its 'iup
port from the commercial \\orld. Such a mo\e bnng~ \\ ith 
it a change of .-mphasis from record breaking pe;formance 
to price performance anJ sustained speed of pmgram 
executil'lll. The \\inning architectures ar.: not onl~ fast but 
also economJCally sound_ As a result. there is J clear trend 
tO\urJs \\ iJening the base of parJllel processing both ir 
hard\\ are and software_ On !he hard\\ are side. that r1 ·ans 
using off-the-shelf commerci.sll~ a\ailahle comr ,'n•·rts 
I processor. interconnc:. lion S\\ itches l \\ hi'h t-e1idir from 
the rapid pace of technologic.il ad\ ancement fut. '.ed ! ·. the 
large cus1omer ha!><:_ The other effec• ,s the c••mergv1re of 
diffc:rent architectures thanks co spreading :i .• ~.:. ~l >sful 
solution' am,-r.g all ,lf them \\'t1rbta1ion~ mterconnecteJ 
h~ a fast networl apprnach the: perfonnanc.: of p .rallel 
machines. Shared memor:. machines n ith mullile' d ::a·:he> 
and sophisticated prefctchin;,: '\tr.11r:~ies exe.:ute pro~,. am'> 
\\ ith an r:fticienc~ similar hl Jistr'.'1u,ed memor. m.1cLne-._ 

On the ~otinare o;ide. th..- "id:n;ng of Ille 1· .• ha...: 
curr.:ntl~ relies on the ,t;mJarJ11<lllllO of parallel program
ming 11wt ... A~ prntecting lhe prngr.immer", in\es1;11r:nt in 
soliware. ,1andardi1ation promote'> the de\elopmcnt of 
lihrarie'. hl(!I' and apphc;ll;•in 1-.ih. \\ hich m 1um \\ill 
;1t1ract mnre end-u,er' to parallel proce,-.mg_ It appears th;ll 
parallel prngr.1mming '' ending a lnng pemiJ of craft 
de,ign .ind " cntr:rmg a ,1.1gr: of in,111,tri;ll de\ elopmr:nt of 
p.1rallel "1tin.1re I h1' '' .m mdti..lr~ in lhe m;1J..1ng 1h;11 
\\ill pnn hie ne\\ oppon1111111..-, for "1f1\, .ire .teH·l,1pero; and 
in\e\[Of' 

111 <111r,lnn lkll. "\\II\ th.:re \\00·1 he .1pp' lhe 
prorkrn \\Ith \11'1',... II 11 i'.1r.1lkl .\: 
I )1,lr1liut<··I J .·.hnolo;·~ \~ ,1,_.111,,\: :\ppl11.:.111011'. \, ,, ~. 'n •. pr , _,,. I '1'1-• 
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B. NEWS AND EVENTS 

Photovolts for villages 
Two billion people are without an e!ectricalconnection. 

but the cost ('!°hooking up their homes to a conwntional 
griJ system will be too high for most dneloping Cl)untries. 
Photo\olta.c solar systems are a cheaperaltem.Ui\·e and can 
reach \·irtually any site on Earth. Granted. new and bcld 
initiati\es are necessa~ t•l r.:alize th.: required 20JX>O-MW 
peak po\·,er of photO\oltaic capacity. but the breakthroughs 
needed are kss technical and .nore in tho: areas of financing 
and enc:rgy policy. 

Energy is not the most pressing problem of th.: 
de\·eloping countrieo;. partly because oil prices are at 
pres.!nt so low lr.;tead. they haw to worry about the 
powrty of most or the inhabitants. their food supply. the 
creation of sutlicient ana me,:;1ingful jobs. competition in 
international markets for their products. and. sadly enough 
in some cases. the presence of war. The main energy 
problem in rural areas still is to find enllugh \\ood for 
cooking meals. In some de\ eloping countries. biomass for 
cooking accounts for O\er half of the national energy 
consumption. 

For some decades no\\. photornhaics (PV) has been on 
the t"nergy scene in the dc\eloping \\Orld. particularly in 
established niche markets such as telecommunications. 
marin.: beacons. railway si~nalling. and cathodic protection 
of pipelines. The challeng.: will be to apply P\" to the 
pro\·ision of energy to rural homes for lighting. 
refriger;itio.1 and T\'. 

The most successful to date is the indi\·idually owned 
solar home system: typically a 50-W solar panel that 
charges a battery by day and powers loads after dark. 
Owners are proud of ha\ing their owr power system and 
an: not susceptibl.z to g~id failure or inconsiderate 
neighbours. while the equipment itself can be exp:mded 
when rc:quircd. Of courc;c:. the: systems must be well 
designed. properly maintained. and paid for by the owner. 
bc:cause giveaways scido:n last long. 

On the face of it. it looks strange that people in rural 
arc:as ;md non-industrialized C'luntrics are satisfo..d with a 
fraction <lf a kilowan-hour a day. whereas resident-; of 
industrialized countries ··nc:ed·· l!l kWh or more per day. 
The c:xplanation is that people are not interc:sted in 
kilowan-hours as such. hut in liµht. a working TV ... ct. o~ 
a refrigerator. In other words. they want the ser\iccs of the 
energy regar<licss v. hether it amount'\ 10 0.1 kWh or 
IO kWh per day. :\nd as only a limited number of solar 
kil1ma1t-hourc; arc available:. people cannot afford to \\astc 
them and must use efficient lighting. lo\\·powc:r TV sets la 
gol<lc:n market for future !lat-screen T\' sct'i \\ ith liquid
cr~ stal Ji,play '>I and efficient refrigerators. 

The onl~ thing that matters to the mrner is: how much 
d11 I ha\c to pa;. for these \Cf\ ice:' C:\ cry "eek or month" 
"' a liN estimate. a re;l\onabk part nf the: rural population 
can rai'c S5 to \8 pc:r month. lhi·, 1, wh:H ihc: arc payin1! 
no\\ li1r h:roscnc: I ight in~~ an,J for h;i11c:r: ch.irging ;1t µrid· 
connected ccnlrcs 

,\, is \\ell l..no\\n. nc;irl: all :11ilirie' in <lnc:!oping 
countric' arc lo'iinl.! nwnc: on rural dc:ctrification 
ln\c,rment capital i, not tl:e prohkm. hc:in!! a\ailahlc at 
wmpar.1ti\el: lr1\\ rate' from large multilateral hanl..' lil..c 
rhc \\ orld Bani.. and :\\!ail l>e\eloprnent B.ml... llii:h co'!' 

arc the issue. stc:mming from long transmission lines to 
rem(ltC customers. Im\ cons:m1ption. the nt..'l!d to char-,;c 
on!y low taritlS. anJ high te-:hnical and non-technical losses 
C transm1ss1on and distribution losses and ilkgal 
connection>-20-10 per cent in some countries. And these 
high costs are usually cross-subsidized by urban consumers. 

Line costs arc: the hea\·iest burJc:n. usually accounting 
for 80-90 per cent of the budget of a rural electrifi.::ation 
project. They t~ pically run S20J)00-S30.000 per kilometre. 
Another factor is the widely \ariable number of users per 
kilometre of line. \\hich may be as low as two. but in 
Bangladesh must be at least 75. As a result. the awragc: 
cost per rural connee1ion also \·aries wildly: '.\lnhan 
\lunasinghe. an enc:rgy expert with the World Bank. quotes 
a range from S:!OO to S3.650 (in IQ83 prices). The monthly 
power consumpti(ln of ;-ural consumc:rs is usua!Iy low: 
20-40 kWh. kading to high per-kilowan-hour costs of 10-
20 cents to SI. 

A recent rc:port from the World Bank on its role in the 
power sector notes that the number of power connc:ctions 
in de\·eloping countries in the period 196Q-IQ8Q grew by 
9 ~r cent per year. or 2.5 times the a\erage population 
growth. In spite of this rapid growth. rather few members 
of the population are yet connected to an electricity supply. 
:\\erage ;-eat power tariffs declined from 5.2 to 3 8 cents 
per kilowatt-hour in the period I Q79- I 988 c in 1986 
dollars). 

~evenhcless. GO\·emments and utilities in Je\·eloping 
countries have imprc:ssi\·e plans for expanding their power 
sectors. The idea is to increase the total power supply 
capacity from the ·Pl GW of 1989 to 855 GW in I9QQ. It 
is estimated that no less than SI trillion will be needc:d 10 

achie\e the desired 38-t-GW increase. Approximately -to 
:ier cent of this sum is in foreign exchange. and it is clear 
that the S-tO hilEon nec:ded annuall: cannot be mobilizc:d. 
e\en by the large multi:ateral banks (the present lnel of 
World Bank lending for the powc:r sector is around 
S7 billion per year). 

The conclusion seems inescapable. Go\emments in the 
de\eloping world will face great difficulties in expanding 
their power sectors as planned. Oh\ iously. too. priority will 
be gi\cn to industry ar.d the urban sector. This prospect 
underlines the need 10 consider other altemati\es for rural 
electrification. ~uch as prc-e'.c:ctrifica1ion through P\' or 
other rcnC\\ablc sources. Th.: article goes on to describe 
nira I cncrg~ de\ clopmcnts in \ anouc; de\·· loping countries. 
The author. Erik. II. Ly ~en. of the !"ctherland; :\gene: for 
Energy and the Em ironment. prescntc:d an c:xtensi\ c paper 
at rhe 12th European Photo\oltaic Conference in April 
1'>9-t. \\hich i' puhlish::d in ihc Con!Crence Procce.ling~. 
C Source: IF.ff Spectrun:. October I '>'>-t 1. 

Appropriate technologies 
rhe end inµ of the cold \\ ar has released more 

cncrg~ for tad .. linf! the ..:onccrn' of underpri\ ilc:gcd 
populations. ··one hillion people in the dc\c:loping \\Orld 
,1111 l;1ck acce'i'i to de;in \\iltc:r .. nc.:arl~ :! hillion 
iack a<leqtnte "mit;iti1in Llcc:ric power ha• :ct 111 
reach :! billion people"·. the World Bank nor.:d m its June 
IJ",,rf,f rln·1·/r•11mn11 r1•11nr1 / 1J1J.J 111fr1111r11d11r1· fi1r 
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A country's infraslruclure includes senices based on 
ekctrolechnology. such a" declric power. ;de
commuuic.:itions. and road. 'ICa. and air lranspon. 
[k\·doping counlries pour LSS ~00.000 million in :--ound 
figures e\CI} year into new infraslructurc. aml'Unling 10 
..i per cent of their nalional oulpul and a fifth of lheir lOlal 
investment <!Ccording lo lhe World Bar.k repon. 

In purely human 1enns. the silualion of 1hese people is 
unacceptable. T echnologicall~. il Jares electrical and 
electronicsengiceers to de\·ise remedies by applying pro\·cn 
techn.:ilogy at an affordable cost. 

One challenge may well be lo upgrade the 
infrastructure in de\·eloping countries. At present. for 
example. about .JO per cent of 1heir power-generaling 
capacily is on an!rage unavailable when needed. as a resull 
of malfunclion or scheduled mainlenance: elsewhere. in 1he 
~st-performing po\\ er sectors in !he worid. 1h.: percen1agc: 
is half tha1 figure. according 10 1'.1e 199..i World Bank 
report. 

To cut back on wasle and improve etliciency. lhe Bank 
is e.uoarking on a lhorough reform. Among its goals are to 
see the infrastructure managed as a business. and nol as a 
bureaucracy: to see compelilio!l inlroduced: and to gi\·c 
lhose who use lhe sen·ices a stronger voice in and 
responsibilily for lheir operation lhan has been the custom. 

But what exactly is a de\eloping country? The World 
Bank often refers lo ··de\·doping economies .. as those with 
low or middle per capita income. deri\·ed by di\·iding the 
gross national product (GNP) by the population count. 

Lo.\·-income countries. with USS 6 75 or less per capita. 
include Burundi and Benin in sub-Saharan Africa. Egypt in 
!'forth Africa. Cambodia in East Asia. Tajikist.:in in Central 
Asia. and Hairi in the Americas. Senegal. though. and 
Thailand. Turkey. Iran. Aigeria. and Chile are 
representati\·e of middle-income economies. wi1h S675-
S8.356 per capita income (in 1992). 

In the October 199..i issue. IEEE Spectrum launched a 
series of articles on technology appropriate for de\·eloping 
countries. Topics included photornltaics applications. 
telecommunications. computers and nc!·.rnrks. and 
clcctrotechnolo!!v applications in such areas as 
transponation and agriculture. I:i1uiti\c. 'lualitative criteria 
for appropriateness ha\ e been :idopted for !he series. An 
appropriale technology is onc !hat: 

Fits in !he country's infraslructure. 
Is affordable. 
Can be properly main1ained. 
Is nol deslructi\e 10 lhe cn\ironment. 

Thc requiremenls need nol imply lechnological 
infcriori1y. Indeed. a dcvelopin~ country quite: olien seek~ 
10 leapfros s1raigh1 into the 1wenty-tirs1 ccnrnry. 
panicularly ii 1he ieap makes sound economic sense. 
lndoncsia is doing just 1ha1. Looking lo a rapid expansion 
of its urban lclephone network. it is insl:illing a radio
hascd. cellular-telephone syslem in Jakarta and Wesl Java 
for a tolal of 280.000 suhscrihrrs. 

From repons ii is cle:1r 1ha1 designing "appropria1e" 
technology may sound easier than ii is. In a Wesl Africa 
project. for instance. inverters 1·or waler jlllmps had lo be 
flexible cnough 10 accommoda:c various pump capacities. 
p1~c ~.11.cs. and \\alcrhe;ich. hul thi~ 11cxihility could not be 
houg~.t by 'iacrilicmg efficiency. l'rolcelion of lhe 
phoiOvoltaic sys1ern a!!ainsl lighlning and rhc ~afcry of 
maintenance personnel al .. o came inlo !he picture in a hig 
way. (Source: /fff Spectrum. Oclahcr 1'19.t) 

Using grey literature in informal information 
services in Africa 

There an: increasing numbers of cxpcriments r in 
co!mtries as Ji\·erse as Sierra Leone. TanLania. Benin. 
Senegal. BolS\\an;i and Zimbabwe) with infom1al 
communily inform.:ition sen ices dealing with heallh. 
~ygiene. child care. cuhi\·a1ion. stock-reanng. trades. cr.ilis 
and repair work. in rhe wa~ in which sun·c)s show that 
citizens require. Comenlionally published material is in 
\el}· short supply and sddcm has rele\ant conlcnt. 
Extension scn·ices. and sometime iibraries. in locJI 
communities make use of such malerialo; as arc a\ailabk. 
whether prin!ed in leaflet. pamphlet newspaper_ poster or 
tlipchart form. or ddi\·cr information l•rall:. on tape. 
tilmstrip. or in the form of song. stol} or dramatic 
presentation. 

Preliminary im·estigations show 1hat thc mechanisms 
for obtaining appropriate informa1ion to rcpackage for this 
type of use. and the capaci1y 10 cal"!}· out the repackaging 
exercise. are poorly de\·eloped in mosl of Africa. fhe 
\lfficial p11blications. repons. planning and polic: 
documents from non-go\emmental organizations. 
de\elopmen1al agencies. aid and charitable organizations 
and research centres. which contain this information. arc 
po.:irly represented in the holdings of national libral} 
systems. research collecti.,ns or go\·emme'1! agencies. 
Equally significantly. such instilutions are not oriented in 
the dynamic way required to permit an cffective 
repackaging exercise. There are. however. a few examples 
of :.pprortriate arrangemenls for the acquisilions. 
repackaging and distribution process which are ci1ed a~ 
partial models of thc way this work mighl hc done. 
(Source:Joumal ofDocumt!'1tat:on. 50Hl Decemher 199.t) 

Can the traditional abstracting and indexing 
services survive? 

The search for better access to scientific informa1ion 
fuelled the developmenl of on-line search and retric\al 
S)Stems. The need for better produclion mechanisms led to 
the development of scientific databases in compulcrizcd 
format. Today many of 1hc earlier syslems arc facing 
Jbsolescence due lo rapid changes in communical;ons and 
computer lechnologies. Many organizations arc in 1he 
process of. or have recenlly completed. lhc inslallation of 
new proJuc1ion syslems. with lite focus being shili.:d from 
a produclion sy. :em for prinl products that also produccs 
a tape for on-line searching. 10 lhe production of an on-line 
tile that can produce a variety of print and clcc1ronic 
products. Forward-looking puhlishers arc seeking a grealcr 
demand for data in elcclronic formal and rcali1:e that they 
need 10 have the t1exibili1~ ro deliver cxaclly \\ hal the 
cuslomcr \\anls -including faster 1hroughpu1. custom ii :d 
outpul. and malcrial tailored for document dclivcr~ 
suppliers and new puhlishers. 

Dclails of new production procc~scs arc gi\·cn for 
Ma1crials Information. BIOSIS. CABI. American Society 
of llospital Pharmacisls. !'\TIS and ISi. Thc~e nen 
processes make dalahases mnrc consistenl. cleaner. and 
pro .. ·idc belier anl! easier access points. hul ii docs mean 
Iha I tiles need h> be complc1cly reloaded v. here .. er they arc 
s1ored hy commercial on-line sy,lcms. Cl>·RO:\f and 
OJ>AC' proJucers. or pri\alc rape CU\lorncrs. At Dialog. 
lhc priority i~ 10 reload nc\\ dalahases. and 11 take' on 
a\cragc ahoul ~ix months to reload tile-;. l>;na enlry 1~ slill 
lhc key lo producini; a i.:ood darah.1sc. and all lhc ne\\ 

-------·--------,-~-
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s~·stems are incorporating new ways of entering data. 
Keyboarding is still the most common method of input. but 
most database producers use scanning as a small part of 
their input process. while a few are de\eloping major 
projects to use scanning for both database production 
purposes and electronic storage of documents for document 
delive~·. As the roles of prima~ publishers. seconda~· 
!>"blishers. document deli,·e~· services. and even authors 
are swirling and shifting in the- electronic infonnation age 
cauldron. the continuing need for abstracting and indexing 
services can be questioned. The organizations that survi\·e 
will be those that have listened to the marketplace and 
respond quickly to the infonnation collecting. organizing. 
filtering and deli\·e~· needs of their customers. (Source: 
DJtahase. 17(6) December 199.t) 

Guidelines for software in cars 
The Motor lndust~· Software Reliability Association 

(MISRA) is the first organization in the world to launch a 
set of guidelines for software used in the automoti\·e 
industry. 

The guidelines are designed to ensure that the ever
increasing complexity of software in cars is controlled and 
coordinated. primarily for safety reasons. 

The purpose of the guidelines is to help companies 
create safer and imprO\red cars. The members of MISRA 
include the DTI. Ford. Jaguar. Lotus. Delco Electronics. 
Lucas. Rover. Rolls-Royce and the Centre of Software 
Engineering. (Source: Electronics Weekz,·. 7 December 
199.t) 

DRAM shortage hits Taiwanese computer makers 
Taiwanese computer producers may have to scale back 

production levels because of a shortage of ORA Ms. claims 
the China Economic News Service. 

The shortage of .tMbit DRAMs is giving the island's 
computer producers, such as Acer. Twinhead and Calcomp. 
sufficient concern to rein back projections on this year's 
computer production. 

Acer is reported to be planning to scale back 
production of notebook PCs from 400.000 to ]80.000. 
despite the fact that Acer hao; its own DRAM production 
plant on the island. owned jointly with Texas Instruments. 
(Source: Electronic.~ WeekZr. 12 October 1994) 

Clean Japan Center to research technology to 
recover CFC, HCFC 

According to the Ministry of International Trade and 
Industry, the "Freon-Refrigerant Recycling Center" 
completed a demonstration plant that distils and purifies 
freons. or chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). and be6an CFC 
recycling in late 1994. The Freon-Refrigerant Recycling 
Center was commissioned by the New Energy Development 
Organization (NEDO) to research and develop technology 
to recycle CFC refrigeranls. The demonstration plant is the 
first in Japan that recycles CFC refrigerants by recovering 
and distilling them. For the time being the plan! will 
recycle specific CFCs. R 12 and R502. but later ii will also 
recycle R22. which is a CFC sub~·itute CHCFC). (Source: 
.\'tklcan Ko?J'O Shimhun. R September I <>94) 

Matsushita develops recyclable cleaning solvent 
for printed circuit boards 

The Environment and Energy Laboratory at Matsushira 
Electric' s research hc:adquartersdeveloped a distilled-water. 
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glycol-ether cleaning a~·ent for printed circuit boards. The 
new cleaning agent has the same cleaning power as s~ific 
chlorofluorocarbons ( CFl s) and trichloroethane and can be 
distilled and recycled. Without using surfactants. which 
were mixed in with CFC -alternati\·e cleaning agents in the 
past. the new cleaning agent can remove both oily and 
water-soluble contaminants. It also can improve the 
reliability of insulation and can be recycled. which was 
ditlicult with past CFC-alternatiw cleaning agents. The 
new cleaning agent can be used by simply adding 
distillation and recycling equipment to existing equipment 
for CFC-alternative cleaning agents. Matsushita is already 
using the new cleaning agent to remove flux from printed 
circuit boards. 

The new cleaning agent for printed circuit boards is 
made of a glycol-ether compound. By controlling alkylene 
glycol and alkyl structures and molecular weights. 
Matsushita researchers did not have to resort to mixing rhe 
cleaning agent with a surfaclant. fa·e11 so. lhe new cleaning 
agent can simuhaneously remove oily and water-soluble 
contaminants. 

Because it has a simple composition that does not 
contain a sJrfactant. the range of lempt"ratures over which 
the cleaning agent boils is \;e~· narrow-220"C ± 5- IO''C 
-which enables recycling by means of distillation. 

Recycling CFC-alternative cleaning agents up until now 
has been difficult because of their complex compositions 
into which a surfactant was mixed. 

In addition. a bit of a conventional CFC-allem;-•ive 
cleaning agent left on a printed circuit board affects the 
reliabilily of the board·s insulation. The new cleaning 
agent, however. improves the reliability of the board·s 
insulation: Matsushita researchers confinned that. even if 
some of the cleaning agent remains on the board. the initial 
resistance Hlue can be maintained. 

Having confinned that the new cleaning agent has 
almost no effect on rc:si11s. which had been a problem with 
conventional CFC-alternati\·e cleaning agents. Matsushita 
researchers believe that the new cleaning agent can be used 
to clean metals and resins. in addition to printed circuit 
boards. 

Production and sales of the cleaning agent. whose 
product name is the "PS Series··. are handled by Daiichi 
Seiyaku Co.. which will also market the producl to 
companies outside of the Matsushit:1 Group. (Source: 
Dempa Shimhun. 20 October 199.t) 

p.;1 consortium 
A consortium of four developers of high-end industrial 

PC sysrem; has been founded in the US to draw up a 
technical specification for passive backplanes 10 which PCI 
(Peripheral Components Interconnect) cards can be 
connecred in industrial computing systems. 

The consortium is called PCI Computers Manufacturing 
Group (PCIMG) and its founding members are I-Bus. 
Texas Micro. Teknor and Trenton Tenninals. More 
companies could join soon. 

The consortium's prime objective is 10 ensure 
inlemperability between the increasing number of PCI 
processor cards developed b) different original equipment 
manufacturers (OEMs). 

The four companies have in !he past approached an 
existing body. the PCISIG (PCI Special Interest Grcup). lo 
try and find solutions to lhc existing inlcroperability 
problem~ but PCISIG focuses on defining the mothcrooard 
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approach and not the passi,1e backplanes. (Source: 
£/ectroni,·s lred:z,._ 19 October 199.t) 

EC goes satellite 
The European Commissioil has cleared the way for the 

rapid expansion of the satellite business communications 
market by liberalizing the skies above Europe within nine 
months. 

The ability for operators to offer cross-border satellite 
services is expected to transfonn the VSA T point to the 
multipoint business communications market One survey 
predicts a tenfold increase in the volume of European 
satellite communications traffic by the end of the decade 
with as many as 80.000 VSA T dishes depioyed. 

Operators like BT in the UK will be able to offer 
services through hubs in all European countries. whereas in 
the past it had to negotiate restrictive deals with local 
operators. (Source: Electronics Jreelczv. 19 October 199.t) 

Eureka goes digital 
The Eureka 95 project. set up to develop programme 

material and a producti:m and transmission infrastructure 
for MAC-based analogue HDTV. is being folded ;nto a 
new proje::t to do the same job for digitc:I HDTV. Eureka 
11&7 (Advar.;ed Digital TV Tect.nologies) will develop 
.. production, reception and replay equipment and the key 
technologies required to achieve them ... 

It will aim to build a demonstrator of a complete 
digital HDTV system based on specifications proposed 
by the DVB gro1.1p. Consumer electronics finns Philips, 
Thomson and Nokia are all participating in the 
orogramme and more than 35 other organizations have 
applied for membership. (Source: Electronics Weelczv. 
21 September 199.t) 

Asian telecoms 
Throughout Asia the demand for telecoms products and 

services is dizzying. In countries where telephones are rare 
and connections feeble. such as India (where there is barely 
one lif'! for every 100 peop!e). several hundred 
networks--each !he size of an American regional telephone 
system-have been planned. 

Telecoms growth in Asia is partly a result cf the fact 
that eastern Asia is the fastest-growing region in the world. 
But some countries have also pushed telecoms growth to 
the top of their agendas because they fear that. without an 
efficient telephone system. their economic growth could 
stall. In theory, at least. most Asian countries now agree 
how to improve their telecoms. They believe that 
privati1.ation and competition are the only way to attract the 
necessary foreign investment and know-how. In practice. 
Governments find it hard to give up control. 

As recently as five years ago most telecoms operators 
in the Asia-Pacific region were State-run. Now around 30 
telecoms finns are listed on local exchanges. They range 
from privatized giants, s .. ch as Singapore 
Telecommunications (ST) and Pakistan Telecom. to new 
competitors such as Thailand's TclecomAsia and Globe 
Telecom in the Philippines. There are also numerous 
provider.~ of bleepers. cell-phones anrl other telecoms 
servic1:s. 

Foreigners. especially Americans. have found their way 
in NYNEX has a stake in Telecom Asia. which will operate 
2 million lines in Bangkok; tJSWe~t own 20 per cent of 
Rinariang. which is building a digital cellphone system in 

Malaysia: Bell Atlantic and Ameritech each own 25 per 
cent of Telecom New Zealand and Bell South partly owns 
Australia·s Optus. But the regional companies are nt'l 
giving up easily: Australia·s Telestra is leading the way in 
Viet Nam: Japan· s NTT is investing in Thailand. and Korea 
Telecommunications in the Philippines and Indonesia. 

Apart from the sheer µhysical ditliculty faced by 
companies t~·ing to manage so many new !decoms 
projects. there is another constraint o:t grm.\lh: money. The 
region·s telecoms comoanies are estimated to generate 
enough cash to increase the number of telephone lines by 
only 10 per cent a year. b11t the forecast is for demand to 
increase by 17 per cent a year. 

The problem with t~·ing to raise so much money is 
that there is plenty of competition for it. Not only are other 
telecoms firms around the world hungry for cash. but so 
are thousands of other development projects in Asia. from 
roads and railways to electricity. Unattrdctive policies can 
drive foreign investors away. Countries desperately shon of 
telephone lines are also becoming more liberal. 

The growth prospects in Asia·s more prosperous 
economies. especially in the relatively small but wealthy 
markets of Singapore and Hong Kong. might seem more 
limited. Both are already well wired. and neither possesses 
a particularly liberal home market for telecoms. This is 
largely because their markets were once considered too 
small to support rivals. 

That. however. is also about to change. In Singapore 
ST"s monopoly of mobile services will be abolished in 
1997, which could lead to even more bleepers and cell
phones flooding onto the market. The firm's monopoly of 
fixed-wire services will remain until 2'107. Hongkong 
Telecom will not lose its grip on international services until 
2006, but its monopoly on local services will go next June. 
Three rival groups have won licences to provide competing 
services: Hutchinson Communications. which is panly 
owned by Australia's Telestra: New T&T. owned by Hong 
Kong's Wharf group: and New World Telephone. whose 
o;hareholders include US West and Shanghai Long Distance 
Telephone. 

Since Hongkong Telecom does not charge for local 
telephone calls. these new finns plan to beat it on service 
and technology. The new competitors talk of multimedia. 
video telephones and powerful data networks. Of course. 
Hongkong Telecom plans to compete by providing such 
services itself. It is racing with ST to be among the first to 
pump video-on-demand along telephone lines. Prising open 
Asia's markets, either developed or undeveloped. will 
assure telecoms growth of one sort or another. (Extracted 
from The Economi.H. 4 February 1995) 

Serials in the third millennium 
Within the scope of collection development policies. it 

is important to consider how the concept of access 
interrelates with that of ownership. It is important to think 
how new technologies change the organization or library 
functions and services. Will artificial intelligence: and 
expert systems offer a system of automation appropriate for 
processing a plethora of research information. which is 
already overwhelming the ability of mankind to process. 
retain. recall and synthesize. The influence of fiscal 
resources always has and will continue to govern the 
development of serial collcctirms using either acce~s or 
ownership measures. In tile limired resources environment. 
the practice of access or document dehvery must he 
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governed by the collection de"·elopment policy. Questions 
that demand answers are what should be owned and \\hat 
should be accessed? How are financial resources ~o be 
di .. ided between competing departments and ditlering 
classes of library users? Should access equal that amount of 
print-on-paper journal titles canc~lled within a discipline. 
or should money be spent on a first-come. first-served 
basis? The acquisition of adequate resources will demand 
new funding concepts. 

Scientific. medical and blisiness subjects are likely to 
gain initial development funds. Serial department staff in 
the next millennium will need some people who are 
conversant with the existence. control and use cf 
retrospective runs of print-on-paper journals and the 
diminishing number of traditional journal issues. Other staff 
wilt have workstations crammed with display panels. 
terminals and voice activated equipment which will be 

integrated in operation for the receipt. storage. and retrie\·al 
of journal public"ltions. and to communicate with 
publishers. vendors. and users. New access systems such as 
document deli\·ery and the ekctronic journal will pro,·ide 
new resources to the public service library staff Artificial 
intelligenr"' in the third millennium may provide a 
computer system which can process information or read 
against a researcher·s thesis question and pose plausible 
conclusions. To reach the developments projected. it will 
be necessary to develop common softwa:e languages. 
communications protocols. and equipment such as faxes 
with comparable receiving and transmission characteristics. 
It is concluded that the starting point for each library will 
be its present level of automation: the talent and "·ision of 
its staff: and the intellectual "igaur and flexibility of the 
instilution·s faculty and administrators. (Source: 
Acquisitions Librarian, December 199.t) 
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C. NEW DEVELOPMENTS 

Axode's latest OCR neural chip presented 
The OCR s:~:stem of the AxO<!e company is ~aid to be 

100 times faster than the software solutions in use tO<!ay. 
At the source of this performance characteristic is ail 
electronic chip tailored t\J replace the traditional 
software used in applications of this type. De\·eloped with 
t;1e help of the Jessica program and the technical 
assistance of the Higher Ele..tronic School of the West. 
this ASIC [Application-Specific Integrated Circuit) will 
equip the 20 or so vision systems that AxO<!e markets 
every year. However. to better amonize development 
costs. the company also intends to oiler it to vision
system manufacturers as an OEM [original equipment 
manufacturer) chip in PC-type cards. In another. more 
compact system currently under development. the company 
expects to achieve a reading rate of 30-40 characters per 
:;econd by using two or three new ASICs. 

The NeuronEye chip of Inovatic International answers 
the same concerns for fast processing. Built like the 
human brain. with a network of 1.6-tO neurons. it can read 
up to 1.500 characters per sec md. De eloped jointly with 
the INPG (Grenoble National Poly1echnic Institute). it is 
manufactured by SGS-Thompson for scanners. telecopiers. 
or extension boards. It is suitable for industrial 
quality control as well as for security monitoring systems. 

The Zisc chips. built around a 36-neuron network. usr 
the same principle. Developed jointly by Sman 
lntemat1onal. a new comp~ny of Montpellier. and IBM 
France in Corbeil-Essonnes. its distinctive feature is an 
integrated learning function that then enables it to perform 
a recognition task within only 4 microseconds. Several 
..:ircuits can be r1scaded to obtain more powerful systems. 
(Source: lndu .. tnes et Techniques. October 1994) 

Research on theoretical and computational 
methods for designing advanceci functional 
materials 

The progress achieved in recent year~ in theoretical and 
computational methO<!s in the field of solid state physics. 
quantum chemis•-y and statistical mechanics. as well as 
1he remarkable progress achieved in computing tool!> ..1ch 
as supercomputers. now make it possible to elucidate and 
estimate the structures Jnd propenies of various materials 
to be elucidated or estimated on the 1tomic and electronic 
level by theoretical calculation or simulation. 

ThesecalculatiM method~ include the molccularorbital 
method. band-structure c.·lculation method. molecular 
dynamics method. Monte Carlo method. stochastic 
'!uantization method and hybrids of thcc;e methods. 

The objective t'f this research project at the Osaka 
National Research Institute is to assess the feasibility of 
appl:..ing these atom and dcctron level theoretical 
calculation methods at the atomic and or electronic levels 
to elucidating the structures. propl!nics and other 
phenomena of various materials with the 1im of 
establishing a basic lhcorctical lalculation technology for 
designing advanced lun..:tion;il materials. !Source: .lfJRO. 
November 1994) 

The virtual ::orporation go.:!s 3-D 
Working with customized hardware and some \Jtl-the

shelf \inual-reality ( VR) software. t\~O Purdue 1_rniwrsity 
professors have built a system that lets exccuti\es ~oam 
throu~h three-dimensional models of their organizarions. 
The :;) stem can also create hybrid models of multiple 
cClmpanies to .inal~:se the benefits of a prnposed strategic 
pannership. 

lnst~a~ of scrutinizing chans and spreadsheets. a group 
of managers can .. walk·· together through symbolic d.)mams 
where colours and shapes depict e\·erything from cash flow 
to manufacturing operations and staff allocations. Alok 
Chatun•edi. an associate professor of management and co
dcveloper Chandrajit L. JJajaj. a protessor of computer 
science at the school. are also now tailoring a version for 
the financial community. (Source· Rmint!H lrc.·k. 
21l September 199..J) 

Minute silicon electron gun developed 
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co .. in cooperation wirh 

the Agencv of Industrial Science and Technology of Japan. 
de\eloped minute micron-order silicon electron guns 
(electron sources). Fine-processing technology fur ultra
large-scale integration was used to form cathO<!es an:i other 
such structures on silicon substrates. As in a CRT. electrons 
are discharged from th;: cathO<!e to the anO<!e in a vacuum. 
The guns· electron discharge efliciency is good. and the 
operating voltage can be reduced significancly to 14 per 
cent or less of that of conventional devices of this type. 
Matsushita aims to exploit the characteristics-electrons 
moving at high speeds in a ncuurn·-and apply th~ devices 
in milliwave-band ultra-high-speed devices. In addition. if 
many of the electron guns can be formeu densely on a 
substrate. there may a' so be applications in I-mm-thick 
high-detail self-luminous flat displays that arc bright and 
easy to look al. 

The electron guns arc vacuum microdcviccs in "hich 
electrons are emitted from a cathode and move towards an 
anO<!c when a voltage is applied to a gate ekctrodc in a 
vacuum. Matsushita developed an elect;on gun for flat 
displays (ttoe electronc; move in a din:ction perpendicular to 
the substrate) and an electron gun for ultra-high-speed 
devices (the electrons move in a direction parallel to the 
substrate). The sizes of both arc micron-order. 

An:sotropic etching (d1ywet) of a silicon substrate and 
other techniques were used to create cathode strncturcs 
between neighbouring gait• dcctrodcs. Until now. if the 
gate electrodes were not \·cry large. electrons were not 
dischar:;cd from the cathodes. Matsushita ·s electron gun for 
flat display• has a cathode that is needle-shaped with a 
sharp point (a tower slrul·ture). and its electron µun for 
ultra·high-~pecd devices has a cathode that is shaped like 
a cylinder whose middle i.-. whittled do"n (a cocktail i;lass 
structure). Because of those -;tructures Matsushita could 
reduce the operating voltages 10 !! V (60 V in the pa~!) for 
!he: electron gun \\ ith the towcr-~haprd cathode. and I ·I V 
(I 00 V) for rhe electron gun \\ ith rhe cocktail-µlass-shaped 
cathode. 
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Many of the dectron guns can be formed one micron 
apart (i.e .. IOO million electron guns per square centimetre) 
on a silicon substrate to realize a high-detail I-mm-thick 
self-luminous (ewn in bright places. easy to look at) flat 
display. And. because the electrons can move much faster 
in a varnum than in a solid. there •nay also be applications 
in milliwave-band ultra-high-speed devices. (Sot.rce: 
l\agak11 l\ogyo Sip po. 13 December 199.t) 

Technology team develops method for 
strengthening silicon atoms 

fhe team working on the Kimura Molten-Liquid 
Dynamics Project (led by Shige_:.uki Kimura. head of the 
Science and Technology Agency·s Nztional Institute for 
Research in Inorganic Materials). which is one of the 
Exploratory Research for Advanced Technology Projects 
(ERA TO) instituted by the Research Development 
corporation of Jap:tn. was the first to discover that. near 
gallium atoms present as trace amounts of impurities in a 
moiten silicon liquid at I A30"C. silicon atoms bind much 
more strongly than generally thought. The research ~eam 
developed a new high-sensit;vity X-ray absorptico fine 
structure (EXAFS) de.., ice for use in molten liquid to make 
the observati<'ns. This result will gain attention as a 
discovery that will have applications in technology for 
atomic-level control of wafer growth and will lead to 
higher-quality large wafers. 

The EXAFS device that was developed has improved 
jigs. etc .. so that it can be used in a molten liquid; it 
also has a higher degre·· of sensitivity in lluorometric 
analysis involving the .. .>o;orption and re-emission of 
X-rays. The device can measure the structure in and around 
atoms in a molten liquid in the fonn of interatomic 
di>tances. 

The research group used the device to observe the 
distance between silicon and gallium atoms in molten 
silicon that ha<.i heen placed into a boron nitride crucible 
and doped with Group-Ill gallium. When the gallium 
cnncentration was I per cent or less. the distance between 
silicon and gallium atom<; was 2.2 Ang:;troms. In 
comparison with the nonnal distance between silicon and 
gallium atoms in molten silicon. 2.5 Angstroms. that is a 
closer range. 

Contrary to general thinking up to now. at low 
concentrations of gallium the silicon and gallium atoms line 
up strongly with a short distancr between them. and the 
silicon atoms exhibit a slate where there are four atoms 
around a gallium atom. On the other hand. that sort of 
structure disappeared when the crJncentration of gallium 
was 5 per cent. and the research team verified that six 
silicon atoms lined up around a gallium atom. as the six 
ligands characteristic of molten silicon. 

A structure in which silicon atoms line up as four 
ligands around a ;,;allium atom resembles that of Group-IV 
silicon's solid crystalline structure. Therefore. if that sort 
of licand relation<;hip at the atomic level can be realized in 
a liquid state as well. then it can be used in the control 
conditions for crystal pulling as the silicon changes from a 
molten liquid into a solid. This timl! the research team 
exprrimentcd with gallium. which is easy to measure. hut 
similar ligand ~tructurcs al the atomic level can be expected 
with horon. phosphorus. antimony. arsenic. and other such 
impurities that arc used for doping monocrystalline silicon. 

"'silicon wafi:rs get larger. ohtaining homogeneity in 
the surface of the wafer will he the hig issue. At the 12-

and 16-inch le,·els of next-generation wafers. atomic-le\ el 
investigatiom of c~·stal pulling control technology will be 
increasingly necessa~-. (Source: .\"ild..ci S1.111gyo Shimh11n. 
8 De.: ember 199.t) 

Toshiba develops high-speed, energy-saving MOS 
transistor 

Toshiba announced that it had confirmed the room
temperature operation of a trial-produced MOS (metal
oxide semiconductor) transistor that will enable 
significantly faster and more power-conser•ing LSls. 
Toshiba researchers discovered a nl'\\ phenomenon that 
occurs when a transistor's gate electrode is reduced to a 
ve~ small size: e\en if the gale oxide film is ve~ 
thin. a large current flows. The researchers produced a 
gate oxide film that was 1.5 nm thick. which is half as 
thick as the 3 nm that wa-. thought to be the limit up until 
now. Although the transistor will not be ready for practical 
use for several years. it will enable LSls to operate five 
:imes faster than present-day LSls and on one-tenth as 
much power. 

The trial-produced transistor is a silicon MOS-FET 
(field-effect transistor) and has a gate length of 90 nm. Its 
current driving force. which is an indicator of the 
transistor· s operating speed. is 1.4 mA per micron. or about 
twice the maximum value ever achieved in the past at room 
tern perature. 

In general there are two ways to make an LSI faster: 
(I) increase the speed at which !he electrons move by 
shortening the lengths of the transistors· gates to thereby 
increase the electric field in the region where the current 
flows (the channel). and (2) increase the electron dens it_:. by 
making the gate oxide film thinner. 

In principle. however. if the gate length is IOO nm or 
less. the speed at which the electrons move reaches a state 
of saturation. On the other hand. if the thickness of the gate 
oxide film is 3 nm or less. normal operation is not possible 
because of the leakage current that arises as a result of 
tu11nelling. 

Nevertheless. Toshiba discovered that the leakage 
current that occurs along with a thinner gate oxide film 
will decrease significantly if the gate length is made 
sma!!"r than !00 nm. 

This new technology may he applied in MPUs 
(microprocessing units). At the same operating speed the 
power consumption can bl! about one hundredth that of 
MPUs using current technology. (Source: i\'ikkei San>{l·o 
Shimhun. 9 December 1994) 

Matsushita electric develops world's smallest 
CMOS transistor 

Matsushita Electric Industrial Lo. has developed the 
world's smallest CMOS transi.;,cor. By using technologies 
such as low-energy ion inje~tion. Matsushita reduced the 
kngth of the transistor's gate electrode to 0.05 microns. 
The devcl,,pmcnt hroke through the conventional limit of 
transistor miniaturization and opens the way to gigabit 
memory. 

IJp to now the ~olid-fayer diflu<;ion method was used 
to fahricate 0.1-micron and smaller transistors. hut 
forrriing n-typc and p-type MOS on the substrate was 
difficult. Matsushita succeeded in the miniaturization by 
injecting ions with a low encrgv (~ keV) and hy thermal 
processing for a short time I I 0 scrnnds) with a method 
called RTA to make the junctions shallow. 

·-----------------------------------
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In addition. deterioration in the transistorchaiacteristics 
due to the short channel effect was checked without any 
increase in parasitic capacitance between electrodes: the use 
of a metal silicide in the electrodes also reduced the 
parasitic resistance. Matsushita also achie\·ed ttie fastest 
delay time in the world. 13.1 picoseconds (when the 
transistor was driven with 1.5 V). (Source: .\'ilckan Kogyo 
Shimbun. I .t December 199.t) 

Fujitsu develops CMOSISRAM technolog}' for 
logic LSI 

Fujitsu has developed full CMOS:SRAM technology 
that will enable the company to lower the cost of 
0.25-micron logic LSls that have built-in SRAM. Fujitsu 
strove to simplify the fabrication processes and achieve a 
smaller LSI area by developing new techniques. such as 
forming local wiring directly over gate electrodes without 
any insulating film between the two. and thereby realized 
a minimum-level cell size of IO square microns for a six
element configuration of SRAM. Fujitsl! thinks the 
technology can be ready for use in mass production in a 
short period of time and plans to put it into actual use by 
1997 or 1998. 

Fujitsu used a technique of forming local wiring made 
of titanium nitride for the wiring near the inside of logic 
gates and for parts of the cross cables that straddle one gate 
and connect to another gate. The local wiring was formed 
directly above the diffusion layer and the gate electrodes 
without any insu!ating film between the layers. With that 
there is no need to allow for margins because the wiring 
does not go through contact holes. as conventional 
aluminium wiring does. and the area of the LSI could be 
reduced. Because the wiring it:.elf is thin. flat.ening is not 
necessary, and that leads to a reduction in the number of 
processes. Actually. with this local wiring technique an 
insuiating film is deposited on the gate electrode. and 
openings are formed only where the local wiring is to be 
connected. so the local wiring is connected directly to gate 
electrodes. Consequently. the contacts can be formed in a 
self-adjusting manner hecause the local wiring material. 
titanium nitride. is selective with respect to the contacts 
wit:i the upper layer wiring. and the spacing between gate 
electrodes and contact hoh.s can be reduced. 

In addition. by using high-energy ion injection to fonn 
a retrograde well in which the concentration is low near the 
surface. Fujitsu reduced the spacing between r.- and p
channels to 1.8 microns. Cobalt silicide was used in the 
source and drain surfaces and the surfaces of the logic 
gate electrodes. resulting in lower res1 ·tance in even 
very small regions. (Source: :\'iUan l\o~·o Shimhun. 
16 December 1994) 

NTT tests room-temperature single-electron 
transistor 

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone (NTT) has announced 
it had trial-produced a single-electron transistor. which is 
one of the next g..:neration of devices that utilizes quantum 
effects. NTT was also the first to ~ucceed in getting the 
transistor to operate at room temperature. In a single
electron transistor the flow of a single electron of current 
can be controlled. By using ultrafinc processing techniques 
to fabricate the single-electron transistor. NTT improved 
the precision of quantum fine line processing and overc;1me 
the problem encountered in the past. i.e .. that the transistor 
would only function at tempc;·atureshelow -nO"C. ~kcause 

the single-electron transistor can be made to operate with 
less power and can be integrated on a vel)· large scale. its 
application in gigabit-class memo!)· can be expected. 

fhe single-electron transistor is expected to be used in 
the !'our-gigabit and larger-capacity memory that should 
appea!" :i.round the year 20 I 0. NlT says that its next 
res~arch based on these results will be on integrating many 
of the transistors. 

NTT used its own technology. called SIMOX 
{ir.s·Jation by oxygen injection). to trial-produce the 
rr:•ns1stor and form quantum fine lines. The technology 
involves implanting oxygen ions into a silicon substrate and 
then forming in the substrate a silicon dioxide layer that 
acts as a'l insulating film. 

The fine lines are IO nm high. 5 nm wide. and 70 nm 
long. In addition. by reducing the sizes of both of the fine 
line's end;;. which connect to electrodes. NTT found a way 
to form energy barriers there so that the mucture acts like 
a quantum box. 

As a result the energy difference between the electrodes 
at both ends and the fine line is kept small so that it is 
possible to determine with certainty a change in energy 
equivalent to one electron· s energy. ewn when the 
transistor operates at room temperature. With the 
transistors that were trial-produced before. the precision of 
the fine line processing was low. and extrtmely small 
energy changes could not be detected unless the transistor 
was cooled down to -270"C. 

If a way can be found to further reduce the dimensions 
of the quanium fine lines. NTT hopes to proceed with 
improving the transistor so that it will operate more 
reliably at room-temperature levels. 

The single-electron transistor utilizes a quantum
mechanical phenoMenon called the tunnel effect. Because 
the tunnel effect occurs in an extremely small region. the 
size (lf the transistor is kept small. (Source: Sikkei San~·o 
Shimhun. 16 December 199.t) 

Highest transmission speed achieved with 
0.05 micron gate electrode 

Matsushita Electric lm!ustnal Co. has developed the 
smallest-scale CMOS (comp!i:mentary metal-oxide 
semiconductor) transistor in the w«rld. The length of the 
transistor"s gate electrode is O.ll:' microns. Reducing the 
length of a gate electrode tr• G.2) microns or less had lleen 
regarded as an extreme() ,Jirtic:1lt feat. Matsushita also 
achieved the highest signal tr;insmission speed in the world 
for a CMOS transistor. and that may lead to the 
development of practical gigabit-class memory. 

An important point about th.: development i~ that 
Matsushita used a better method of forming the transistor· s 
source and drain electrodes. which arc the electrodes 
through which current ilows into and out of the transistor. 
In existing CMOS transistors. the depth of the source and 
drain electrodes is between 0.2 and 0.4 microns. and the 
plane where the electrode and substrate arc joined is large. 
The shortcoming of those transistors is that current leaks 
out and the transistors do not operate properl~ if the 
distance hetween the electrodes is shortened. Matsushita· s 
development team combined that way of fom1ing electrodes 
with ultrafine proces:;ing technology for the gate electrodes 
to realize a gate length of 0.05 microns. 

To speed up circuit operation. Mat,ushita made the 
electrodes out of a metal s1llc1de. \\hich is a compound 
containing silicon and a metal. such ;" titanium. A 

/'a~,· _,I 
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meral-silicidc ckcrrodc has much lo\\ er clecrrical resisrance 
rhan silicon. \\'hen the newly dewloped dnicc \\as dri\en 
with 1.5 V. the signal delay time was 13.1 picoseconds. 

There a~ examples of non-CMOS transistors with gate 
lengths under 0.1 microns. Howe\·cr. rhis is the first 
de\ dopmcnt of a CMOS tnnsisror rhar consumes less 
ptl\\Cr. This result will open rhe way ro the next gener.atiun 
of ultra-high-integration memo~_ Matsushita expects 
applications of the new transisto~ in devices such as the 
CPUs (central processing units\ of high-performance 
portable computers that arc dri\·cn by dry cells. 1Sourcc: 
.\'ikkci .'kmg_rn Shimhzm. 1-t Dc:ccmbc:r 199-t) 

New transistor last 100 times longer 
Mitsubishi Electric has established the technology for 

processing ultra-small CMOS transistors in which the 
length of thc.> gate electrode is 0.15 microns. Dc:crcasing the 
transistor's electrical resistance helped boost irs operating 
speed. In addition. bc:cause deterioration of the silicon 
oxide film bc:neath rhc electrode is pre~·ented. the 
transistors last abour I 00 times longer than com;entiona: 
CMOS transistors. Mitsubishi emphasizes rhar its 
technology is already practical and rhat it will use rhe 
technology to achieve more highly integrated memory· and 
increase the speed of CPVs. 

To make a transistor operare at a higher speed. the 
electrical resistance of the part of a transistor where current 
flows must toe reduced. !\lirsubishi \·apour-deposited cobalt 
on the surfaces of tht• rransistor·s gate electrodes and the 
semiconductor substrate. then injected silicon ions to form 
a thin film of cobalt silicide. 

As a result. the transistor·s electrical resistance could 
be reduced to about one hundredth of the resistance of a 
con"entional CMOS transistor. When the transistor was 
dri\en by :! V of power. the delay time (the time it rakes 
for cum.~nt ro pass rhrough one transistor). which indicates 
the operational speed. was :!O picoseconds-rhe world's 
highest le\el of speed for a CMOS transisror. 

In addirion. to keep rhe silicon oxide insulating film 
between the gate electrode and the sem iconducror subsrrate 
from deteriorating. Mitsubishi used a method of injecting 
nitrogen ion..; into the electrode. 

The one-gigabit DR/.M is highly integrated memory 
that is expected to become practical in the early twenty
tirst century. Th•; ;,.sues for DRAM makers arc the speed 
of the memory's ultra-small transistors. and making the 
transistors last longer. (Source: .\'ikk<'1 Sanxw Shimhzm. 
1-t lkcember 199-t) 

Sharp produces prototype 256-kilobit FRAM 
Sharp trial-producr:d a :!56-kilobit ferroelectric memory 

(l·RA!\O using a 0.<1-micrnn pruces~. that is u~cd in 16-
mt:gahit memory production. The chargc-st01ing capacitors 
are ma<li: of a ferroelectric material and arc ~tacked thrcc
dimeri-;ionall) on lop of the transistors. which cnahlcs a 
higher degree of integration. When the power is on. the 
1-R,\M acts a\ a DRAM. and data re\Hiting is fast. In 
addition. the FRAM is n1m-rnla1ile. so recorded data is not 
lost \\hen the p<h\er is cut oil Appfic,llion of the memor) 
in equipment such a' portahle information terminals is 
expected. Sharp plans to dC\elop megahir-class FR1\M 
produch Oil\Cd 1111 that memory cell structure h~ i 997. 

I he FRAM consi•;ts of one-capacitor. onc-lr<m>tslor 
memor~ cell» It j, 11011-\olarile and U\es a thin film of 
I'/ J (lead 1in.:onatc 1itana1e). \\hich '' a frrroclectric 

material that stores a great deal or electric charge. In order 
to reduce the size or rhe memory n·ll area. Sharp formed 
the capacirorson rop or rhe transisrors. outgoing decrrodes. 

Sharp est:!blishcd a dry-etching technique of forming 
microscopic ( 15 square micr,1n) capacitors b~ using a 0.6-
micron design rule. Jkrfonn ing high-density plasma etching 
\\ ith a chlorine-m ixturc gas. and then heating the substrate 
to 200-JOOT. Sharp uses platinum for the electrodes. and 
employs other materials. a structure and a fabrication 
technique thar arc suitable for stacked capacirors. 

The capacity of rhe trial-produced FRAM i5 
256 kilobits. and its operating \Oltagc is 5 ,-ohs. The 
FRAM is at the lc,-cl of practical use: its rewriting speed 
is the same as that of DRAMs. and the numbc:r of memory 
wrires as rhc power is toggles on and :>ff is 10'' or more. 
The cell size is I0.5 square microns (a 16-megabir 
DRA!\fs cell size is -t-5 square microns)_ ( ~ourcc: K11gul.:u 
Kogyo .\"ippo. I} lkcembc:r 199-t) 

NEC develops production technology for high
performance BiCMOS 

NEC has dewloped bipolar de\icc fabrication 
technology that will enable low-cost high-performance 
bipolar-CMOS. Until now. forming high-performance 
bipolar elements ard MOS (metal-oxide semi· c.ductor) 
elements on the same substrate required more processes. 
This time NEC dewloped a new process using an ultra
high-vacuum chemical \.apour deposition ( UHV CVD) 
dc\·ice io fonn the outer base rt:gion or the bipolar 
elements. As a result. NEC was able to produce bipolar 
CMOS (Complementary· metal-oxide scm iconductor) using 
I:! masks. which is two masks less than with comentional 
methods and a 15 per cent reduction in the number of 
production processes. The bipolar and CMOS clements 
perform just as well as clements rhat were produced 
individually. NEC will work to make the technology 
practical for the next generation of 0.:!5-micron processes. 

Forming the p-type MOS gate electrode and outgoing 
bipolar p-typc base electrode with the same polycrystalline 
silicon was an effecti,-c way to reduce the number of 
bipolar-CMOS proccsscs. llowe\.cr. because of the 
111ismatch in the !henna! processing temperatures. horon in 
the p-type MOS gate electrode penetrated through the 
gate's oxide film and affected the rhrcshol<l \Oltagc. 
Becausl! of that problem the p-typc MOS gate electrode and 
the outgoing bipolar p-type base electrode had to be formed 
~eparately. 

To get around the problem. 1'EC dc,·eloped a ne\\ 
process to form the e:-.temal base region of the bipolar 
clement. The strong point of the new iechnique is that the 
diffusion area of the outgoing base electrode was formed 
with the oxide film mer the bipolar ~ide of the substrah:. 
which was fom1ed at the same time as the 7-n;momctre
thick l\.IOS gate oxide lilm as the reference. After thi: oxide 
film was formed. an oulgoing base electrode of 
pol~crystalline silirnn \\as formed. In making the cmiller 
electrode windm\. that oxide lilm was etched a\\ay to 
create a 7-nar.r.mctre-thid .. :!OO-nanomc1re-<leep space. 

A silicon lilm <loped with a high concentration of 
boron \\as then deposited into that space b) means of 
I lllV C'/I>. then rapid thermal processing ( R f't\) for 
10 \CCnn<ls at 1.000"(' \\a.., carried out. and the sul-.~tratc 
wa~ connected to the external hase rc!!ion. 1\ ftcr that. 
1mpurit ic~ \\ere injected into the p·t} pc MOS gate clectri•dc 
and the Olll!!Oin;! hi polar p-1~ pe hasc electrode. which 
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sened to elimin;ue the problem of boron penetr.uing 
through the ga1e·s oxide film. The bipolar and CMOS gate 
delay times of a trial-produced bipolar-CMOS rransistor 
were 29 picosecon~ .md 5.J picoseconds. respecti\ ely _The 
bipolO?r-CMOS tr.msistors exhioited the same k\·el of hil!h 
perform3.nce as that of sc:paratel~ formed elements. 
(Source: ,\-ikkun AllJ{'"O S/rimhun. l.J December 199.J) 

Toshiba develops 0.06 cubic centimetre power 
amplification module for PHS transmission 

Toshiba Corp. has de\·eloped a power amp!ification 
module l".lr 2_7 V. simplified ponabk telephone cPUS) 
transmission_ At 0_06 cubic centimetres. it is the smallest 
in the indust~·- In addition to optimizing the circuit 
arrangement to the module through a simulation. a land 
grid array ( i.GA) ronnection was adopted. so that the 
mounting area is <me tt:ird that of existing modules. 
Toshiba will utilize these: for sc:conJ generation PUS in two 
years. 

The module was completely optimized through a high I~ 
precise simulation <>f a function for a monolithic micro
wa\·e integrated circuit (MMIC) which unifies the gallium 
and arsenic power amplifier IC with the surrounding 
circuits. and of a circuitr\" arraneement that includes 
the wiring. The m.xiule m.ounting - was reduced in area 
with an LGA moum:ng that organizes all the connecting 
terminals to the outside on the back of the substrate. 
This enabk'd the creation of the industr\ · s smallest 
module. 5.5 x 5.5 x 2.0 mm. · 

Thf module has a MESFET power element and 
employs a tungsten nitride- and tungsten-laminated gate. 
which has superil•r mass producibility. In addition. a high 
resisting pressure was devised by means of a self-adjusting 
asymmetrical source drain structure. enabling low dis
tonion. high efficiency operation despite the low \"oltage 
and single power source drive. 

The surrounding circuits external to the power 
amplifier IC consist of onl~- six low-cost pans. and were 
devised to be high performance. smaller. and less 
expensi\e. throueh measures such as solder heatine. which 
can lower the c~st of bonding to the substrate. (source: 
Sikkan Kogyo Shimhun. 15 NO\·ember 199.J) 

Organics on the television 
The search for organic materials for electronics dates 

back five decades. and has always been stumped by the 
same problem: r.lectronsjust cannot mo\c as fast in organic 
materials as the\" can in inorganic semiconductors. German 
chemists may n~w have fou~d an exception to this rule--a 
liquid crystal which could re-..olutionize imaging tc:ch
nologies. 

The conductivit\· of orl!anic materials is l!Ovcmed ll\ 
how easily the charge carri";:rs (electrons and ~-holes .. ) ca~ 
move within the material. Most so-called organic 
conductors have charce carrier mobilities around 
to·'cm=v 1s 1: this i'lcreas~sto lcm=v 1<;' in single crystals. 
but these arc difficult and expensive to make and often too 
rigid to he useful. 

A learn. led by Dietrich I laarer of Bayreuth University 
and including scien:isfs from BASF. is working with disc
shapcd organic molec.ules which form liquid crystals. These 
materials. although nmny. arc more ordered than other 
liquids. One of ril~ team· s --Ji-;;otic'" molecules. llllTT 
(2,3.6.7.IO.l l-hexai1cxylthiotriphenylenc). ha'> a charge 
carrier mohriity of around O lcm=v 's · the highest 

mobility ever recorded for an organic material other than 
single aystals. 

HUIT is a photoconJuctor--it emits de.:trons and 
conducts when hit b~ light at a panicular frequenc~. When 
molten. its chargecan-iermobility is about the same as :m~ 
other organic conductor. As it cools. howewr. it ti.mns a 
new phase where the disc-shaped molecules stack up like: 
coins: at this point. the mobilit~ suddenl~ jumps b~ one 
order of magnitude and rises slo\\ ly as the temperature 
drops funher. 

A little later. the stacked molecules align themsehe~ to 
form twisted columns. and the mobility increas..-s b~ two 
orders of magnitude to its maximum \alue. If the cooling 
continues so that the substance solidifies. cl .. -ctrons an: 
··trapped-- at crystalline boundaries and the mobilit~ 

drops. 
The material is chemically stable. easy Ill punt~ anJ 

should be no dearer than other organic conductors_ sa~ s 
llaarer. Because it is liquid_ it can casil~ form thin tilms. 
such as those: used in flat-screen liquid crystal tcle\·isions: 
its photoconducti\ity makes it ideal for photocopiers. Its 
fast conduction and response to light could lead to sharper 
images on both de\ ices. Howe\·er_ he add~. such films mus! 
be solid: the t~am is I~ ing to .. cross-link·· the t\\ isteJ 
column phase without affecting its electrical propenies. 
(So.irce: Eumpt.·an Ch.:m1~·a/ _\·e"·-~. 19 September 199.J) 

Through a glass. darkly 
Mino Green of the Societa · ltaliana Vetros1tl sa~ s that 

makine laree sheets of electrochromic class i~ Jitlicult. 
becau~ the -larger the sheet. the less unifo~ ti1e colouring. 

Green has devised an elcctrochromic ··ceU-- sandwiched 
between two sheets of glass \\htch_ he claims. prO\ides 
uniform colouring. The key is an clectrol~1~ pol~mer 
solution. made by dissol\"ing lithium perchlorate in a 3: ! 
mixture of polymethylmethac~ late and prop~ lcnc 
carbonate. then using a high-\acuum technique toe\ aporatc 
sorr.e of the PMMA. leaving a I .68: I ratio. 

The electrode on one sheet of glass is a 3.500:\-thick 
layer of tungsten oxide (WO;). and the electrolyte solution 
is silk-screened on top ,,f this. A gold reference electrode 
is then insened between the layers. with the gold in contact 
with the electrolyte but insulated from tungsten. The other 
sheet of glass has a l.700A-thick layt!r of a I::! mixture of 
vanadium penioxide ( V :<>•) and molybdenum oxide 
('1o0;l. This layer has lithium ions incorporated into it. 

To make !he cell. says G~cen. the two sheets arc 
pressed together. glass sides out Applying a voltage across 
the two metal oxide electrodes. so that the reference 
electrode measures the tungsten oxide's clc:ctrochcmical 
potential at :!: I .2V. forces the lithium out of solution and 
darkens rhe cell to uniform opaciry within a minute. he 
claim-;. (Source: Chcmmry c'(.· /nd11Jtry. 5 September 199-t > 

LSI Logic unveils 32-bit ASIC cores 
Embedded s~stcm designers c;m sa\·c monc~ h~ using 

a core-based ASIC which incorporates the miaoproce,,or 
rather than discrcle ICs. claims I.SI Logic. 

Jhc firm. unveiling ;ts miniRisc famil~ of .12-hit \tip-; 
RISC proccs,or ASIC rnrcs. promi-;cs its approach h.I\ to 
he cheaper than lhc discrete IC haseJ s~ slcm. 

The lirst core I.SI will offer is lhe .•:!-hit CW-tOOI. 
which implements rhc Mip'> "!. R.JOOO compatihk 
inslmction set. A dual-:ssue \Uperscalarcorc. lhe cw.into. 
is lo follow early ncxl year \~ith tla· CW-JIOO hiµh-

-------------
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performance dual-issue superscalar core following by the 
enJ of next year. 

Tho: CW-1001 runs at up to 66 MHz. the CW.JOIO at up 
to SO MHz with the CW-I 100. which is still being defined. 
targeted at owr 100 Miiz. A range of other cores. such as 
an MMV. cache. DRA~t controller. A TM functions and 
MPEG cod«,, can be added to the ASIC (Source: 
Electronics lft.>d:/r. 9 Nowmber 199-i) 

Gate array record 
Toshiba has developed a gate array· it claims to be the 

world's largest containing up to 750.000 usable gates. 
The TC200 family pro' ides single gate delay times of 

0.19 ns (with a fan-out of 2) operating from a 3.3 V 
supply. Manufactured in a 0.-'1"11 2 or 3-layer metal silicon 
gate CMOS process. the firm will begin accepting 
de,·elopment orders for the TC:!OOG gate array and 
TC200C cell-based ,·ariants this month. An embedded array· 
,·ersion is due early next year. 

The TC200 macrocell libraries include Gunning 
transceiver logic (GTL) cells and phase-lock loop circuits 
as well as 5 V input pads. Design :>uppon includes the 
Cadence Verilog-XL simulator and the Synopsys VSS 
VHDL simulator augmented by non-linear scaling mod.!ls 
to provide accurate sub-micror: timing analysis. (Source: 
Elt.>t.·tronit.·s Jrt.>ei:(1·. 9 November 199-i) 

Cambridge researchers in chip breakthrough 
A microtechnology achievrment maJe by the scientists 

of the Toshiba Cambridge Research Centre (TCRC) and 
Cambridge Univer.;ity. is set to create a revolution in 
microprocessor and computer technology. 

The researchers hue deve•oped a process for 
fabrication of quantum de"·ice structures that use the 
quantum mechanical .. tunnelling effecf'. Quantum IC s ha,·e 
been fabricated on a wafer scale using Molecular Beam 
Epitaxy (MBE). 

The breakthrough will lead to three-dimensional ICs 
with densities a thousandfold hi;;her than conventional 
integrated circuits. logic circuits with speeds of up to 
1.000 GHz and super-capacity logic and memory circuits 
which can be switched optically and read electrically. 

~fany other research organiz.ations have been working 
on this technology including NEC and Hitachi from Japan. 
NECs researchers have demonstrated that the quantum 
effect devices can operate at room temperatures. which so 
far has pro\·cd impractical. 

NEC ha" also grown a 5 nm thin quantum structure. 
The first operational lJLSI circuits are expected in two 

years time. (Source: Eh·ctronic.~ Wc:dc(l·.2 No,·ember 1994) 

Actel sea-of.gates FPGA on the way 
Actel has confirmed it will launch a sea-of-gates 

antifuse-1-iased FPGA in 1995 taking it into direCI 
competition with Xilinx. 

The Actel FP<iA is likely lo be dubbed the ACT 4 part 
and will offer densities up to 40.000 usahlc gates. Built on 
a 0.fl5-micron process. the FPGA will. crucial!y-. exploit a 
metal-to-meta I anti fuse which the company· s engineers arc 
cunzntly devclc1ping. 

Presently. the firm's current silicon ONO-based 
antifuse technology could not be used on a ~ea-of·gdtcs 
architecrure although significanr technical problems need 
to he overcomr. lo produce workable mctal-ro-mctal 
anti fuses. 

f't1f.:l' :u 

lfo"c';cr. Acid is more ad,·:mcc:d tha:1 Xilinx m 
dc,·eloping this type ot antifose and is C•lllfidenl the sea-of
gates FPGA will be launched. I Source: £1 .. ·crronK:s lrt"t:tly. 
2 November l 9'J.I) 

US firm claims Sllllls '"'first"' 
A Caiifomian company has leapt into the d3ta storage 

market with what is bdie,·ed lo be one of the first single 
in-line mem~· modules (SIMMs) using tlash RAM 
devi.:es. 

Smart Modular Technolc-,;ies has introduced 4 Mbyte 
and S Mby·te SIMMs which combine the D()fMolatility of 
tlash with the ~ and capacity· of DRAM on one (:hip. 

The technology combin~ the high-speed readability of 
DRAM:> and the non-rnlarile update capabilities of flash. 
It offers intermediate storage de"·i.:es. sining 50mewhere 
between traditiooal DRAM and disc storage. It significantly 
reduces board size requirements and system cost in 
embedded applications needing large amounts of mem~·. 

The SIMMs will hne mainly -reacr applications in 
systems where data is read in mem~· more frequently than 
written. (Source: El..:ctronics W..:ek/_1·. :! No,·ember 1994) 

Polymers find the light 
Researchers at the Uni,ersity of Rochester say they 

hue de\eloj>ed ways to dramatically boost the dfo:iency 
of light emission from conjugated polymers. The work. the 
scientists say. could lead to the use of inexpensi,·e 
polymers in a range of electronic applications and the 
development of new materials through the conrrol of 
supram:>le_ular structure and morphology. Working with 
polybcnzobisazoles. the researchers show that the 
luminescence of conjugated polymer thin films is due to 
intermolecular excimers that are rclati..-ely inefficient in 
converting energy into light. But precisely modifying the 
polymer chains to avoid the excimer formation boosted 
efficiency up to fivefold. according to the Rochester 
researchers. (Source: Clr.?mical lrt.•t.>.t. 17 August 199-i) 

Tinier still 
In the past 10 years scientists have started to explore a 

world of quantum dots. wires :c.nd wells. in which 
individual electrons are trapped and demonstrate new tricks. 
Researchers cn\isage quantum-electronic con1puters a 
hundred rimes sm3ller than today's. with caJ13bilities as 
mu;;h beyond present ones as these are beyond the valve 
calculators of the 1950s. 

Led by Michael Pepper. a physicist from Cambrid~e 
Uni\lersity"s Cavendish Laboratory. the Toshiba research 
centre in Cambridge has succeeded in making not just 
single quantum features. but in pulling a collection of them 
side by side on a single chip a quantum-electronic 
integrated circuit. They started with a conventional chip
making technique (spray-paint-layers of molecules Iv build 
up a sandwich of different semiconductors. then etch away 
parts to leave patterns that form circuits) and refined it to 
produce Jetails a few atoms across. lfitachi. another 
Japanese company investing heavily in similar nano
technology. also has a quantum-cl~ctronics research group 
ba.;ed in Cambridge. 

Toshiba compares its achievement tC' the im·ention of 
the first integrated circuit in 1958. and promises 
dnelopment~ as spectacular ao; rhose that have followed 
that im·cntinn. They arc some way off Toshiba·~ device 
necdo; lo sir in chilly liquid helium to work hu1 the way 
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aheaJ has ~n signposted. The technoiogical slog starts 
now. (Extracted from n1t.· E,·,momL\l. 29 October 199-11 

Analysis of atom distribution on strontic:m
titanium oxide single crystal sudace layer 

Shimadzu Corp .. together with Prof II. Koinuma ;md 
his research team of the lndus1rial '.\faterials Laboratot!. 
Tokyo Institute of Technology. ha\e join!!~· c:stablished a 
new analysis techniqu.: by '"hich thc:y succc:c:Jc:J in 
analysing the distribution of atoms on stn'lfltium-titanium 
oxide: ISTO) single crystal surface layers for the first time. 

Strontium-titanium oxide is an oxide that is used as the 
basi., material for producing high-r..-:r.per.llure super
condu\."ting materials. The establishment of the prim~ 
l;iy·er analysis technique now enables rh:n superconducting 
films to be laminatc:d with stability. so superconducti,ity 
can be improwd suhstantially. 

It has ~n clarific:d theoretically that titanium "xidc! 
and strontium c!M!xist in the STO surface layer of about 
0.2 nm. These atoms cannOl be discriminated by· using 
con,·entional equipment such as the reflection high energy 
dc:ctron Jiffraction ( RHEED) system. phOloelectronic 
spectroscopic (PS) s~stem and scanning tunnel microscope 
(STM). Thin superconducti\e films such as those made of 
yttrium-barium-copper ( YRCO> usc:d to be fonned without 
the surface state hning been clarified. so the existing 
state is that superconductin~ ch:iracteristics cannot be 
manifestd reliably due to the interior cl')stallinity. In 
fact. no surface analysis technolflgy has been com
mercialized up to now. 

The surface was analysed successfully. this rime on the: 
atomic le\·c.-1. by u~ing a coaxial impact-collision ion 
scattering spectroso:op~ (CACISS). The uni\ersity 
confirmed that when !he titanium oxide layer is gi\·en 
molecular beam epitaxial gro\\th treatr1ent at a high 
temperature. the STO wafer surface layer is conwrted into 
a strontium la~er. ar.d thar a quality film can be formed 
with stability. The lamination of rhin superconducr;,.e film 
made of YBCO can be controlled flexibly. so it '"ill be 
possible to de\·elop superconducting malerials of stabilized 
superconducting charactc:ristics. and the yield will also be 
improvc:d sub<;tantially. Furthc:r information is a\ailable 
from Shimadzu Corporation. \1arketing Research and 
Planning Dept.. I. Kuwahara-cho. Nishinokyo. Cyukyo-ku. 
Kyoto604. Tel.: -81-75-8:!3-l I 10. Fax: -81-75-811-3188. 
(Source: .IETRO. Dc:i:c:mber 199..J) 

Deposition of monocrystal/ine diamond film on 
silicon substrate 

Professor H. KawaraJa and a resc:ar:h team al Waseda 
Uni\ernty ha\c: dc:"cloped !echnolo!,!y for depositing 
monocl')slalline diamond tilm on a silicon subslrate. The 
con\entional epitaxial lechnology for monocl') stalline 
diamond usually inrnl\es a diamond suhstrate sy nthesi1cd 
under high pressure. So he1erocpitax1;il det10si1ior. of 
monoc~ s1allinc dia.nond has su1.:ccedcd with a s";Jhs:rate 
made of silicon or others '"irh a lalli..:e wn .. 1ant much 
different from 1hat of diamond. 

The new hctcroc:pilax ial !c:<.:hnology use., a \ili<.:on 
car hide inrcrlay er hetwecn a ''licon suhslrale and 
monoc~·stalline diamond. Diamond i-; dcposilcd on a h1gh
gradc l\-SiC Si suhmah:. "hich has recently hccomc 
a\ailahlc. On rhc huffcrcd .,uhsrrah:. pyramidal nuclei of 
diamond arc formed in a uniform disrrihurion. 1"11e nuclei 
gn'w uni ii a flat rnonocrys!allinc lay er of diamond " 

fonnc:J. fhc: two-step selc:cli\c:Jeptlsition rwcc:~~ is earned 
out b~ optimiling gas conditions. 

Because: !he Jiam.md lacucc cons1an1 JillC:rs from thar 
of silicon b~ a:. much as 52 rc:r cent. ni.m•'ICi: ~rallmc 
JiamonJ is Ji!licuh to Jc:ptlsi1 Jin."Ctl~ on a ~ili.:on 

substra!e. Although homoc:puaxial gro\\th of mono
crystallinc: diamond succn:Jc:J \\ ith high-prc:ssl!re ~y n
thc:sizc:d diamond. hc1c:roepitaxial Jcposition has nol .. ·\II 
hetc:r~pitaxial d1amonJ ol:;rainc.-J so far has us.."tf a ,.ubstrarc: 
made of cubic boron nitride le-BS>. nicL.d. anJ othc:rs \\ith 
a lattice: constant Jiflering from diamond b~ only I rc:r 
cent or so. so the: procc:ss \\as little: mo~c: th;:11 homo
epitaxial deposition. c-B'.'\ is more: c:xpensi\c: than diamond. 
and unrealistic for industrial use:. ~icL.d is hkd~ to ;ibs•Hb 
so much carbon that Je\ !ces using the: metal would casil~ 
fail. In contrast_ silicon is hard and inc:xpc:nsi\c: as \\c:ll ..:.s 
eas~ to make into big \~al~rs. 

To make uniform momx~stal nuclc:i on a "iiC Si 
substrate. the: rc:sc:arch tc:am optimizc:d the plasma potential 
difference: in the \·apour dc:positil'n s~stc:m. The: sc:kcti\e 
dc!position of the two-step pro.:ess is performed b~ 
selecting a source gas that includc:s carbon dioxide. lhe 
deposition of monoc~stalline diamond \\as conlinned b~ 
the: mc:tallic appearance anJ elc:c1ron beam diffraction. 

Wiih unusual propenic:s_ Jiamond films ha\e a \asr 
range of applications. The: nc:w technolog~ ma~ allO\\ 
production of inc:xpensi\e diaml'nd films. Further details 
from Waseda l'ni\·ersity. School of Science anJ 
Enginec:ring. 3~-1. Okubo. Shinjuku-ku. Tok~o IM. Td.: 
-81-3-3203~ l..J I. Fax: -S 1-3-3200-256 7. t St,urcc::.IETRl >. 
Dc:ccmber 199..J) 

System for broad-band optical atmospheric 
transmission with laser beam 

Mitsubishi Electric Corp.·s Imaging Systems 
Laboratory has de\elopc:.1 a sy s1em for a1mosphc:rically 
transmitting multipkxed \ ideo and audio signals \\ i1h a 
semicondu.:tor la.sc:r beam. 

A \\idebanJ laser beam is used. so O\er 20 1.:hanncls of 
TV pictures or 6-7 channels of high-\ ision pic!ur.:s can be 
lransmitted simul1anc:ously. Ar.othc:r dis1inc1 ad\antagc: i-; 
that programmes can be sc:t up in \\ idc: space" a' in large 
athlelic arenas or halls \\ ithout using compli<.:a!ed \ iJc:o 
systems or laying cables. and lhc:r.: is hardly an~ ,jgnal 
delerioralion hy c:kc1romagnc:tic induction compar;:d lo 
\\ irclcss transmission \\ ith radio \\a\es. 

The ne\' transmission sy s!cm consists of an op1ical 
1ransm itter and an optical signal n:cei\er. Inputting \ id.:o 
images in the op!icai transmiltcr comerts these images inro 
light signals JI laser \\ilh a huilt-i11 comersi1>n circuil and 
rhc 'ignals are 1ransmi1ted ro the orric:i! 'i,:n;il rec .. ·i\ cr 
The optical sign;1I rccei\cr 1,;,,;;· • .:~·· the re1:e1\CJ '1gn.1i' 
in!o \ ideo images and displays them on a monilor. : h;: 
optical 1ransmi11er is capahlc 11f 1r;m,mi11ing 'igrials to 
distanl spols ah.ml I l..m a\\01y from rhe optical 1ran,mi11er. 

The semiconduclor la,er i-; !he same mfr.ired l.1'er 1h;i1 
is used for readoul of comracl ifisl..s (('(h) rl:.: Otllput i, 
I mW and the frequenc~ h.md\\ id1h is ·" \\ ide a' 
IO-.:!~O Ml 11. so multi-channel. long-ifi,rance 1r;111sml\sion 
is possihle. The inforrnalion rr.m•m11ssion 'peed i~ r"ughly 
:\00 '.\fhil' tin Jigi1;1I c:qui\alcnn. cc1mp;1r;1hlc: lo a \\Ired 
communications sy,lc:m usin)! opt11:;il tihrc: 1.;ihlc' 

I h•: ,:.stem i' 11s,1hlc as a lr;111,m1"1on rnc.111 ll 1r linl..111~. 
\ ide11 cameras and ~·\Ira-large: 'cr.:c:n' \\ hc:n 111,ralhni,: \ 1Jt:o 
')'lcm< in a1hlc:1ic arena\. the: ')'!cm i' ''mph m1111111c:,I 



on a wall or c~iling. so lhe installalion work is simpler and 
lhe cost far less lhan installing underground cables. so lhe 
system is appi icable ll' two-point communicillions "ilhout 
hning to lay cable, :is tk!lwcen builJings. Funhcr Jet.ails 
from Mitsubishi Electric Corporation. Public Relations 
Dept .• 2-2-J.. Marunouchi. Chi~oda-ku. To>kyo 100. Tel.: 
..-Sl-3-321S-2172. fa': -Sl-3-321S-2-UL (Source:JETRO. 
December I 9<>-11 

Grinding process for micromachine components 
The Mechanical Engineering labor.it~._ Agency of 

Industrial Science and Technology (AIST). has Jc,·eloped 
a grinding process for micromachinc components. \\lien 
machining a needle-like cylinder. the process can make lhe 
diameter as small as .:!O pm. Thi~ may lead t>J a 
breakthrough. because the grinder. a typical method for 
processing metallic o:- other workpieces. has bttn thought 
unsuitable for microfabrication because L'le ~rinding 
process would cause loo much grinding force in lhe 
workpiece. and resull in deformation. 

Grinding is one of the lwo major machining processes. 
the otlk.-r is cuning. In lhe process. a grinding wheel (a 
rOlating whttl of abrasive material) is applied lo a 
workpiece lo be ground. The grinding process works well 
wilh hard workpieces that cannot be cut. AnOlhcr :uh-antage 
is suitability for making three-dimensional products. The 
process. howe,·er. invol\·cs too much grinding force caused 
b~- contact of the rotating grinding whttl wilh a workpiece. 
which is thus likely to be deformed or broken. The 
grinding process i~ therefore nOl compatible wilh 
fabricalionofmicromachinecomiJanents. which must have 
accuracies on the order of micrometres. 

The research team overcame tl-e problem by devising 
grinding condition::. to yield ever smaller chirs so that the 
grinding force is reduced. The new process can machine a 
cylinder 20 µm in diameter. The process could also 
produce more intricate configur:uio.,s. such as a micro
scopic gear wheel with eight teeth. The fabrication was 
achieved with a grinder and a workpiece manipulated by 
hand while the conract was observed with a microscope. 
Further details from Mechanical Engineering laboratory. 
AIST, 1-2. Namiki. Tsukuba City. lbaraki Pref. 305. 
Tel.: ~st-298-58-7035. Fax: +81-298-58-7007. (Source: 
JETRO. December 1994) 

Forming PN junctions at depth of O.tu pm 
NEC Corp. has developed a boron diffusion from 

polysilico:l oxide (RDSOX) strucrure technology for 
forming PN junctions at a shallow depth of 0.04 µm. 
indispensable for producing complemcnrary metal-oxide 
semiconduclors (CMOS) of 0.1-µm cla~s. 

A polysilicon oxide rwo-layr.red strucrure impregnared 
with P-type impurity-free boron was used and a 0.18-µm 
PMOS fabricalcd b) a new rechnique for diffusing boron 
on a silicon wafer by inslanlaneous hear treatment (RTA). 
Compared to the conventional ion impregnation method. 
the rhreshold voltage dispariry was decreased to one lcnlh 
while achieving about the ~<ime level of driv.: capaciry. by 
which a pracrical impurily-free diffusion :echnique was 
developed for !he firs! rime. paving lh•: way for rhe 
comm.:rcialization of high-performance(' MOS of 0.1-µm 
class. 

Wilh !his BDSOX rechnology. oxide and polysilicon 
film~ are firs! laminated on a silicon wafer. followed hy 
horor; ion impregnarion. Boron i~ diffused on lhe wafer via 

/'a~,· lfi 

the oxide films by applying the RTA ht:at treatment 
technique. The formed S\IOS side is procected"' ilh resist. 
followed b~ P\IOS gat.: formation. after which the n-:w 
BDSOX technolog~ is applied. Remo,·ing poly-silicon 
pro' ides an extremely sh.lilow junction of lo" n:siSlallce. 
and the process is compatible with conventional CMOS 
technology. The N\IOS comprising the CMOS can be 
produced \lotth the element size of 0.1 pm C:\en b~ lhe 
con\entional ion impregruuion tt!l:hnology. but in PMOS. 
the boror. impurit~ diffusion rate is ralher l~e. so it had 
been difficult to form shallow jur.ctions as desired b~ the 
method of ion impregnation. 

The BDSOX technique enables sha!low diffusion at a 
dcpdt of less than 0.05 pm. which suppresses the unique 
short-channel effect. Therefore. with lhe prorot~pe 0.18-pm 
PMOS. there is linle disparity in lhe threshold rnltage that 
is problematic in the fabrication of LSls. The impurity 
~nsit~ on the surface is also as high as 5 x 10:· cm; and 
enables junctions of low n:sistanc'"s to be produced. so it is 
possible to obtain a drain cum:nt pro"·iding a high drive 
capability cootparable to lhat achie,-ed by ion impregnation 
technology. 

When the electrical characteristics of 0.1-pm PMOS 
FET were estimated from the pn junctions of 0.().1-pm 
depth fabricated by the BDSOX technology. it was found 
that the threshold voltage change is &creased to an 
adequately low le\·el even with 0.1 pm PMOS FETs. The 
company plans further research to fabricate a I -pm class 
CMOS as soon as pos'>ible by applying the new technology. 
Further details from NEC Corporation. Public Relations 
Office. 5-7-1. Shiba. Minato-1.:u. Tokyo 108-01. Tel.: 
-81-3-3798-6511. Fax: -81-3-3.J57-7249. (Source:JETRO. 
December 1994) 

Superconducting AC wire with lowest loss and 
highest strain resistance 

Hitachi Cable. Ltd. has developed a superconducting 
ahcmating current (AC) use wire made of Nb,Sn with the 
lowest AC loss achie,·ed so far into Iha! material and 
excellent strain resistance. Due to the minimal AC loss. the 
current-carrying capacity has been improved to over 
double. in comparison to that of conventional counterparts. 

Actual superconducting cor1ductors commercialized so 
far arc limited to either the niobium-titanium type or the 
niobium-1in type. Generally. Nb,Sn-basedconductors show 
greater thermal stability than NbTi-bascd conductors. 
~cause of rhe higher superconducting state 10 normal slate. 

In order to utilize !his advanrage. the company is 
engaged in research to commercialize large-capacity 
Nb,Sn-bascd AC use conduclors to be used in such AC 
equipment as superconducring generators. currenl-limiters 
and transformers. etc. 

The new superconducring wire is produced by adding 
tantalum to niobium filament 10 suppress the abnormal 
ribbon-like dcformarion of the filamenl. which is lypically 
observed for the wires wirh pure Nb filamenl when 
drawing down rhe si1.e. and by adding germanium (Ge) to 
the hron1.c matrix to increase rhe marrix resistivity. which 
reduces lhc AC loss. 

This work has been carried our by llitachi Cable Ltd .. 
jointly wirh Prof. Tachikawa of rhe f acuity of Engineering. 
Tokai University. as a part of "R&D on Superconducring 
Technology for Electric Power Appararuses"'. and rhe 
New Sunshine Project of AIST. MITT, consigned by 
NEfX>. Further delai!s from llirachi Cable I.Id .. Legal 
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and Document Sc:ctioo. :!-1-::. \tarunouchi. Chi~oJa-L.u. 
Tokyo 100. Tel.: -81-3-5::5::-3261.Fon: ·81-3-.>::14-577Q. 
(Source: JETRO. lkcanber 19Q.I) 

First graphic SRAll 
Sony Corp. has lk\d~ the fi~t graphic processing 

mem~· tha~ uses a static random accessmemlll} cSRAMI 
in t!le random access memory ( RA\t )_ 

Cc~p;ired to products using the e:\isting dy:iamic 
random acce.>S memlll} I DRAM). t'1e ne\\ mem~· t~atures 
a processing speed that is three time faster. and the 
write-in process can be contr·-!kli more easily·. 

The new graphic SR:\\t usc::i. a SRAM cell in the 
RAM uni!. by -.~hich high-speed random acces'.l> of 
:!O 24 nsechas been achic.-\edwith a :!-Mbit capacity. while 
high-speed processing is more rhan rhree rimes faster 
than com;enriooal types of\ idc!O RAM (VRAMI systems. 
The source \Ol!age is 5 v_ Further details from 
Sony Corporation. Corporarion Communicarions. 
6-7-35. Kita-Shinagawa. Shinagawa-ku. T<>kyo 141. 
Tel.:-81-3-5.f48-:!200. Fax: ·81-3-5..t.i8-306L (Source: 
JETRO. lkcember 1qq.i) 

World's first high-brightness, green (512 nm) LED 
Sony Corp. has de\·eloped a 51 :! nm wnelengrh. ~reen 

light emitting diode (LED) with a brighrness of 4 candda 
(cd). The LfD consists of a layer of zinc-cadmium-selenide 
sand" iched berween two cladding layers of zinc
magnesium-sulphu; -selenide in a double-heterosrructure. 

C onvenrional high-brightness LEDs. such as !hose used 
in level metres for stereo sysrems. or to display text on 
store disolays. emit lighr in a range of four differenr 
colours using different operaling wavelengrhs: blue 
(630-700 nm): orange (610 nm): yellow (570-590 nm) and 
yellow-green (555-566 nm)_ When used in combination 
wirh other high-brightness. shon v.-a .. ·eleflglh LEDs which 
emit blue or green lighl. all the primary colours can be 
generared This allows rhe use of large-scale thin fuil
colour displays based only on LEDs for indoor lnd ourdoor 
applications. 

The LED developed by Sony is the first 10 provide 
emission of green light between blue-green and yellow
green operating at a wavelength of 51:! nm. The 
wavelenglh of an LED d.:rends upon the materials used in 
the semiconducror and !he technolog~ employed 10 achie\·e 
!he crysral growth. The successful development of an I.ED 
.:milling green light was madc possible by the disc,wery of 
a cladding layer of zinc-magnesium-sulphuMelt>nide and 
rhe u-;e of crystal gro.Hh lechnolog~. 

The prororype LED is composed of a i.;allium arsenide 
base above which is the emis-;ion layer of ;:i 1c-cadmium
sclenide. which confine'> the holes and c:lccrrons. The 
molecular beam epiraxy merhod is employed to achie\e 
crystal growth. 

Al -led. the on-axi-; luminous intensity of rhc LF:D 
wirh a I:! degree cone vicwing anglc (the full widrh at h;:I,. 
the maximum anglc of hcam di\ergence) i<; the highcsl cv1. 
recorded. 

Minimi1ation of impurilie'> in 1h1: cmissirin laye; 
restrict ihe hand "idth of 1he LU> ro ~12 ' 10 nm. 
resulting in light of a \cry pure green colour. hire colours 
arc a key factor in rhc development o:· full-colour display~. 
as they allow effective hll'r.din.:? of primary-colour li~hts in 
order 111 achieve a hrn.tder "'l!Clntm of hues. Further 
detail<; frnm Sony C'orpor.111 ''1.Cn~iin~:i~ :Communicarion-;, 

6-7-35. Kita-Shinagawa. Shinagawa-ku. Tokyo 1-11. 
Td.: -81-3-5-1-18-:!:!00. Fax: ·81-3-5-148-3061. 1S-Oun:e: 
JETRO. December llN.f) 

Smallest chip mica capacitor 
Soshin Electric Co .. Lid .. a kading manufacturer of 

capacitors. has dewloped the smallest chip mica capacitor 
for the high frequencies of mobile communications 
~uipment such as cellularphonc.>s. A disrinct characterisiic 
is the u~ of natural mica foaturing an excellent stability in 
placc of the plasfa and ceramic dielectric material. The 
company plans to engage in mass producrion and to 
supply the caracitor to Cl•mmunications 1.-quipment 
manufact:irers. 

The chip mica is 1.6 mm long. 0.8 mrr. \\idc and 
1.2 mm :hick «maximum). The rhickness will differ with 
the capa.:irance design. bur !he length and widrh are smaller 
by abo·11 :!0-30 per cenr compared to the company's 
existin~ counterparts_ 

In experiments. the new capacitor·s frequency 
characteristics such as Q. ESR ar.J IR are much teller than 
those of compact high-frequency ceramic capacilors in the 
frequency range of I GHz 1ha1 is the mean frequency band 
of mobile communications. Power consumption is also 
reduced. 

The increasing use of digttal signals in mobile 
communications is making it necessary 10 use such an 
excellenr capaciror in high frequency ranges. In addition. 
there is a need 10 save space to cope wirh the existing 
trend for product miniaturizarion and large-scale 
circuil integration. Further details from Soshin Elecrric 
Co.. Ltd.. 1-18-18. Nakamagome. Ota-ku. Tokyo. 
Tel.: ..-81-3-3775-9119. Fax: ·81-3-3775-709:!. 1Source: 
JETRO. December 199-1) 

First 64-Mbit synchronous DRAM 
Fujirsu Lid .. has developed !he world"s first 65-Mbit 

synchronous d~namic random access memory (DRAM). 
Recently !he arithmetic processing speeds of processors 

used in electronic equipment. such as computers. ha\·e 
increased rapidly with 1he progress in mul!imedia. and so 
ORA Ms are required to feature fao;ter working frequencies 
and data transfer speeds compatible to the speeds of thesi: 
processors. 

The synchronous DRAM is designed to meet this nc.-cd. 
Data input output is performed continuously. synchronous 
to rhe processor clock frequt•ncy. so the data transfer speed 
is increased hy :!-3 times comparc.-d to lhe comentional 
type of DRAM that temporarily terminates opcr.ttions \\ ith 
each input. outpur of data. 

The 8-hit version enables data transfer at a rate of 
100 Mbyte s. with the .tccess time from the clock as fast 
:s 6 ns. rhe highest speed in the trade. The cum:nt 
! 6-Mhit con\cntional 16-hit synchronous DRAM has t\\o 
banks ' .. memory array. hut the new DRAMs '"c four 
hanks. 1,_. wltich rhc memory proccso;ing capacity has hc.-en 
s •. :,stanrially improved. The power \olrage is as l<m "' 
3.3 V :!0.3 V. The chip si;re. \\hich is a prohlcm with 
synchronous DR A Ms. has heen redllt:l'd lo ahout 232 nun-'. 
ahout the same as that of conventional DRA!'.h. 

The synchronous l>Rl\M is c.1pahlc of c11111muou' d;ir;i 
inpur. output synchronous n irh the pnice\s1•r. ·,o comp.ired 
to !he convent ion al ry pl· of DI< AM rhat lerm mah:~ 
operation-; ten~pnrarily ;ifter a data inpt!I outpur operarum. 
rhe data rran•ll·r ~recd is consickrah!~ incrc;hed. 

/'11:.:.- _, -
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Further lktails from Fujitsu Limited. Public Relations 
lkpl.. 1-6-1. Marunouchi. Chiyoda-ku. Tokyo 100. 
Tel.: -SI-3-3213~1W. fax: -81-3-3216-9365. (Source: 
JETRO. lkcember 1994) 

Super-high-resolution, large-screen display 
system 

NTT Corporation has dew!oped a 110-inch LCD 
projector. aimoo at creating a ··,·irtual pr~nce·· sensation 
in "·ideo-communications applications. that attains 2880 x 
20-IS pixels. four times the: number used in HDTV-class 
projectors. 

The development of ··same room.. video
communications systems good enough to giw the im
pression that the other party is present before one·s eyes is 
one of the ultimate goals to which telecommunica:ions 
technology can aspire. The attributes required of the image 
display device for such a system include high resolution 
and brightness and large screen size to allow the display 
of images at a size that will achie"·e sufficient impact. 
For some time. NTT has been pursuing the de\·elopment 
of image display de\·ices that will satisfy these require
ments 

The new super-high-resolution large-screen display 
system incorporates a unique interlea\·edprojection method 
which projects four pixels onto an area occupied by a 
single pixel in HDTV-LCD projectors. These four pixels 
are very precisely shifted by a minute distance in relation 
to each other and superimposed. to give four times the 
number of pixel!> as well as the brightnes:; achiew.~ by 
HDTV-LCD projectors. 

In order to interlea\·e the minute pixels of HDTV 
images accurately. it is necessal} to achieve precise 
positioning control of the four screens to be interleaved. 
For this purpose. NTT dneloped a special screen 
adjustment mechanism incorporating a liquid prism. The 
angle of the prism is easily adjusted electronically to 
achie••e micron-level accuracy in screen positioning control. 
virtually impossible to achieve with conventional 
mech .. nical adjustment systems. To achieve a brightness 
corresponding to the number of images interleawd. NTT 
developed an optical system which minimized th'~ loss of 
light involved in projecting each image. The high 
resolution and 110-inch screen size obtained by means of 
these systems achieves a screen viewing angle of 60" at a 
disrance of two metres. the distance at which smgle pixels 
cannot be recognized. Compared with the viewing angle of 
approximatrly IO" achined by conventional NTSC 
(National Television System Committce)system television. 
and approx imarcly 30" achieved by I IOTV. an angle of 60'' 
gives very natural images which doc~ not snow the gap 
between the screens and gives a vcl}· life-like image on the 
screen. 

The 110-inch screen (\.:rtical: 1.3 m. horizomal: 2.4 m) 
also allows !he projeclion of life-size full-length images of 
people. hy which a hig slcp forward has heen achieved 
rowards attammg 1he larger of the futuristic 
communicarions rcchnology thal provides a high sense of 
realiry. 

NTT plan'> to pursue !he d•:vclopment of super-high
re'>olurion large-screen displa) S) srems and periphcr;il 
equipmenl and will work in future 10 crcalc vidco
communi<:arion'> S) s1::ms 1h;i1 projccl ima!!es from remole 
locarionc; onlo .~alls and olhcr lar~I.' surfacc.s 10 crealc !he 
imprl.''ision that 1he dis1an1 ohjecl is righl there. Further 

details from NTT Corporation. Press Relations. Public 
Relations lkpt.. 1-1-6. Uchisaiwai-cho. Chiyoda-ku. 
Tokyo 100.Tel.: -Sl-3-3509-JIOIFax: -81-3-3509~290. 
(Source: JETRO. December 1994) 

Frequency stabilizatfan and oscillation integrate 
circuit 

NEC Corp. and Milliwne Co.. Ltd. ha\e jointly 
developed a frequency stabilization and oscillation 
integrated circuit. a leading component for millimetre 
communications systems. which features an oscillation 
frequency of 55 GHz. output of 2 3 mW. and frequency 
stability of 3.9 ppm "C. 

Millimetre wa\·e comm•mications is performed in a 
broad frequency band of 30-300 GHz and is characterized 
by the handling of a huge wlume of information. It is 
particularly ideal for short-haul communications including 
simple radio c\lmmunications and local-area radio 
communications. Due to its short wa\elength. 
miniaturization of equipment such as antennas is possible. 

Miniaturization and cost reduction of millimetre wa\·e 
cQmmunications systems requires a monolithic microwave 
integrated circuit (MMIC) that integrates super high-speed 
transistors made of gallium arsenide (GaAs) and passi,·e 
elements such as capacitors on the same wafer. An 
oscillation circuit and didectric resonator com bind into an 
MMIC chip for use in the higi'! frequency band of 55 GHz 
has now been commercialized as a frequency stabilization 
and oscillation circuit. 

In the advanced information-oriented society. the most 
urgent demands will be placed on ultraminiaturized and 
portable wireless type general communications and of'.ice 
communications equipi.1e'1t. in which evel}·one has their 
own compact portable wireless terminal. Millimetre 
communications systems are under intensive development 
to respond to the needs of such an age. and the technology 
is a vital facet of pioneering into the development of the 
millimetre band (30-300 GHz). an untapped frequency 
band. to most effective!:: utilize the wavelengths that are an 
asset common to all mankind. 

Millimetre band circuits have used the waveguide 
microwave transmission circuit and hybrid IC. but 
compared with these circuits. the MMIC integrares c;uper
high-speed transistors and high-frequency passive Plements 
on a semiconductor wafer and will feature superlalive 
accuracy. uni fonn ity. re produc i bil ity. and mass-product ion 
attributes 

The new millimetre wave oscillaror MMIC has a gate 
lcngrh of0.15 µm. uses an AIGaAs lnGaAs heterojunction 
transistor as its basic element and mounts millimetre wave 
passi\·e ele.11en1s such as a high wi1hstand voltage metal
insulator-mctal (MIM) capacitor and micrcsrrip channel on 
a single semiconductor wafer. This oscillation circuit 
features excellent frequency srabili:r.ation and phase noise 
suppression by action of a dicktric resonator linked via the 
m icrostrip channel and electromagnetic field dis1rihu1ion on 
the semiconductor wafer. Further details from NEC 
Corporarion. P•1hlic Relations Div.. 5-7-1. Shiha. 
Minato-ku. fokyo 108-01. Tel.: •81-3-1798-6511. 
Fax: ·81-3-)-157-7249. ISource:./fTRO. l>ecemher 1994) 

Low voltage field emitter structures developed 
Researcher~ from Mar~ushita Fleclric Industrial Co. 

I.Id .. have developed rwo lypc~ of new low rnllage. 
suhmicron silicon-hascd field cmiller array slrucllirl.'s 
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The researchers say the ne\\ structures can be 
unifonnly fabricated using con;·entional VLSI dry etching 
and anisotropic wet etching tedmology. One is _ .. tower·· 
structure and the other is a ··cocktail glass .. structure. While 
the tower struct r• ;s close to the theoretical ideal. the 
cocktail glass st:-ucture is mc:e stable and more easi!y 
integrated with LSI devices. they a<!'.i. 

The fabrication process for the tower structure is as 
foliows: 

The dot array mask panem for eminers with a diameter 
of 0.5 µm and I µm pitc'1 is exposed using optical 
lithography. and reduced t(l 0.3 µm by HF solution. 
A combination of dry and anisotropic wet etches (the 
laner based on ethylene'lailiamine) are used to reveal 
stable (331) crystal planes. The orientation of the 
staning silicon was ( IOO). 
The surface surrounding the emitters is dry etched. 
followed by thermal oxidation to obtain sharp emitter 
tips. 
SiO: and Nb thin films are deposited. followed by lift
off to complete the eminer array. 
The fabrication process for the cocktail glass structure 

is simiiar. but the SiO: and ~~b thin films are deposited 
after the anisotropic wet etch. (Reprinted with permission 
from Semicondu.:tor lmernational Maga=ine. December 
1994. Copyright 1994 by Cahners Publishing Co .. Des 
Plaines. IL. USA.) 

AFM added to optical microscopy 
While Nobel prize winning c;canning probe microscopy 

(SPM) has been around since 1981. moving it into 
semiconductor production applications has been relatively 
slow. For example. only recently have the various suppliers 
of this technology been making progress in applying SPM 
to lithography applications. Now. Danish Micro 
Engineering A!S (DME. Herlev. Denmark) and Te.:hnical 
Instruments (San Francisco. Calif.) have revealed an 
intuitive implementation of atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) that may make this technology as easy to use and 
accessible as an optical microscope. 

DME"s president. Dr. Curt Sander. is the innovator of 
the company's dualScope; this intricate instrument 
integrates an AFM probe tip with an optical microscope 
objective. Control of the probe tip. interpretation of 
AFM scans and manipulation of the scan data is 
completely automated through software. The net result is a 
user friendly AFM in the form of a universal i11strumen1 
that interfaces to the human eye. a format familiar to 
anyone with technical traininl!. Another view is that the 
AFM objective can extend an optical microscope beyond 
diffraction-limited resolution. making such an 
instrument instantly applic:-ble to IC development 
needs around 0.1 µm. and with lhrc:e-dimensional 
capability to boot. (Reprinted with permission from 
Semie'<mductor lntcrnmional .\faxa:ine. December 1994. 
Copyright 1994 by Cahners Publishing Co .. Des Plaines. 
IL. USA.) 

UHV-RTCVD selective epi studied 
Researchers at North r_·arolina State l!niversit] 

(Raleigh. N.C.) have studied silicon nucleation 011 silicon 
dioxide and selective silicon epitaxial growth in an 
ultrahigh vacuum rapid thermal chemical vapour deposition 
(llllV-RTCVO) reactor using 10 per cenl Si:lf,, diluted 
in If •. 

The use of Si:H. provides an advantage o\·er more 
commonly used silicon source g~s since it pro\·ides 
relatiwly high growth rares e\'en at pressures as low as 
10 mTorr. Low pressures not only reduce 1he probability 
for critical nuclei formation essential for selecti\e growth. 
but also reduce the impurity background in the grow1h 
ambient. which is essential for good quality film growth. 
(Reprinted with per.nission from .~micvnJuctor /n1~·r

f11.Jfion'1l .\1'1g<rine. December 199..i. Copyright 1994 by 
Cahners Publishing Co .. Des Plaines. IL. USA.) 

Non-sticky tape 
Audio cassettes are full of puzzling little components. 

like the little fabric pad behind the ta!JC. Traditionally made 
of wool or rabbit-fur felt. this cushions the tape agair.st the 
play and record heads and keeps up the tension in 1he tape. 
However. the felt creates problems with more ad\·anced 
tapes. such as the ones used in digital audio cassettes. 
These are backed with a carbon coating to discourage static 
electricity build-up; however. this does not slide easily O\er 
the felt. but sets up a .. slip-stick .. friction which jerks the 
tape pas~ the heads and ruins the :.•>Und quality. 

Masaru Watanabe of the Matsushita Electric Industrial 
Company in Osaka has developed a new type of cushion. 
Instead of a fabric pad. this consists of a fluorocarbon 
polymer ··brush ... Its base is a small strip of synthetic 
rubber or a soft polymer with similar propenies. This is 
coated with adhesive. then .. filled .. with short fluorocarbon 
fibres. which are charged at one end and ··fired .. at the 
adhesive so that they stand up on end. 

The brush is mounted onto a springy metal strip. 
which is fixed into the cassette behind the tape. The 
carbon backing slips smoothly over the fluorocarbon 
polymer .. bristles ... claims Watanabe. giving flawless 
recording and playback. (Source: European Chemical .\"t.'ln. 
3 October 199..J) 

Photon probing for IC failure analysis 
Researchers at Sandia National Laboratories 

(Albuquerque. N.M.) have develo!led three new localized 
photon probing failure analysis techniques. The~e provide 
non-destructive capabilities for both frontside and backside 
IC examination. All three techniques are easily im
plemented with existing scanning optical microscopy 
(SOM) equipment. 

Two of the techniques use light induced voltage 
alteration (LIV A) imaging to localize open circuits and 
damaged junctions. and image transistor logic states. The 
third techniq:1e uses SOM to control logic states optically 
from the backside of an IC. 

Briefly des.:ribed. the technique produces LIV A images 
by monitoring voltage fluctuations of a constant current 
µower supply as a laser heam is scanned over an IC. Whal 
results are high selectivity for localizing defects and logic 
s1ale mapping. o;imilar 10 previous work usin!! biased 
optical heam induced current (OBIC). 

The Sandia engineers have detnons1rated application of 
the two LIVA based techniques to backside failure anal} sis 
using an infrared laser source. Optical logic o;late contrC>I i<; 
based upon earlier work examinir.g transi!>tor response 10 
photon injection. 

I.IVA produces signal strength high enough to examine 
an enrire die in one image. Also. logic stale mapping has 
a greatly improved signal-lo-noi~e ratio compared lo OBIC. 
UV /I ha<; heen applied ro hachide failure analysi" of flip-

----------------------- ---
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chip packaged I Cs and muhile\·el metal IC sin con\·::ntional 
packages. (Reprinted with permission from .~rniconJu~·tor 
/111emr.Itional .\laga=in~·. August 19Q"'· Copyright 199..t by 
Cahners Publishing Co .. Des Plaines. IL. USA.) 

Thin cap layer enhances via reliability 
Four engineers at Texas Instruments (Dallas. Texas) 

have found that the layering design of Al-0.5°o Cu and 
Al-1°oSi-0.5°o Cu metallization systems has a strong 
impact on the electromigration lifetime of tungsten plugs. 
The im·estigation looked at leads with refractof}· barrier 
and capping layers. and tungsten-filled \·ia holes. The work 
was reantly reported at the 199"' IEEE International 
Reliability Physics Symposium in San Jose. California. 

These studies \\ ith accelerated current-temperature 
stressing ha\·e shown that the addition of a thin titanium 
layer between the aluminium alloy lead and its titanium
nitride capping layer greatly enhance via reliability by 
suppressing early failures. Re!>Ortedly. the most likely 
explanation for this observation is that the alumn.ium is 
protected from physical damage during \·ia etch by the 
continuous -;-iAI, layer that forms from reaction between 
titanium and the aluminium. 

Other r<!sults showed that the addition of titanium 
between the aluminium and its barrier layer did not have 
the same effect on via lifotime. although it did considerably 
enhance the lead lifetime. Early failures of simple titanium 
nitride cap designs were beliewd linked to structural and 
chemical damage caus.:d by the \·ia etch to the aluminium 
lead. subtle crowding effects at the via lead interface and 
accelerated dopant depletion below the \·ias. 

The continuous TiAI, buffer layer also provides 
additional current carrying capacity in the lead and supplies 
dopants that effectively slow down void formation at the 
plug aluminium interface. particularly when grain 
boundaries may be present. (Reprinted with permission 
from Semiconducto,. /nternational .\faga:ine. August 199-t 
Copyright 19Q..t by Cahners l'Ublishing Co .. Des Plaines. 
IL. USA.) 

Novel, chrome-free photomask process 
Researchers at Canyon Materials (San Diego. Calif.) 

have come up with a laser direct write photomask blank 
that creates an instant. absorption phase-shift mask. The 
mask and its process eliminates any need for chrome 
photomasks and associated photoresist developing. etching 
and stripping or associated defects. 

The blanks are monolithic gl.iss plates with no 
coatings of any kind. The top portion of the glass appears 
black because it has been C:1emicallv altered to contain a 
high density of colour centres ( IO.,..µm:). The exposure 
process uses a focused laser beam to .. heat erase .. these 
colour centres. instantaneously changing the exposed 
portion to a visually transparent state. 

The advantages attributed to these masks include faster 
turnaround. self "pell1clizing." unlimited washing and no 
latent defects. 

Potential applications include photomasks fvi wafer 
and related processing. and write-once optical disks. 
glass scales. encoder disks. optical reticles. and 
others. (Reprinted with perrnis~ion from S.:m1cond11c1nr 

lr.1cmc1tumal .\faRa:m!'. August 199..t. C'opyrtght 199.J hy 
Cahners J>uhlisiling Co .. Des Plaines. II.. IJSA.) 

f'a~c· Jn 

Ferroelectric etch process developed 
PlasmaQue>t (Richardson. Tex.) reports the 

dewlopment \•f a dr~• etch process for ferroelectric 
materials. such as lead zirconate titanate ( PZT) and barium 
s'.rontium titanate ( BST). which are being considered for 
acvanced DRAMs and non-rnlatile memories due to their 
high dielectric cons:ant. The new process uses the 
PlasmaQuest 35i ECR reactor. which combines the current 
ion beam of the ECR source with an rf-biased chuck. 
PlasmaQuest says the lack of \·olatile halides found in PZT. 
BST and platinum electrodes creates a greater degree of 
difficulty in di} etching. (Reprinted with permission from 
.~miconduc/Or lnte,.national .\l.iga::ine. August 199 .... 
CopyTight 199"' by Cahners Publishing Co .. Des Plaines. 
IL. USA.) 

Glasses based on nitrogen 
Scientists at Arizona State University (Tempe) report 

making a new family of glasses based on nitrogen. rather 
than oxygen. The nitro~en-based glasses are made at 
extremely high pressures. using a high-temperature piston 
cylinder. The researchers say the materials could e\·emually 
have a v·ariety of uses. including electronic and high
temperature applications. (Solirce: Chemical We&.'k. 
I June 199 .. ) 

Ion beam induction opens up low temperature 
process potential 

The Electrotechnical Laboratory announced the results 
of research into the application of ion beam induction 
crystal growth in semiconductor materials. This method 
uses a high energy ion beam from several hundred keV to 
several MeV above the transition temperature (Tc) of the 
surface of a semiconductor non-crystalline layer to initiate 
crystal growth from the cf} stal non-crystal interface. 
causing epitaxial growth to the surface. The new process 
offers: 

Low ter.1pcrature processing. 
The ability to create dopant distributions in the cf}·stal 
lattice not possible with thermal balance techniques. 
and 
Localized processing. 
The ior. beam indu.;tion method can induce crystal 

growth above about 200"C. Doping was performed at room 
temperature on an Si ( IOO) substrate with independent 
continuous implantation of 100 keV As ions aad 160 keV 
Xe ions. The injection was 5x 101

' ion cm: for each. A non
crystalline layer formed about 160 nm thick on the Si 
surface. Crystal growth was then initiated on the test pieces 
with .JOO keV Ar at 350"C. and all test pieces crystallized 
to the surface. 

Test pieces doped with solitary ,\s show a growth rate 
slightly faster than those with a non-crystalline layer of 
the same thickn<!ss made with 70 keV Si doping at 
5x 101

' ion cm:. 
Whether with solitary As atoms or continuous 

implantation of As and Xe ions most atoms depended on 
Si la11ice position after crystal growth. hut in hoth 
cases almost all Xe atoms were found to be be!ween 
lallice points. (Reprinted with penmss1on from 
Scm1cond11ctor Jn1ana11onai .\fe1Ra:111c. November 1994. 
Copyright 1994 hy Cahners Publishing Co .. Des Plaines. 
II.. IJSA.) 
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New technique protects liquid crystal displays 
The Thomson (France) and Philips (Nerherlands) 

companies have de\·eloped self-re~ularing liquid-crysral 
displays for laptop compurers. The new rechnology should 
make !he displays brighrer and cheaper. Det~cls in rhe 
con1rol 1ransis1ors could be corrected automatically. In this 
way. rhe useful life of rhe display is exrended. The first 
display panels ofrhis type are coming off the assembly line 
in a factory in Findhoven. They are 2.J centimetres along 
the diagonal and can already b>! used in currenl screen 
production. 

Non-functioning dark spots may appear on 
conventional screens ifthe corresponding control transistors 
fail. Until now. the entire screen needed to be replaced if 
rhis happened. The Philips glass pane has aoout 300.000 
cells. each conlaining a tiny diode. These sit like tiles in 
rhe 1 ,1mer of rhe cell filled with liquid crystals. The screen 
is covered with a network of thin. transparent electrodes 
that supply current to the liquid crystals. 

According to the claims. the diodes. made of sihcon
nitride. operate like pressure-relief valves that allow the 
current to pass only when it has reached a particular level. 
If the diode is defectiv-: and allows too much current to 
pass. the nitride resistance increases automatically. In this 
way. the current is limited to the correct amount and the 
liquid crystals are undamaged. Screen manufacture is. 
according to claims by Philips. cheaper because less 
precision is required. As the diodes allow about I 0 per ce;-it 
more l!ght to pass lhrough the cells. the screens are also 
brighter. (Source: Frankf11rtt?r Zeiwng. 12 October 199.J) 

Computer tomography aids non-destructive 
testing of materials 

Images even of the inlernal srructures of sensor systems 
or material samples can be obrained U:!iing computerized 
tomography. Howe\er. the computerized tomographs 
developed for medical applications are not suited for rhis 
purpose. The Juelich Research Centre has now developed 
a microtomography system that can be used for the resting 
of marerials. 

The system consisrs of a miniarure X-ray source. a 
manipularor for holding the sample and the X-ray detector. 
The microtomograr'. i able to reproduce objects to a scale 
of five micromelRJ. Hence. in lenns of resolution. the 
device is superior to an ordinary tomograph. 

To realize the required qualiry of reproduction. rhe 
sensor dements comprising the X-ray detector had to be 
scaled down. hul that simultaneously requires a 
significant enhancement of the radiation intensity of 
the X-ray source to end up with a reproduced precision 
image. 

The electron gun of a scanning electron microscope is 
used to achieve this. The electron beam is directed at a 
metallic cutting edge and at that point it generates rhc 
required intensive X-ray r:idiation. In this way the sample 
is irradiated through a number of strata. IJ-;ing an image 
processing system. a two- and three-dimensional X-ra} 
image also emerges as a high-resolution rcproductmn of the 
internal strncturcs. In addition to tomographic analysis. an 
electron microscope approach can also he applied to the 
sample. 

The Juelich svstcm. for instance. can he used to 
diagnose pores and cracks in ceramics or composite fihrc 
materials. In microsystcrns tcchnoln)!y the process is 
appropriate. among other thin)!s. for microlomographic 

monitoring of airbag sensor systems. Another area of 
applicati<>n is petroleum extraction. Microtomography 
1:icilitatcs the analysis of the penetr.ition of the oil water 
mixture through porous rock. 

In this way an especially etlective process for 
extracting oil could be dew loped. In biological research the 
system facilitates the non-destructive three-dimensional 
reproduction of the internal organs of microorganisms. 
Filter structures too are studied at Juelich. Such studies 
help simulate the exhaust flow through fiheiS and enhance 
the le\·el of their effectiveness. (Source: Frank.furt.:r 
Z.:itunK. 2 November I 9Q.J) 

Metal bonding studies with scanning electron 
microscope 

Using a scanning electron microscope. the Institute for 
Metallography and Metal Physics of the RWTH (Rhine
Westphalian Institute of Technology). Aachen. is studying 
the structure of dissolved niobium from a copper-niobium 
compound. to combine the good electrical properties of 
copper and the mechanical strength of niobium in one 
material. The three-dimensional structure of niobium is 
only \·isible through a scanring electron microscope. 
Niobium precipitates out from a common melt firs• in the 
form ofthree-dimensionallybranchedstructures(dendrites). 
At lower temperatures. the copper then also solidifies and 
surrounds the niobium dendrites. To study the niobium 
structures. Protessor Dr. Guenter Gottstein and his team 
chemically etch away the copper in the test preparation. 
Equipping the microscope with additional detectors and 
analysis programmes offers the Aachen researchers 
completely new insights into the microstructural 
development of metals through the electron backscattering 
procedure. With this technique the frequency distribution of 
crystal orientations can be directly measured even in the 
smallest areas and a microstructure can be linked with its 
orientation. A knowledge of the formation and growth 
mechanisms of grains in these substances should then help 
in the manufacture of these materials. (Source: Frankfurter 
Zeitung. 26 October t 99.J) 

Biological and man-made designs converge to 
create DNA chips 

Hewlett-Packardrecentlyjoined forces with A ffymctrix 
to co-develop and market systems that will use so-called 
..DNA chips .. to perfonn sophisticated analysis of DNA 
samples. 

These DNA chips rcprcs~nt a new direction in 
extremely sensitive medical analysis equipment. which 
could quickly detect g~netic diseases for example. and in 
computing where synthetic DNA molecules could be used 
as a type of microprocessor. capable of pcrfonning 
calculations much faster than today's high-end silicon 
chips. 

As silicon and biological systems converge on the 
mo!crular level. there arc also moves to use svnthctic DNA 
fragments as a high-pcrfom1ancc micropr~ccssor. Since 
like-DNA hasc pairs react \'Cf) quickl} with each other. it 
is possible to use a radically different computational model 
to dctcnninc the results of VCf)' complex computing 
problems. 

Dr. Leonard Adelman. a researcher at the IJnivcrsity of 
California in Los Angeles. says he has discovered a way of 
using DNA fragments to solve a complex mathematical 
prohlcm. somctiml·s known as the travelling salesman 
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problem. which imol\cs finding the shortest path to link 
se\·en cities. 

In an experiment described in the l 'S .'i..-k'll<'<' f11ur1ul. 
Adelman said that his results show that it will be possible! 
to build .. molecular computers·· that arc 10.000 times faster 
than current microprocessors. and use one billionth of the 
energy. Data storage 1s also much more etlicient. wi!h a 
single DNA molecule capable of storing nnc trillion times 
more d::..a than magnetic media. 

However. building such DNA-based molecular 
computers will require a departure from the current 
computati::ial models pioneered by llungari~n mathe
matician John \On Neumann in the I 'l.tOs an<! they \\ill 
require new programming languages. 

DNA chips from Atl~metric and others. signal the 
impending convergence of man-made and biological 
designs. as silicon based chips start to appr<lach the 
molecular dimensions of DNA molecules. This proce:;s will 
produce radical new types of electronic de\·ices and 
applications. (Source: Ef,:ctromcs ll'L'ck~I". 11 January I Q95) 

New technique to produce GaAs single crystals 
studies 

The gradient-freezing technique of the Institute of 
Physical Metallurgy. Freiberg. can be used to manufacture 
gallium arsenide [GaAs] single crystals with low cross
linking density and high homogeneity of physical 
properties. This method. according to a statement by 
Professor Dr. Heinrich Oettel. represents an alternative to 
the Czochralski process. which has b:en used until now. 
The procesc; is carried out in computer-controlled multizone 
furnaces in which the temperature of the indi\idual heat 
zones can be \aried -;electively. The design of the 
furnace and the gradient-freezing software used allow the 
thermal conditions to be set. Compared to traditional 
growing methods. single crystals can be grown with this 
process withc-ut using mechanically mo\·ing parts. In this 
way. latent vibration sources an: avoided. It is suitable 
for growing Cl} stals at extremely low temperature 
gradients and for the manufacture of single crystals. low 
in cross-linking. A moderated arsenide reservoir 
stabilize<; the arsenic r1rtial pressure during the growth 
process. The Freiberg scientists arc also working with other 
materials with melting points from 500" to I .250"C for 
Cl} stal diagnosis. (Source: Frankfurter Zi.:iflln~. 

I 0 November 199.t) 

Latest high-temperature superconductor 
Researcherc; at the CNRS (National Centre for 

Scientific Research) at Grenoble ha\c discovered a critical 
high-temperature copper-free superconductor made up of 
P•>tassium I I\.). barium (Ba) and bismuth oxide (BiO). 
which displays a particular critical field behaviour. 
i.e .. in the magnetic field. where s!1perconductivity 
disappears. 

This substance without copper.\\ hi ch is remarkahle for 
its high tran~ition t.:mpcrature (Tc ."HJ"!\.). docs not possess 
any of the hchav1oural charactcri~1ics of other copper
hased critical high-tcmpcralllrc superconductors. While 
traditional -;upcrconductors arc linear in behaviour near 
the critical tcrnpcr;1t1irc. and flatten at 1cro !crnrcraturc. 
!he experimental rnea,Url·mcnh on the new <;upcrconductor 
show a linear critical licld rcgardlcs-; of tempera
ture. (Source: ( 'n111p11\11t·.1· ,., .\"111/\"•'•llll' .\latl'na11x. 
11 September I 99-l) 

French develop monosilicon on quartz wafers 
Engineers at SOITiT tlircnoblc. France) ha\C 

succcssti.ill~ de\ eloped proprictal} SIMOX (separation b~ 
implanted oxy~cn) process technologies that ~ icld a thin 
rnonocrystallinc film of silicon-on-quanz \\alt-rs. 
Demonstrations have shown 2000 A thick films \\ ith a 
thickness uniforn1ity of bett:-r than 50 A. 

Andre Auberton-lkrve. 'ice president and general 
manager or SOITEC. says. ··Electrical behaviour is the to 
ten times beucr on a pure monocrystallinc film than on an 
annealed polycl}stalline film on quartz ... Thus. potential 
applications include those current!~ applicd to the 
pl'lycf}stallme-on-quartz films: these include thin-film 
transistor I TFf) liquid Cf} Stal displays. charge coupled 
de\ ice detectors.\ irtual reality dc,·iccs and high definition 
tclc\·ision projection s~stcms. 

One of the advantages of the new materia! is to reduce 
TFT area. increasing the brigi.tncss and resolution of liquid 
Cf}Stal displays. In addition. this new material allows the 
integration of dri\ers and control electronics with low 
leakage current and high speed on the quartz wafer in the 
TFT matrix penphel}. 

Volumt production will start in mid-1995 with future 
wafer size extensions up to 200 mm in diameter. 
(Reprinted with pcrm1ss1on from Si.:micu11ductor 
lnti.:rn1.1tiunal .\lag.i=mi.:. October 199.t. Copyright I Q9.t by 
Cahners Publishing Co .. Des Plaines. IL USA.) 

UK collaboration produces BESOI devices 
The first dc\iccs ha\c been produced under the UK 

Government funded BELPA (Bol'd and Etch for Low 
Power Applicationc;) project at the Swindon plant of GEC 
Plesscy Semiconductors 1GPS). In this SOI process. a 
silicon wafer is fused to another oxidized wafer. the top 
wafer is ground and polished hack to a thickness of 10 µm 
and fine trenches are then etched around the areas requiring 
isolation. The trenches are filled with oxide. 

Tht.> wafer fusion process in this BESOI I Bond and 
Etch back SOI) technique has been advanced by work at 
the Queen's IJnivcrsity. Belfast. Northern Ireland. to 
achieve a perfl:ct joint between the \\alers without detects 
or -.oids. An ultrasonic microscope is used to c~;;ck the 
bonded wafers f,1r the slightest flaws at their interface. 
BCD Technologies of Belfast produces the diclectrically 
isolated substrates for GPS which makes devices wit!. 
minimum features sizes of0.75 µm. Other involved in this 
project are Phoenix VLSI Consultants Ltd .. of Towccster. 
Northants. Elettronica (IJK) Ltd. of Milton Keynes. 
Cambridge Consultants of Cambridge. and the British 
<iovcmmcnt's Defence Agency. Malvern. 

The first devices arc mixed analogue digital cin.uits for 
radio applications. A direct digital frequency synthesizer 
will he built that has very find frcquc.1cy steps and a wide 
frequency operating range. The \\orkcrs helil·ve they \\ill 
achie\ c high yields by minim i1ing sires~ induced defects in 
the bonded SOI film during processing. The BU.PA 
circuit-; arc twice as fas! as junction isolated circuits at low 
p<mcr. hut the difference i'i less noticcahlc at higher power. 
{ R.:pnntcd with permission from S1·1111nmd1"·1nr 
f111,·rn11111111al .\fa.~a: 111,._ October 199-l. Copyright 199.t h) 
C1hn·:r., l'uhli.,l:ing Cn. !)c-; Plaine,, II.. {ISA I 

First all-polymer transistor 
I"hc lir<il all-polyr.1er field-effect tran<;i-;tor I FL II ha-; 

hc1:n rl·al itcd ( F. ( iarncr ct al.. Sn1·11, '" I 994. 26~. I Ml4 ). 
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All components of the transistor. C\1.'n thl.' metallic 
dectrodes of i1s predl.'ccssors. ha\'c be.:11 replaced b~ 
organic polymeric materials. The all-polymer FLT. \\hich 
can be made under mild co11~iuons. is yel another exampk 
of a flexible. poh.ntially large-area. lo\\-cost plastic 
dectronic de' ice. The device consists of an insulating la~er 
(a 1.5 µm thick polyester film) cowred on one side with a 
I 0 µm thick layer of a conducting graph ire-based polymer 
ink (the gate dectrode) and a substrate (a simple adhesi\e 
tape): on the other side two contacts (source and drain 
dectrodes) made of the same conducting polymer ink are 
placed opposite the gate and separated from each other by 
~00 µm. The device was completed by vacuum deposition 
of a -10 nm thick layer of the organic semiconductor 
u.oi-dihexylsexithiophene between source and drain. The 
thiophene oligomer is an old farnurite of Gamier·s group 
and it has an unusi;aily higr charge carrier field-etli:ct 
mobility which is slightly less than that seen in amorphous 
hydrogenated silicon. the semiconducting material for 
conventional thin-film FET'i. Apart from a simple de,·ice 
fabrication p:-ntocoL all-polymer FETs ha\e excdlent 
device characteristics. thus prO\ing the suitability of the 
transistor as an :tmplification device. l'nlike .,rdinary FE Ts 
they are insensi!i\·e to mechanical trl.'atments such as 
rolling-up. ber:iing or twisting. (Source: Clz.·m1.m-y and 
lndu.wy. 5 December 19')-I) 

Capacitors based on polypyrrole 
A research group at Matsushita has reported its latest 

experience on alumin;um solid electrolytic capacitors based 
on polypyrrole as the electrolyte. The capacitors are already 
mass-produced by 1he company and their performance 
compares fa\'ourably even with multilayer ceramic 
c .. ~'acitors. In principle. rhey consist of (i) an aluminium 
foil covered with a thin surface oxide layer (obtained t:. 
anodic oxidation). (ii) a very thin MnO: layer ser\ing as a 
contact onto which pyrrole can be clectropo!ymerized 
which provides (iii) a tri-isopropylnaphthalene-sulph•mate
doped polypyrrole layer. Capacitance and life-time of 
aluminium (anode) Al:O, (insulating dielectric) doped 
polypyrrole (cathode) c~pacitors compete well with other 
commercial products. The capacitors show exceilent 
frequency characteristic sand s1abihty at higher temperature. 
No deterioration was obser\·cd :ifter several thousand hours 
at I 50"C. if the capacitors were hermetically sealed from 
oxygen. (Y. Kudoh ct al.. Srmh. .\let .. !99..t. 66. 157). 
(Source: Clu:mistn· & /nduslTT. 5 December 1994) 

Electrochemical capacitors 
Electrochemical capacitors and batteries can he used as 

storage devices for electrical energy. There is considcrahle 
interest in electrochemical capacitors as ail electric power 
source which operates parallel wi1h a baiter)·. acting ,1s a 
load leveller and power hack-up. with ::mlicip:ited 
applications in electric vcl;icles and computers. hw recert 
reports descrihe some very promising results for an 
electrochemical cell using high surface area carhon paper 
clectroct.:s (75 µm 1hick) that are coated with a I 0 µm thick 
film of conducting polymer and separated hy an electrolyte 
solutwn. The clcctrc'"-withdrawing tluoro suhstitucnl in 
polylJ-(4-fluorophenyl )thiophenl· I pla: s a crucial role. 
Most conducting pol} mcrs arc more easily oxidi1ed 
(p-doped) than reduced In-doped). hul in n- and 
p-dopahility arc alrnoo;t equally halanccd. Furthermore. 
poly( ~-<trj lthiophene) docs not ,uffrr from undcsirahle 

charge trapping which is a serous dr.iwback of the close!~ 
related poly (3-1-1-tri tluorometh~ lpheny 1 )th iophcne J and a 
consequence of the e\ en more powerfol electron
\\ ithdr.iwing tritluoromethy I !:'.roup. The right choice of 
electrolyte is important and the most suitable system is a 
solution of NMe; CF,SO, in acetonitrile. The charged 
capacitor has ont: electrode in the n-dop~d state and '.he 
other in the p-doped state. :\lier discharge both polymers 
will be in the undoped state. Electrochemical capacitors 
based on poly[3-(-l-tluoro;:iheny!)thiopheneJ ha\e f,igh 
energ~ densities. and a constant rnltagl" of 3 V is 
maintained during the whole discharge process l A. Rudge 
et al.. J I'1111-.·r Sour;:.:s. 199-1. 47. 89: Elcclrod:im. Ac1<1. 
199-1. 39. 2731. (Source: Cl1<'m1.\lry & /nJu.ftTT. 
5 December 199..t) 

Pattial DRAMs yield results 
An Edinburgh firm belines it can successfully 

resurrectthc: idea of using partial DR A Ms-chips that ha\ e 
a number of defecti\e cells--in memory modules. 

Partial DRAMs are potentially a source of cheap 
slorage if the bad bits can be a\oided given that on-chip 
;edundancy schemes haw limited effecti\eness. 

~1emory Corporation daims its patented technolog~ 
owrcomes the traditional pitfalls of pre\ious attempts to 
use partials: often the !cchniqucs simply did not work and 
degraded memory performance. 

The technique centres on an ASIC dubbed the partial 
memory engine. which maps lhe bad hits on 1he DRA!\ts 
and replaces them with storage elements on 1he ASIC. The 
ASIC can handle up to two million Jefecti\e cells and has 
about I-18.000 logic ga•es to hoiJ the configuration dala 
and perform the mapping process. 1 he pmial memory 
engine is not a sim 11le address decoder that dm:cr~ ;1cccsscs 
to the on-chip storage i:istead of the DRt\!\fs bad bits but 
has a speciai architecture \\here the recognition and 
mapping stages are performed concurrently. It \\Orks on the 
principle that the time laken to disable an oulput is much 
less than a DRA:\f s access time. The ASIC storage uses 
SRAM-type latches which are faster 10 access than DRAM 
c:ells. This helps prevent any performance penal!~. 

The mapping mechanism is also '"intelligent"· in 1ha1 
algorithms identify defect patterns and redirec:t memory 
accesses appropriately The ASIC can \\ ork \\ ith most 
types of DRAM I 0 including EDO. page mode and nibhle 
mode devices. (Source: Eh'dr.1m«s Weeklr. 7 I>ccember 
199..t 

High-speed 4-Mbit SRAM 
Hitachi. Ltd .. has de\ dope<' 1 high-speed 4-!\tbil s1a1ic 

random access memory I SR/I •') for Jata recording in 
portahle type infonna1ion proces'1~1g terminal equipment. 

The ;1ccess li-11c required tor rctrie\'ing. dala h.1s bee11 
shortened lo 6 rh. le~~ than o.1c-len1h 1hat of lcmer-p1mer 
1-Mhit SRAMs commcrcial;ted up rill nm\. Th.: p1mer 
vo1tagc of:' V required up till r11m has al-;o heen reduced 
to less than ~ V. \\hich enabks the fahrication 11f much 
more corn pact terminal equipment \\1th hi!,!her pl·r
formancc~. 

The SRAM i' a chip central Ill portable inforniation 
processin!! terminal cquipm.:nt ;''.ld hollb the f...e~ Ill t!1c 
fabrication of rnrnpact and highl~ durable terminal 
equipment. Lxi-;1in!! pnrlahlc inforrn;!tion proce,,lfH! 
lerminal equipmenr 11-;c" an :\11'1 i \\ilh a prncl''"lfl!! "peed 
of !O MIPS lrnillion in,rruct111n' per ~econd)and a "iRAM 

f'11g.' 3.1 
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with an access time of 100 ns. Mowever. the next
generation chip is expected to use a standard high-speed 
MPU of 33 MIPS. and will therefore be required to work 
at an access time sho1ter than 15 ns. Further details from 
Hit:ichi Ltd.. Public Relations Secretary's Office. 
4-6. Kanda Surugadai. Chiyoda-ku. Tokyo WO. 
Tei.. +81-3-3258-1111. Fax: +81-3-1258-2375. (Source: 
JETRU. November 1994) 

High-speed MOSFETwith ultrashort gate electrode 
NEC Corp. has developed a high-sp.!ed field effect 

transistor (FET) with a new structure and a gate electrode 
as short as 0.1 µm. The FET was developed by applying a 
combination of technology for selective crystal growth and 
doping impurities into transistors to improve perfonnance. 
by which Lhe manufacturing process was substantially 
simplified. 

The new FE:. T features a working speed that is 1.5 
times that of conventional counterparts. and NEC observes 
that applying related technologies would pennit the 
manufacture of 4-Gbit dynamic random access memories 
(DRAMS). 

With the new structure. boron io; impregnated on the 
silicon wafer at a high energy of 300 eV to fonn a layer in 
which the surface impurity density is not increased up to 
region< about I µm away from the wafer surfac'.!. Boron 
fluoride is then impregnated at IO eV to fonn a high· 
density impurity domain on the wafrr surface. The ion
impregnated wafer is then given a silicon crystal layer 
containing no impurity and the gate electrode is fitted nn 
this layer. 

Compared with conventional transistor manufacturing 
processes. only a single silicon crystal growth process is 
added. and compared with FETs produced by the 
conventional ion impre:;nation pro~ess. the expansion of a 
high-density impurity layer is suppressed by which the 
transistor performance is substantially improved. 

When performance tests were conducted on a prototype 
FET with the .. -~w structure fitted with an ultrashort gate 
electrode of 0.1 µm. it was confirmed that the FET 
performed as conceived in the origin::il design. Previously. 
it had been impossible to actuate FETs with ultrashort gate 
electrodes of less than 0.13 µm. It was also confirmed that 
the current control spei:d is improved by 1.5 times 
compared with FETs of C'1nventional structures. 

NEC observes that the new technology will expedite 
the development of 4-Gbit IJRAMs whose commerciali· 
-cation is anticipated in about a decade, and piano; to use 
the technology as a hasic approach for the development of 
superlarge-capacity DRAMs. Further details from NEC 
Corporation. Public Relations Div.. 5-7-1. Shiba. 
Minato-ku. Tokyo 108-01. Tel.: 81-3-3798-6511. 
Fax: • 81-3-3457-7249. (Source: .llJRO. November 1994) 

High performance nano-slider for hard disk drive 
Hitachi Mdals Ltd. has started mass production of a 

double-metal-in-gap ( DMG) type nano-slider that a11a;.1s a 
recording density as high as 290 Mbit. in:. 

The nano-slid~r is a component used in the rccordir.g 
head of hard dis~ dme systems for personal computers. 
DMfi type nano-s!iders have already been cnn1mercializcd 
for recording dcnsirics of up to 200 Mbit. hut will be 
replaced by those of higher performances in one to two 
years. llowcver. the development of the new nano-slider 

featuring performances comparabh: to those of thin film 
heads has paved the way for using the nano-sl!der in next
generation type recording heads. 

The new nano-slider core uses a forrous base 
nanocrystalling alloy film (saturated magnetic llux densit~ 
of 1.5 n. so ti:' nano-slider playback output charac:..:ristic 
and overwrite characteristic have been improved 
substantially compared with those using sendust-based mild 
magnetk alloy films (saturated magnetic flm, density of 
Ll.5 T). In addition. to suppress the head floating change 
and variation during recording.. the core is machined into 
an ideal air bearing o;urface shape by a special blending 
technique. by which a high performance has been achi.:ved. 

At present. a recording density of 175 Mbyte has been 
achieved with 2.5-in HDDs and ..t20 Mbyte 3.5-in HDDs. 
a performance comparable to that of a thin-film head. This 
high-performance nano-slider can be supplied at a lower 
price than that of a thin-film head of comparable 
pertonnance. Further details from Hitachi Metals. Ltd .. 
Public Relations Dept.. 2-1-2. Marunouchi. Chiyoda-ku. 
Tokyo 100.Tel.: +81-3-3284-4552.Fax: +81-3-3214-1029. 
(Source: .IETRO. November 1994) 

US team bid to crack 0.25-micron barrier 
Top US electronics companies have joined forces in a 

bid to crack the 0.25-micron barrier by developing new 
chip making processes using X-ray lithography. 

IBM. AT & T. Loral and Motorola have created the 
Proximity X-Ray Lithography coliaborative Association in 
a bid to find ways of using X-ray lithography to r:tak'! a 
new generation of high density semiconductors. 

The four companies will share key technologies in a 
bid to develop ways of producing chips in commercial 
quantities using X-ray lithography. Other companies are 
expected to join the grouping in future. 

Current ultra'< iolet photolithography techniques can 
produce feature sizes as low as 0.25-microns but the 
wavelength of ultraviolet light is too large to go much 
below this level. X-rays have much shorter wavelengths but 
they arc more difficult to generate and to control. 

IBM and AT & T have both been experimenting with 
X-ray lithography for more than 20 years. IBM operates 
one of the only commercial synchrotrons. set up at a cost 
of $1 Oil million. which generates X-rays by accelerating 
electrons. AT&T has developed the only commercial point 
source X-ray stepper for lithography. 

Motorola has been experimenting with X-ray 
lithography over the past four years. using synchrotron 
sources at the University of Wisconsin and IBM. Loral 
has one of the best radiation-harden~d foundries in the US. 

Much of the SI 00 million cost of the project will be 
funded by the Pentagon·~ Advanced Research Project 
Agency. (Source: Eli:ctronic.1· Wcck~i-. 12 October 1994) 

SCSI link makes 100 Mbytels 
BusLogic. a !JS hardware company. is developing 

Fibre Channel. a serial SCSI architecture which can allow 
data transfers of up to I 00 Mbytc s. 

It is likely that B.1sl.ogic will use its proprietary 
MultiMaster architecture in the development ,)f Fibre 
Channel. This is an ASIC technology on which Busl.ogic 
has based its selection of SCSI host adapters. which arc 
supported by one common device driver per operating 
system. 
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Fibre Channel is the latest dewlopment in SCSI itost 
adapters which is going to allow CPU-to-peripheral 
communications at speeds of 100 Mbyte,'s. 

At present there are three evolving standards for the 
serial SCSI architecture in which Fibre Channel belongs. 
The other two are SSA (Serial Storage Architecture). which 
was developed by IBM. and Pl394 which is promoted by 
Apple as .. Fire-Wire ... 

The advantage of Fibre Channel over parallel SCSI is 
that it allows high data-transfer speeds on fibre links or 
copper cables. 

rne Fibre Channel. as a box-to-box communication 
link. can be up to I 0 km long. (Source: Electronics Week~v. 
I: October 1994) 

AT&T breaks the gate array record 
AT & T Microelectronics has launched what it claims to 

be the industry·s highest-density FPGA with 26.000 
gates-but rival Altera plans to double that within 12 
months. 

The AT & T A Tf2C26. the largest device in the 
ORCA 2 family with clock rates up to 150 MHz. offers 
users 384 I/Os and 2304 flip-flops in the core logic cells. 
There are increased routing resources (about 20 per cent 
more than the original ORCA I family) and a number of 
architectural modifications. such as direct routing between 
input pads and registers. that boost performance. 

Altera intends to have the world's biggest monolithic 
programmable logic device on the market in 1995, a 
monster 50,000 usable gates chip which will further expand 
the share of the gate array market being taken by 
programmable devices. 

The increase in density has been achieved not only by 
the migration from 0.6-micron to the lower geometries but 
by significant architectural improvements. (Source: 
Electronics Weekly, 26 October 1994) 

Optical device gives sight to computers 
A new type of optical computer, which can ··see .. 

complete optical images through a pattern recognition 
device. is being created by two US researchers. 

The cilmputer. which is designed to compare images 
and recognize similarities. works on principles similar to 
those used to create holograms. It consists of a lens, a glass 
cell filled with caesium gas and a laser. 

The "CPU" of the experimental computer is the glass 
cell in which .. the caesium gas atoms do the actual 
computing", according to Dr. Randall J.Knize. a physics 
professor at the University of Southern California, who has 
been working on the device for the past three years. The 
caesium gas is used as an erasable film to store infrared 
light patterns. 

The researchers shine a single laser through a lens to 
split it into two beams, one of which reflects off the object 
and the other shines directly into the gas, producing an 
interference pattern. When a third laser beam is focused at 
the gas from the opposite direction, it is bent in the areas 
where the two images are similar. producing bright spots. 
(Source: £lcctronic.f Weekly. 19 October 1994) 

NEC copper chips 
NEC engineers have succeeded in using copper for 

interconnect patterning on chips. Copper is a 
better conductor 1-ut tends to "poison .. the silicon circuits 

underneath: hence aluminium is used today. However. NEC 
engineers have managed to isolate the copper wires by 
inserting a titanium nitride film as a barrier layer betweeri 
the copper and silicon. (Source: Electronics Wt•ck~1·. 
19 October 199.J) 

UK researchers find way to deliver JD TV pictures 
Researchers at De Montford University in Leicester 

belie\·e they may hne found a practical way to deliver 
three-dimensional TV pictures. 

Experimental work carried out by the team suggests 
that it could be much easier than previously thought to 
build a sysiem which can capture. transmit and display full
parallax 30 TV pictures (i.e. pictures in which the viewer 
can look round the image by moving his or her head) 
without the need for special glasses. 

According to the team it should be possible to build 
a full colour 30 Jisplay using recei\·ers with horizontal 
resolution of 2.048 pixels and a vertical resolution of 1.536 
lines. requiring a transmission rate only about 1.5 times 
higher than that needed for 20 high definition TV (HDTV) 
pictures. To se:td this using current transmission methods 
the data would need to be compressed by a relatively 
modest factor of i 6: I. 

The work is based on a theoretical 30 innging system 
which uses a single integrated imaging device made up of 
arrays of large and small lenses to capture the picture. 
rather than multiple cameras. 

The theory behind such devices has been known for 
some time. but it has only recently become possible to 
make planar amys of micro lenses with a fine enough 
pitch. In the De Montford system the finest micro-lens 
arrays have a lens spacing of 125 microns. 

The team used printed images to model the pictures 
'\"hich would be produced by such a system on a liq1Jid 
crystal display. Using a \·iewing micro lens array with a 
lens pitch of 1.25 mm the t<!am found that the parallax 
information in the images was preserved even with only a 
single pixel behind each lens in the array. (Source: 
Electronics Week(1·. 21 Septemher 1994) 

Silicon comes in from cold 
Japanese scientists have observed a quantized 

conductance in a silicon wire that forces current to change 
in steps rather than proportionally to applied voltage. They 
claim it is a key step to de .. ·eloping practical semiconductor 
devices with the low resistance. high-speed perfom1ance of 
quantum-well devices. 

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone (NTT) investigated 
quantum-effect phenomena to improve the performance of 
semiconductor devices. NTT claims it is the first to observe 
quantized conductance of silicon that almost matches the 
theoretical value. 

As a single element semiconductor. silicon is more 
stable than compound materials like GaAs and so would 
better suit device fabrication. 

The experiment was made possible fabricatin~ a silicon 
wire to nm in diameter. 

The quantum effects depend on reducing physical 
dimensions of the semiconductor to the wavelengths of the 
electron waves in the material. As the mean free path for 
electrons in silicon is shorter than in compound 
semiconductors such as CiaAs. the size reduction required 
is even greater. 
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In addition the quantum etlects an: still on!y 
possible al \•cry low temperatures. t,ypically -253''C. which 
is approaching absolute zero. 

NTTs silicon wire experiment may ha\·e nto\·ed this 
closer to a practical room temperature phenomenon. as its 
resean:hers reponed quantized conductance al -173"C. I 00" 
above absolute zero. This is 20" above the lt~mperature of 
the liquid nitrogen. normally seen a!' the landmark 
temperature in low temperature physics. (Source: 
El.:ctronic.~ Jfrdc~L :!I September 199..t) 

Alpha breaks record-again 
Digital Equipment has c!aimed a microprocessor speed 

record with a new version of its 6..t bit Alpha chip. which 
it claims can process more than one billion instructions per 
second. 

The Alpha AX P 2 I 16..t microprocessor doubles the on
e hip resources of its predecessors to make it a four-way 
superscalar microprocessor with twin integer and twin 
floating point instruction pipelines. The chip is oflered in 
266 and 300 MHz \·ersions and has more than 9.3 million 
transistors. 

The Alpha 2116..t microprocessor integrates the 
microprocessor world·s first two-k\·el. on-chip cache 
memory that can talk directly to system RAM storage. 

A 16 kby1e le\·d-one cache. split equally between 
instruction and data. feeds an on-chip % kbyte level-two 
unified cache. 

Howe\·er. the power consumption of both \·ariants is 
high: the 266 MHz \·ersion takes .to W and the 300 MHz 
chip 60 W. (Source: £1.:crronics 11'.:o:k.~l'. l..t September 
199.t) 

NIST nanolithography method available 
A recently patented patterning process from the 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST. 
Gaithersburg. Md.) is now c.~ailable for licensing: this is a 
method for fabricating extremely small metallic structures. 

The process. known as laser controlled 
nanolithography. manipulates chromium a·oMs into precise 
locations on a silicon surface using laser light. According 
10 NIST scientists ... This technique of focusing atoms with 
a laser opens new avenues for creating smaller and faster 
electronic devices"". NIST researchers have used the process 
to form parallel rows of atoms on a silicon surface. The 
rows. visible by atomic force microscopy. are 
approximately 65 nm wide. 35 nm high and 212 nm apan. 
The nanolithography process could be refined to form more 
complex three-dimensional structures. (For more 
information. contact Nancy llale at the NIST Uftice of 
TechnologyCommerciali7.ation.JO 1-869-2751.)(Reprinted 
with perm1ss1on from St•miconductor lntanution.1/ 
;\lc.J~u:me. September 199.t. Copyright 199..t by Cahners 
Publishing Co .. Des Plaines. IL. IJSA.) 

Bending battery technology 
A prototype plastic high-energ~ hattery that is 

rechargeable and can be bent into an) "hape. has been 
developed by telecommunications research compan~ 
Bellcore in the I JS. The hattery looks like a '>ohd no 
liquid 1..:aks out if it is punctured hut acts as a lithmm-1on 
battery. Bellcore says it will .. re\olution11e·· the consumer 
electronics and telecommunications indu<>tries Its 
performa!'Jce relies on a polymer matm •. the c:lements arc 
permanently hooded together then cmcrcd hy a moisture-

proof barrier coating. At 3.8 V its energy density clearly 
makes it competiti\·e with normal nickel-cadmium and 
lead-acid batteries. without the em·ironmental worries-it 
contains no toxic metals. (St_,un:e: El.:.:trom,·s World & 
Wird~·s.'f World. September 19'}.f) 

Plastic lens array for facsimile systems 
Fujitsu Ltd. has dewloped the first erect image 

magnification type plastic lens array for use in the readout 
units of facsimile systems and copiers. 

The new lens array is a unitized assembly of lens and 
prism and is formed by injection moulding using ··zeonex·-. 
a Tetracyclododeccne deri\ati\es-based resin. Lenses are 
arranged on the obJecti\·e side and on the sensor side. with 
a prism in between. and a beam of light passed through to 
produce an erect image. 

Today. readout units are used which employ a lens 
arr..y in which a few hundred glass optical fibres are 
bundled together and the terminals arranged neatly. The 
difficulty is that the characteristics of these <'ptical fibres 
must be matched one by one. With the new plastic lens 
array. the characteristics were e\·aluated by irradiating a 
beam of 570 nm wa\·elength generated by a light-emitting 
diode (LEDi. and the spatial frequency of the prototype 
lens measured. The eccentric transmission function. an 
index of resolution. was 70-80 per cent. which is 
comparable to that of current lens arrays. 

The surface smcothness of the prototype lens array was 
0.6 µm on the lens surface and 1.6 µm on the opposite 
side. and 0.3 µm on the prism face. so by making funher 
impro\ements it will become possible to increase the 
spatial frequency by 90 per cent. However. smoothness 
improvement will necessarily demand an improvement of 
the mould inside smoothness. so precision machining of 
moulds will become indispensable. 

The plastic lens array features the advantage that it can 
be mass produced by using mou!ds. \\hich will enable 
substantial cost reduction in the manufacture of optical 
units of facsimile systems. copiers and optical printers. 
Funher details from Fujitsu Limited. Pub1ic Relations 
Dept.. 1-6-1. Marunouchi. Chiyoda-ku. Tokyo I 00. 
Tel.: -81-3-3213-..tl60. Fax: -81-3-3216-9365. (Source: 
.IETRO. October 199..t) 

World's smallest 0.13-µm pattern formed by 
optical lithography technology 

Hitachi. Ltd. has succeeded in forming a miniature 
pattern as fine as 0.13 µm by light exposure while 
achieving the focal depth essential for commercialization. 

An integrated exposure technology was established th3t 
uses a kry·pton fluoride excimer laser\\ ith a wavelength of 
0.2..tl! µm as the hght source. optirni1es the phase shift 
mask. and uses a reduction projection expo~ure system 
(stepper> using a new I;. de., eloped non-chemical 
amplification t) pc resist and hright lens. thrriugh which a 
resolution that 1s about one half of the light sm.1rce 
wa\elength was achieved.which approaches the theoretu:,11 
limit 

·r hi\ de\elopmcnt 1s on the line of projec110n of the 
exi~tini; ~em1conductor 111.1,., production technolog: and i., 
compatihlc co<;t\\l\C . .,o the new tcchnolog: mdic.1tcs the 
pm'iihility of appl) in!! optic al expo'iure to the procc<;., of 
manufacturing next·gener;st1on ..t-Cih DRAM., 

I he new tcchnoloµy 1" .1pplicahlc 10 periodical p;11tern ... 
and further r.:.,c;srcli ~\Ill .1ppl: the techr.ology in 

-------------------
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combination with other technologies such as electron beam 
exposure technolog;. for the exposure of other isolated or 
nonperiodical panern!>. Further details from Hitachi Ltd .. 
Public Relations Secretary"sOffice. 4-6. Kanda Surugadai. 
Chiyoda-ku. Tokyo IOO. Tel.: -81-3-3258-1111. 
Fa~: •81-3-3258-2375. (Extracted from JETRO. 
October 199-t 

Controlled alignment of optically responsive 
proteins 

Fuji Photo Film Co. Ltd. has socceeded in aligning an 
optically responsivr protein called bacteriorhodopsin that 
exists on the surfaces of certain types of bacteria. 

The orientation of the protein molecules is controlled 
by an antibody !hat discriminates the specific structures of 
substances inside biological bodies. When this technique 
was applied to the fabrication of biosensors. the 'lrisual 
information proce.:,,ing capability for moving image 
extraction and for edge detection is improved twofold 
compare:! with when the orientation was not controlled. 

Fuji Photo Film used bacteriorhodopsin isolated from 
the surfaces of cells of advanced basophilic bacteria 
existing in highly saline environments. with a structure 
closely resembling that of the photosensitive protein called 
rhodopsin present in !he eyes of ••ertebrates. The company 
created an antibody that discriminates the front and back of 
bacteriorhodopsin, through which it succeeded in 
controlling the protein orientation. 

When a thin tin oxide film was coated on the surface 
of a transparent substrate, it bonded with one of the 
antibody binding sites. and the remaining site bonded with 
bateriorhodopsin. In this case. two types of elements are 
created due to the different state of bonding since !he 
protein front and ba.:k are bonded selectively. Experiments 
showed that the bonding with the protein cell side and 
wafer together displays a greater light sensitivity. 

The company is already producing 256-pixel 
bioelements without protein alignment and verifying the 
visual functions. However. it has confirmed that aligning 
the protein directions provides double the optical response 
and enables the capacities of image sensors to be improved. 
Further details from Fuji Photo Film Co .. Ltd .. Corporate 
Public Relations Office. 2-26-30. Nishi-Azabu. Minato-ku. 
Tokyo 106.Tel.: +81-3-3406-2492.Fax: ..-81-3-3406-2909. 
(Source: .IETRO. October 1994) 

New millimetre-wave flip.chip IC on Si substrate 
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. Ltd. has developed 

a new millimetre wave IC that is attr.icting attention as an 
IC for next-generation frequency bands. 

The passive circuit is fabricated on an inexpensive 
silicon wafer. so the IC chip can be produced at about one
tenth the cost of a microwave monolithi1. (MM) IC using 
expensive compound semiconductors. The plan is to 
commercialize the chip and distribute ~amples within two 
to three years. 

The company calls this new IC for the millimetre wave 
band the Millimetre-Wave Flip-Chip IC The passive circuit 
is fabricated on a silicon wafer and a separately prepared 
ultrahighfrequency transistor is mounted ~ubsequent to 
inspection. The mounting method is the micro hump 
bonding technology of chip fixation by utilizing the 
contraction force of a photosetting resin. 

The MMIC i'> the optimum device for communications 
in the millimetre wave hand. bur is producea !ly integrating 

the passi'lre circuit and extra-high frequency "'ave 
transistors on a!l expensi,·c Ga.As wafer. so ihe 
dc\·el~ment of this new IC' for the millimetre wne band 
had been needed for cost reduction and to eliminate 
complex inspections subsequent to manufacture. Further 
details from Matsl:shita Electric Industrial Co .. Ltd .. 
IntemationaIPublicityTokyo.1-1-2. Shibakoen.Minato-ku. 
Tokyo I05. Tel: •81-3-3578-i237.Fax: -81-3-3437-2776. 
(Source: JETRO. October I~) 

Technology for automatic arrangement of 
Levenson phase shifter 

Toshiba Corp. has developed technolo~\' for the 
automatic arrangement of the Le\·enson type phase shifter 
which is applicable e\·en to irregular panems and logics. 
The Levenson type phase shifter is regarded as the most 
effective technology for imprO'lring the exposure resolution 
of LSls. but application had been limited to irregular 
panems such as those of memory cells. 

The newly developed automatic shifter arrangement 
technology is usable in two modes for coping wirh regular 
and irregular patterns. In the regular pattern mode. the 
shifter is arranged in interactive mode at the stage of layout 
designing as in the past. In the irregular pattern mode. 
s~mbolic design compaction is performed under the 
photoengravable design rule without shifter. followed by 
determining the shifter phase in groups by automatic shifter 
arrangement technology. after which secondary compaction 
is perfonned with respect to adjacent patterns in mutually 
reversed phases, then narrowed down to the resolution limit 
by the Levenson method. 

With large-scale logic LSls. the apertures serving as 
the mask panems run up to an enormous number. so in the 
Levenson method ;n which the phases of adjacent panems 
are mutually reversed. it will be impossible to reverse the 
phases of all shif:er arrangements as observed from the 
entire mask. because a contradictory arrangement is 
generated. Therefore. the company studied the Levenson 
type phase shift effect and perceived that there is a 
resolution improvement effect within the range of a fixed 
interpattern distance detenn ined by the exposure conditions. 
and that beyond this distance. there is no need to recognize 
any arrangement contradiction even if the shifter phases are 
the same in adjacent patterns. As a result. the arrangement 
contradiction was eliminated compared with the 
conventional arrangement method. 

The company applied this new technology to the design 
of 64-Mb class DRAMs and confirmed that the shifter 
arrangement which used to require about two months of 
manual work can be accomplished in two days. or in about 
one-thirtieth the usual time. As a result. it is now possible 
to apply the Levenson method to the expansion of 
peripheral memories and microchips. which translateo; 
into reduced capital investments. Further deiails 
from Toshiba Corporation. Public Communications 
Office. 1-1-1. Shibaura. Minato-ku. Tok} o I 05, 
Tel.: •81-3-3457-2100. Fax: •Si-3-3456-4776. (Source: 
.IETRO. October 1994) 

Polymer·dispersed liquid crystal light valve 
Japan Broadcasting Corp. (NllK) has developed a 

spatial light modulator (light valve) suitable for projecting 
picture images on a screen-like conventional liquid crystal 
video projector. NHK has invented a polymer-dispersed 
liquid crystal light valve with a limiting resolution allowing 
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50 pairs of black and \\bite lines to be displayed in I mm. 
This means that the light \ahe with a : inch long 
diagonal can enlarge and project high-definition \·ideo 
images. 

This de\·ice has liquid crystal dmplets about I µm 
across. which are dis~~ in a polymer matrix. The light 
\·al\·e is made up of the poly mer-dispersed liquid crystal 
layer. a dielectric mirror. a light absorption layer. and a 
Bi,:SiO:-. (BSO) photo-conducti\·e layer. Funher details 
from Japan Broadcasting Corporation. Public Relations 
Bureau. 2-2-1. Jinnan. Shibuy:i-ku. Tokyo 150-01. 
Tel.: -81-3-5-178-2-1-15. Fax: -S 1-3-3-16CJ-8110. {Extracted 
from JETRO. October 199-1) 

352 118 capacity 2.5-inch slim hard disk drives 
Toshiba Corp. hasde\·elopc!da2.5-inchsuperslim hard 

Jisk dri\·e (only 12.7 mm high) with a forrnaned capacity 
of 352 MR. 

The new 352 MB disk drive has the highest capacity 
nailablc in the increasingly imponant half-inch form 
factor. The new dri"e is the smallest possible combined 
with excellent performance and low weight. Produc
tion began in September IC}q-1_ Further details 
from Toshiba Corporation. Public Communications 
Office. 1-1-1. Shibaura. Minato-ku. Tokyo 105. 
Tel.: -81-3-3-157-2100. Fax: -81-3-3-156-1776. (Source: 
JETRO. OclOber 199-1) 

4-mm diameter optical isolator for 0.98-pm band 
Tokin Corp. has developed the world's first -I-mm 

diameter optical isolator for the 0.98-µm band. a key 
device for low-cost optical fibre communications networks. 
which are the fol' tdation of the oncoming age of 
multimedia. 

The major precondition for multimedia acceptance is 
the establishment of optical fibre com:nunications networks 
capable of transmitting huge volumes of information at low 
cost. However. current repeaters installed every 50 kms are 
a big burden that raises the cost of the overall optical fibre 
communications system. 

Tokin Corp. developed a 9-mm diameter. 0.98-µm 
product in 1993. and has been engaged in research to 
develop a -I-mm product within the range of the optical 
communications transmission system package specifica
tions. The dnelopmenl of a unique crystal material 
allowed miniaturization of the product. 

The crystal is made of a Cd-Mn-fig-Tc material 
prepared by adding mercul) to the conventional C<l-Mn-Te 
material. This features less noise than the 1.48-µm 
wan:lenglh amplifier used as the 1).98-µm alternative 
product. and is distinct in that the power consumption of 
the excitation light source is halved. 

The successful development of the 0.98-µm hand 
optical isolator with a diameter of .t mm responds 10 the 
need for capacity enlargement of communications systems 
and. al the same time. decreases the noise and lowers the 
cost c;: amplifiers through lc-;s power consump:ion. so will 
accelerate the cons1ruc1ion of optical communication~ 
networks. 

·1 he company pl.ms 10 inlroduce automated 
manufacturing facilities and Ill engage in mass production 
wilh the aim of allaining a sales vnlume of several hundred 
million yen in 1he initial fiscal year. Further delails from 
Tokio Corporation. Producl Development l.ahoratorie~. 
211-1. Kitahara.1 lanashima-Shinden. Tsukuha-Ciry. lharaki 
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Pref 305. Tel.: -81-2Q8-38-1761. F:tx: -81-2Q8-38-1028. 
(Source: JETRO. October llN-11 

High-performance image memory for 3-
dimensional graphics 

Mitsubishi Electric Corp. has de\eloped a ne\\ type of 
dynamic random access memo~ tDRAMI 30-RA!\1. 
incorporating a logical circuit to increase the 3-dimensional 
(30) gr.tphics function. The 3D-RAM was dewloped based 
on tec.hndogy established for manufacturing a cache 
DRAM and high-spt.-ed mem~ chip. 

Compared with con\·entional types of specific graphics 
D~AMs. this new graphic memory features a high-speed 
imaging capacity that is about 10 times greater. The 
C\.llllpany pbns to commence mass production from 1qq5_ 

The 30-RAM incorporaks th.: minimum necessat'} 
functions indispensable for the high-speed processing of a 
series of time-consuming processes. such as reading out and 
then rewriting DRAM data. which is performed frequently 
in 3-dimt>nsional graphics. and incorporates an arithmetic 
logical unit (ALU) that is a special-purpose logical circuit 
for 3-dimensional graphics data processing. Up till now. 
3-dimensional data processing had required the use of a 
separate special-purpose LSI. but the 30-RAM reduces the 
time for access with this LSI. so the system speed is 
increased. 

The introduction of these new technologies now 
permits the 30-RAM to display the function of drawing 
1.800.000 triangles s. for example. a processing capacity 
that is 10 times greater than that of the VRAM that has 
been used as the ;raphics DRAM for high-speed 
processing. In addition. the graphics LSI becomes 
unnecessary. so the number of system parts can be reduced 
substantiaily. Further details from Mitsubishi Electric 
Corporation. Public Relations Dept. 2-2-3. Marunouchi. 
Chiyoda-ku. Tokyo 100. Tel.: •81-3-.3218-2172. 
Fax: TS l-3-3218-2-131. (Source: JETRO. Nowmber I Q9-I) 

Vanadium redox type large battery for high
capacity electricity storage 

Mitsubishi Chemical Corp. has developed a redox 
banery for electricity storage that uses vanadium recovered 
from power plant waste and sulphuric acid as the raw 
materials for its electrolyte. 

Increasing the volume of electrolyte will make it easier 
lo produce the high-capacity halleries used h~ power 
utility companies and enterprises. and compared with the 
high-capacity secondary baneries devclcped by electric 
utility companies and others. the electricity storage 
facilit} construction cost will he reduced 10 less than 
half 

The new secondary hallel)· for high-capacity electric ii} 
storage was developed by the company jointly with 
Kashima-Kita Power Corp.. a subsidized cc.mpany 
~upplying energy resources to a local petrochemical con
glomerate. and with the cooperation of the Elcclrolechnical 
Laboratory of the Agency of Industrial Science and 
Technology 

The new hallel)· uses vanadium recovered from power 
plant waste~ and sulphuric acid recovered from power plant 
fume as the ra\\ materials for the electrolyte. Balle!)· 
charging and di~charging arc performed hy electror 
excha!tge hetwecn the electrodes and the vanadium in the 
sulphuric acid solution. In the discharge process. vanadium 
ions supply electrons to the anode. the cathode receives the 
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clet."trons. and a current flow is generated. ll is 
actually possible to store electricit~ in the tank clec
trol~"te .. 

The: storable powcr will be: proportional to the: tank 
s•z.r. A tank with a diametcr of 20 m and height of IO m 
will have an output of 10.()00 kWh. This will be: cqui..-alcnt 
to the power consumed by a largc-sized intclligent 
building .. and seven hours of powcr consumed by about 
5.000 households. The: tank can be installed bclow the 
building. 

The system is safe since it is opc:rated at room 
temperature. and the electrol~"te is usable ~mi
permanentiy. 

The new system also uses reco,·ered wasies as its 
electrol~te. and uses no expensive materials for battery 
fabrication. so it enables high-capacity batteries to be 
fabricated at low cost. 

Using the ncw battc~· will enabk power utilit~ 
companies to supply the power stored at night to mec:t the 
peak da~time demand. :llld enable industrial plants and 
oflice buildings to use nighttime: elc:ctricity effecti\;ely. The 
new bane~· is also usable: as a backup powcr source for 
photo\·oltaic power gcneration on da~ s sunlight is 
un<!vailable .. and conveniently usable by remote or isolated 
island communities as wcll as by dc,·eloping cour:trics as 
a local power source. 

Mitsubishi Chcmical plans to work together with 
Mitsubishi Hcav~· Industries. Mitsubishi Elc:ctric and 
Mitsubishi Corp. with the- aim of commercializing the 
battery system within this ccntu~-. Funhcr details from 
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation.. 2-5-2 .. Marunouchi. 
Chiyoda-ku.. Tokyo 100.. Public Relations Dept ... 
Tel.: •81-3-3283-5700 .. Fax: ..-81-3-3283-5-172. (Source: 
JETRO. November 1994) 
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D. MARKET TRENDS AND COMPANY NEWS 

Market trends 

GaAs marlcet grows; SiGe may offer competition 
As gallium arsenide (GaAs) de\·ice manufacrurers 

coO\·ert ro IO mm wafers and conrinue ro shriak device 
features to OA µm. GaAs ICs ha,.-e become more 
competitive with siliccn. This was the euluatioo of 
lnregrated Circuir Engineering (ICE. Scottsdale. Ariz). 

Fujirsu has taken o\·er rhe top GaAs producer ranking 
because it has ramped up a dedicated GaAs fab in 
Yamanashi. Japan. 

All together. GaAs IC manufacrurers are now shipping 
products witil over 350.000 gates. ICE forecasts that the 
marker for these and other GaAs circuits will grow to have 
a 1993-1998 CAGR of 13 per cent. hitting about Sl.1 
billion in 1998. 

lnrerestingly. the portion of th:: m.irket repre5'.nted by 
development ,~ontracts is expected to decline significanrly 
beginning ir 1995. 

ICE ~limates that military and aerospac;: applications 
will repres.:nr only 13 per cent of the GaAs market in 
1998. 

The boominf market for communications equipment 
should fuel the long-awaited commercial SU(;Cess of GaAs 
technol.>gy. High speed computing and fibre optic 
applications may offer substantial \·olumes for high 
perfonnance GaAs devices. 

ICE rechnologists are also watching silicon germanium 
(SiGe) technology. particularly that of IBM. (Extracted 
with perm1ss1on from Semicondu,·tor International 
.\laga=ine. November 199-1. Copyrighr 199-1 by Cahners 
Publishing Co .. Des Plaines. IL. USA.) 

Bringing the marlcet to technology (telecoms 
regulation} 

Many fields of modem technology are not contributing 
as much as they might to social well-being because of the 
way in which they are regulated. Telecommunications is a 
glaring example with cramped trade being notoriously 
obtrusi\·e. Leaders in the Republican Congress in the USA 
are saying that a telecommunications bill will be 
reintroduced. but this will probably not lead to a free 
market in telecommunications. The largest issue is whether 
the regional telephor.e companies created by the breakup of 
the old Bell sy~!Coll 10 years ago will be free to sell long
distance services. partly to compensate for the business loss 
caused by cellular telephony. It also does not seem likely 
that theie will be an end to Congress· reg1.ilating (through 
the Federal Communications Commission) the prices 
charged by cable TV complnies. 

Things are no better in the UK where the Government 
has decreed that British Telecom will not be allowed 10 sell 
pay-tv signals through telephone connections until 1997 lo 
avoid complicating the life of cable television companies 
who have onl} recently gained their franchises. On the 
European mainland. the European Commission has decreed 
that ii will he three more years before national 
telecommunications organizations will he required tc 
accommodate other long distance telephony companies on 
their networks. In Japan. the main telecommunications 
provider. NTT. is being privatized hy degrees. hut it 
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remains to be seen how liberally the ne'\ compan~ will be 
regulated. It is necessary to understand the ground rules--if 
there is a capital installation of high co:.t. such as a national 
telephone network. it shou:d be turned into a common 
carrier. made accessible to all porential users. e\·en mutual 
competitors. In retrospect. British Telecom should ha\·e 
been pri\·arized into two parts-a common carrier network 
and a telephone company. (Extracted from Suture. 
372(650-I) 2-1 NO\•embcr 199-1) 

DECT chips will halve cordless phone prices 
DECT digital cordless telephones will make their first 

real impact on the Jom.:stic telephone market in !995. as 
prices fall with the introduction of new highly integrated 
designs. 

Manufacturers are confidently predicting a DECT 
handset and domestic basestation package could break the 
DM400 (£160) barrier. 

SiTel Sierra is the latest semiconductor supplier to 
introduce a low-cost highly integrated DECT baseband 
proces:.0r which will sell for less than SI 0 in ..-olume. 

The SC 1-1420 is intend::d specifically tor the domestic 
single-line cordless telephone market and it joined second 
generation DECT chips launched by Philips Semiconductor 
and Advanced Micro Devices in October 199-1. (Extractea 
from Eiectronic." Week(,-. 30 November 1994) 

Europe top of the telecoms chart 
Europe is the largest market for telecommunicarions 

equipment and will grow in importan'-e between now and 
1997. according to a report published by F.lse\'ier Advanced 
Technology. 

In 1993 Europe accounred for 3 7 per cem of the world 
telecoms equipment market. which includes radio. bus!ness 
as well as public network equipment. and just O\•er half the 
production. 

The lJSA accounted for 3-1 per cent of the market and 
n per cent of production. The global telecoms equipment 
market wa~ S87 billi<'n in 1993 and is expcckd to shrink 
by 1.9 per cent per annum between now and 1997. 

The radio communica:ions market will grow h~ 
10.8 per cent per annum up ro 1997. (Source: Electmm .. -... 
Weekly. 30 November ! 99.t) 

End of the road for CD-ROM networks? 
Just when everybody in library management thought 

that CD-ROMS were the ultimare in storage and local 
access. three major CD-ROM publishers U\11. 
Sih·erPlatter and the Institute of Scientific lnfonnation 
(ISi} --have unveiled plan'> to distrihute their data on-line. 
The motivation varies from company to compan~ hut all 
seem concerned that CD-ROM networks may not he the 
best wa~ to deliver data onto the desktops of lihral) users. 

lJMl"s scheme will duplicate its CD content and make 
all of irs current data. h.llh ASCII and images. a\ailahle 
on-line. Access will he wither thr01 .. '.h direct connection or 
the lnlemel. II is an option that I 1MI feels can offer a 
definite advantage ,;ver a networked CD-ROM. ISi" s pro· 
ject i~ still in its development stage. and during trials will 
offer full text and image<> of 1.350 scientific journal.> 
through a comhina11on of on-line access and locally held 
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information. S1h·erPl:?tter is tal..ing a multi-purpose 
approach to distriooting it> CD-R1 >M based information 
with its Electronic Ret~rence Lib·ill}· {ERL) client ser\'er 
product. Using the Internet ~:, its communication path. 
Sil\·erPlatter fores~ users accessing inti>rmation normally 
held on CD-ROM from a central sen·er. which could either 
be locally or remotely ti.ised. 

The real problem for library managers making purchas
ing decisions today is that most of the new on-line systems 
are still in development and the economics still being 
worked out. In reality. the only options t:brarians hne is 
CD-ROM r.etwork towers. or if the bi.;dget stretches to it. 
jukeboxes. The CD-ROM publishers say that in the future 
CD-ROM and on-line options will coexist but the fact that 
their development money is being spert on on-line services 
may tell a different sto~·. (Source: lilirarl" .\/t.ma~er. 
I November 1994) 

PC card sales to rise !enfold 
A rosy future is predicted for PC card sales which will 

grow more than tenfold from $500 million in 1993 to 
S5.8 billion in the year 2000. according to market research 
firm Frost &. Sullivan. 

Flil$h mem~· cards are forecast to increase from 
17 per cent of the market in 1993 to 47 per cent by the 
year :woo. Fax.tmodem cards will grow from 14 per cent in 
1993 10 32 per cent of the market in 1996. then declining 
to 26 per tent of the market in the year 2000. 

The demand for networking will boost LAN card sales 
from 8 per cent in 1993 to 20 per cent in 1996. remaining 
at or near that lev·el until 2000. RAM cards will decline 
from their dominant market share of 47 per cent to 8 per 
cent by 2000. 

The market research firm says that the development of 
the PCMCIA standards will help spur grow1h in sales and 
that flash memo~· cards will replace magne-tic disk drives 
in some applications. (Source: Elcctrm1ics Weekzl". 
9 NO\·ember 1994) 

Chip growth steady at 15 per cent until the year 
2000 

fhe boom and bust cycles that have characterized the 
economies of the world-wide chip market may be finally 
over according to the World Semiconductor Trade 
Statistics ( WSTS) global forecast which predicts a mostly 
steady 15 per cent chip sales growth for m~st of this 
decade. 

Chip content in electrical equipment is expected to rise 
to abo;.n 30 per cent in 1995 and beyond. compared to 
about I 0 per cent in the early 1990s. and 7 per cent in the 
1980s. 

WSTS predicts 1hat world-wide chip shipments will be 
$99.9 billion by the end of this year. The global 
semiconductor industry will finish I 9<>5 at a projected 
S 114.6 billion. The industry will grow to S 130.4 billion in 
1996 and to Sl53.8 billion in 1997. The North American 
marker will remain the world's largest in 1995 and the 
Asia-Pacific (excluding Japan) region will move ahead of 
the European market hy 1997. llowcvcr. in order 10 
maintain healthy growth. st•1niconduc1or firms will have 10 
invest a staggering SI :'iO billion in lhe next few years 10 
achieve production ar 0.25-micron and below. (Source: 
£/cctronin Jfrck/r. ~ November 199.J) 

DRAMs in short supply until the year 2000 
There will be :i short:ige of ORA Ms for the rest of the 

centu~·. :iccording 10 the world. s lar,;cst manufacturer of 
DRAMs. Samsung of ~orea. which blames the situation on 
Japan. 

fapan-:se investment in DRAM manufac1uring peaked 
in 1984 at owr USS 6 billion and since then has run at 
sub- S-1.5 billion levels. 

Texas Instruments has estimated that 40 new fabs will 
be needed to meet the demand for DRAf.1 until the year 
2000. Samsung will probably only build three new ones in 
that time. 

Hyundai. which aims to o\·ertake Samsung in the 
19% ·97 timeframe. has built a 20.000 eight-inch water a 
month plant and is building two more due to come into 
\'Olume production in 1996. That will gi\·e Hyundai a 
capacity of 60.000 eight-inch wafers a month compared to 
Samsung· s 50.000. 

But e\en with all this capacity. demand for DRAM 
will be more than estimated. (Source: £/e,·tr:mi,·s lri:ekzl'. 
5 October 199-t) 

Company news 

Hyseq Inc. obtains exclusive rights to Argonn 
super chip 

Hyseq Inc. (Sunnyvale.CA) received exclusive. world
wide patent rights to a biochemical ··super chip .. de\·eloped 
at the US Department of Energy's Argonne ~ational 
Laborato~·. The chip will be used to accelerate the 
decipherment of the human genome. 

The agre.!ment was signed between Hyseq and ARCH 
Development Corp.. a commercialization arm of the 
University of Chicago. The uni,·ersity operates Argonne for 
DOE. 

Under the agreement. Hyseq was granted exclusi .. ·e 
patent rights to a \·ariation of Sequencing-By-Hybridization 
(SBH) technology known as Format 3 that allo\>s large
s::ale gene sequencing to be done on a I-inch-square special 
plate capable of decoding the chemical sequence of 
hundreds of genes in one pass. 

The company also gained non-exclusive world-wide 
rights to special software used to analyse and interpret 
genetic code deciphered by SBfl technology. (Source: 
Cieni:1i,; £nginecrinR .\"t'wJ. I October 1994) 

Company selected to develop novel semi
conductors 

John~on Manhey Electronics has been selec!ed by the 
Al!vanccd Research Projects Agency in the USA as prime 
contractor in an S8.7 million programme to d~\elop semi
conductors based on hulk single-crystal tcmar: 111-V 
alloys-compounds made of three clements from columns 
II and V of the periodic table. The material-; will allow 
mass-market production of commercial and industrial 
devices like CDs with higher data storage capacities anJ 
longer wave infrared dl·tection. (Source: furopl'an 
( 'l:t•mrn1/ .\"l'w.~. 26 Scptcmhcr 199.J) 

Companies cooperate in digital signal processor 
network 

Mnsr of rhe signal:. surrounding us arc analog: digital 
is rhe cxccpti<m. Microelectronics. and therefore also rhc 

----·--·-
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mini:lluriuiion ~'f the control clements. rely for the greater 
pan on digital processing of Jata. To be able. therefore. to 
control or simulate the analog world with digital 
··instruments··. changing over from analog to digital and 
back again. means that spttd and calculating capacity are 
essc:ntial. 

Processors are becoming more and more powerful 
(greater word length) and faster. For so-called .. realtime·· 
applications ... digital signal processing .. or DSP arc needed. 
There has been an explosi,·e grow1h in the last few years 
in the number of products that make use of digital signal 
processing technology. 

These products can be found in nrious areas. such as 
telecommunications. medicai instrumentation. robotics. 
consumer electronics. multimedia. anJ so forth. It is 
becoming increasingly harder to find electronic products in 
which DSP technology is not an eSSc!ntial constituent. At 
the moment. annual grow:h world-wide is o\·er 30 per cent. 

In the area arcund Leu\·en. two research irstitutes. 
IMEC (Inter-University Microelectronics Center) and the 
Catholic University of Leuven. ha,·e set up a -network .. 
under the name .. DSP Valley .. together with four 
companies which work closely· together with them. Philips 
ffCL. EDC (European Development Centre). EASICS. and 
Intelligent Systems International. Together t!Jey intend to 
tum the expertise they ha\·e built up jointly (built up 
among other ways through many mutual collaboration 
schemes and invol,·ement in international projects such as 
ESPRIT (European Strategic Programme for Research and 
Development in Information Technologies). JESSI (Joint 
European Submicron Silicon Initiative). ESA (European 
Space Agency). and bilaterally) into commercial ventures. 
In this way. total solutions can be offered to potential 
clients. as a result of which one or more partnen will be 
able to put in their optimal available complementary 
potential. This project is coordinated by Dr. Patrick Pype. 
head of t::chnical and administrati\·e coordination for 
VSDM (VLSI (Ve!} Large Scale Inregration) Systems 
Design Methodologies) at IMEC. (Extracted from 
Technil"isie. September 199-t) 

Trio unveil disc storage attack 
Advanced disc-based storage systems ha\·e been 

unveiled by 3M. Toshiba and Hitachi. 
US digital media firm 3M showed a new type of high 

capacity CD-ROM disc that doubles the storage capacity of 
high density CD-ROM discs through the use of an 
innovative dual !:tyer technology. 

The disc har a second layer that can be accessed by a 
CD-ROM drive read head by shifting the angle of retlccted 
laser light as it shines through the top (ayer. 3M says 
its discs can store as much ao; 6 Gbytes. 10 times the 
current 600 Mbyte capacity of CD discs. The new 
disc was developed with help from Philips and 
Sony. 

Meanwhile Toshiba is set to become the second 
company after Panasonic to sell rewrital"le optical disc 
systems based on phase change technology. The company 
has developed a double-sided 3.5 :nch disc that can store 
1.3 Gigabytes. It expects to launch its first products 
towards the end of 1995. 

Toshiba and Hitachi have horh announced :!.5 inch 
magnetic hard -l;-;c drives with c;1pacitics of over a 
gigabyte. The drives are due on the market early in 1995. 
(Source: Eh·ctmmcs Wcdc~l". :!3 Novcmher 199..J) 

US firms team up over cable TV 
US computer companies and telephone operators ha,·e 

formed separate industry groups ir. their bids to take ad\ an
tage of the growing US cable TV market. Ciscll S~stems 
and Digital Equipment Corp. ha\e teamed up with PC 
makers Apple and Compaq to dewlop nc:working and 
interacti,·e TV technolog~ for proposed digital cable TV 
networks. Three Bell telephone operators Nynex. Bell 
Atlantic and Pacific Telesis are each investing S 100 r.1illion 
owr the next three years in a US cable TV joint \·enture. 
The collaboration will initially de\·elop \·ideo-on-demand 
technology. which will be tried out in the USA in 1995. 
(Source: EleL·tronics lf"et•t(r. 9 No,·ember 199..J) 

Microsoft signs global multimedia alliance 
Software giant Microsoft has announced a globai 

alliance with electronics and communications firms to 
de\·elop sel-!op TV boxes and associated technologies based 
around its video sen·er software. 

The partners include Hewlett-Packard. Compaq 
Computer. General Instrument. US West. Telstar. Deutsche 
Telecom. NTT Data. Oli\·eni. Akatel Cable and Andersen 
Consulting. 

Hewlett-Packard said it will de\·elop set-top TV boxes 
based on Microsoft's system specifications. 

Microsoft's ,,-jdeo server software. code named Tiger. 
,.-ill handle the transmission of \ideo-on-demand and a 
variety of future intcracti\·e multimedia services. Microsoft 
has delayed some pilot trials of its software. saying the 
other components such as set-top TV boxes and content 
were not ready. !Extracted from: Eft:<:trm1ics Jke/c(l·. 
9 No,·ember 199..J) 

486 cloners plan launch 
Two new ..J86 clonemakers. Nationai Semiconductor 

and Integrated Information Technologies (llT) are final
izing plans to enter the market in the first half of 1995. 

Santa Clara-based llT is preparing to enter the 486 
market both as a CPU pro\·ider for PCs on its own account. 
and as a supplier of embedded x86 solutions in conjunc!ion 
with National Semiconductor. 

National and llT ha\·e had a working relationship for 
some years and earlier in 199..J National bought 8 per cent 
of llT"s shares. Although the two companies arc sharing 
knowledge on their 486 de\elopment programmes. th-.: 
projects are being kept separate. (Extracted from 
Electronh:.r Wei!/c(\·. :! No,·ember 199-t) 

cambridge "first" with interactive TV set vice 
Camhridge Cable and its technology partners Online 

Media and A TM Ltd .. are claiming a world first for their 
Ltd .. hroadband communications network which provides 
interacti,·e TV services to 10 homes in Cambridge (UK) 

According to a spokesman for Online Media it is the 
first trial of its kind which uses the as)nchronous transfer 
mode (ATMI broadband communications protoccl 
throughout the network from switch right through to the 
customer"s set-top box received. 

Online Media is already in discussions wilh BT and 
other cable TV operators who arc interested in using its 
ATM set-lop hoxc'-. The Cambridge trial will ha\e :!00 
users b) the middle of 1995 and .1 commercial scr\·icc will 
be launched in 1996. 

The ATM switch and set-lop hox arc hascd on the 
ARM 3:!-hit Rise processor. Robin Saxhy. managing 
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director at Cambridge-based ARM. said the company·s 
microprocessor was currently being J~igned into six set
top bc.n. projects around the world. (Source: Eh·crromcs 
Jr.:dc~,-. 5 October 199-1 I 

Broadband via microwave consoltium 
Japaneseelectronicscompaniesareseekinggowrnment 

money to de\·elop the low-cost microwa••e technology 
necessary to oO~r broadband ~en-ices such as \'ideo O\'er 
radio links. A group of comp.mies including Sony. NEC. 
Fujitsu. Hitachi. NIT. Oki and Mitsubishi are discussing a 
se\'en-y·ear collaborati\·e de\·elopment programme which 
could cost S60 million. The aim is to make use of newly 
proposed Japanese microwave frequency standards to 
d.:velop broadband links cap.ible of carrying ,-idco and 
high-sp«d data to hand-held. in-building and car mounted 
recei\ ers. I_ Source: £leer.-Jnics H"et:k.~,-. 5 October 199-t) 

C-Cube puts squeeze on llPEG "barriers" 
C-Cube. the US compression chip pioneer. expects to 

smash the cost and powu Jarriers pre·:enting MP~G 
compression technology hc::ing used in consumer products 
within two years. 

Alexandre Balkanski. C-Cube"s founder and executi·.-e 
\'ice-president.expects to deli,·er a battery-powered MPEG-
2 codec (encoder decoder) costing around S-tO ··in 
2-1 months··_ 

To date finns de\·eloping MPEG-based consumer 
electronics hardware are inwrporating only decoders. 
because real-time MPEG encoders are only just becoming 
available. cost thousands ()f dollars and need special 
cooling arrangements because they draw so much power. 
But a S-tO. battery-powered codec would open 'JP the 
possibility of new MPEG-bascd consumer devices such as 
digital camcorders and \rideo-phones. 

C-Cube has scooped ri\·als with a new highly
integrated MPEG-1 decoder which will be used by a clutch 
of Asia"s top con'lumer electronics firms in Video CD 
players on sale in Japan. JV('. Sony. Sharp. Matsushita. 
Sanyo and Goldstar are all b111lding machines based on the 
chip. US and European sales are expected in 1995. 

C-Cube expects the market for decoder chips in CD
based \ideo players and PCs to be \\onh S500 million in 
1997. (Source: Hcctmnics Week~1-, 5 October I 99-l) 

No LCD bid until '96 
The rirst credible high \Olume competition to Japan's 

near-monopoly supply of nar colour screens for compuiers 
will nor materialize uni ii the foun.h 4uaner of 1995 at the 
earliest. 

That is when San1sung and Cioldstar of Korea expect to 
hcgin volume production of 9.-1-inch anJ I0.-1-inch 
colour. acti\e matrix thin film transistor (TFT) l.COs. 
Six to nine month'\ later. llyundai·s production is 
expecTeJ to ~tart. (Extracted from f:/,•ctrmrin ll'<•ek~l'. 

5 Octoher I IJ9.J) 

Philips ties tab deal with IBM for extra ca;Jacity 
Philip'\ and IB:\-1 intend to create a Europe:m 

semiconductor mal<i!':~ ;.1i111 \"enturc. which may also result 
i" •!:~ i •HJ companie'\ worl.ing together on de\elopir.g next 
generation technology. 

For Philip'\ it is an imponant deal which '\ol\es a short
tem1 capacity prohlem. hut al'\o gives it acces'\ to IBM''\ 
16 Mhit and evcn•ually fi.J Mhit DRAM technology. 

Philips will take a ~igniticant s<ake in a new chip
;naking company which\\ ill be centred on IBM"s existing 
0 8 micron wati:r fabrication plant at B~blingen tfulb in 
Germany. 

The plant currently processes between 500 and 600 
eight-inch waters a day. mainly -t Mbit DRAMs for IBM. 
Philirs designs will be qua!ifieJ on the 0.8-micron 
process by 1995. (Extracted from Elt·,·trcmin Jred:(r. 
I::! October I '>9-t) 

ltlietec Alcatel builds up CMOS wafer base 
Mietec Alcatel. the Belgium ASIC found~. has 

developed a modular CMOS process that allows low
\·oltage analog. high-rnltage DMOS. \·ertical bipolar 
transistors and non-volatile memory to be added to the base 
wafer. 

The process has been designed to appeal to automoti\·e 
system integrators heralding a shift in Mietec·s strategy 
away from a reliance on telecoms applications. 

~fietec·s move brings it into direct competition with 
Motorola and Texas Instruments. among other leading 
semiconductors companies. which have de\·eloped sophis
ticated modular processes for the automotive electronics 
sector. 

The first production version of the f T process. 
currently a\·ailable. utilizes 0. 7 µm line widths. But a 
shrunk 0.5 µm \·ariant is being developed and is due in 
production during spring 1995. A funher shrink to 0.35 µm 
is planned for 1996. 

The inclusion of non-11olatile memory is not scheduled 
until 1996. said Jean-Pierre Liebaut. Mietec president. The 
firm is hoping to license SGS-Thomson Microelectronics 
flash memory technology. The intention is to offer 
customers the capability of including 6-t Kbit (Jf flash and 
8 Kbit of EEPROM on an Asic. (Extracted from 
Elcctmnin Wed~\-. 12 October 199-l) 

Motorola invests in Chinese plant 
Motorola is to in\"est S 12 billion in China by the end 

of the decade. 
Speaking at the official opening of Motorola· s Chinese 

subsidia~·. Motorola (China) Electronics. the company's 
president P. Y. Lai said Motorola"s Chinese workforce is 
expe1.:ted to rise to 10.000 people by the year ::!000. 

The goal of Motorola in China over the next few years 
is to build up the compan~ ·s manufacturing and 
de\·elopmcnt of computer. semiconductor and wireless 
communications products. 

The company's sales in China have already jumped 
from S I00.000 in I 992 to a forecast figure of S2 mi II ion 
for I 99.J. 

The Chinese investment is pan of a growing Motorola 
pn:scnce in the Asia-Pacific region. Coinciding with the 
Chinese announcement. Nippon Motorola. the group's 
Japanese unit. rc\ealcd that it will invest S206 million in 
expanding production of logic ICs. Nippon Motorola plans 
to acquire additional land and huild a new facility at its 
plant in Fukushima prefecture in northern Japan. (Source: 
f:f,·ctrm11n ll'cck~r. 26 Octoher I IJ9.J) 

Technology gets Quantum ahead 
llS disk dri\e maker Quantum has joined IAM in 

applying magneto-rcsio;tivc (MR I head and partia!-response 
m;p;imum-lil.dihooJ ( J>RMLI read channel technologieo; to 
ilo; product'\. These two technologies. when C<>mhined. 
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significantly impro\·e areal density (number of bits per 
square inch) lowering the cost per megabyte. 

IB!\t was the leader in this field. But with the 
acquisition of Di;;itar s dri\·e businesSc!s. including the head 
business. Quantum has inherited Digital"s MR technology. 
Quantum has combined it with its own PRML technolo£\. 

MR heads employ a magnetically sensiti,-e thin-film 
resistor element to detect data bits written on the magnetic 
disk"s surface. 

These heads can produce large. identifiable signals 
independent of disk speed. unlike conventional inductive 
thin-film read-write heads. MR head technology also 
emplo~·s two separate. cloSc!ly spaced read and write 
elements. which increase track density. The writing element 
is an inductive thin-film head. designed specifically for 
recording data. This element is usually wider than the 
reading element to minimize crosstalk f~om adjacent 
tracks. 

PRML was first used in digital communications for 
high-speed modems and was adopted by IBM for disk 
drives in 1990. PRML is rapidly becoming a replacement 
for the ··peak detect"" ~ead channel technology currently in 
wide use. 

PRML amids mo-;t of the problems associated with 
.. peak detecC. PRML does not work on individual peaks 
but recognizes multiple transitions and converts them into 
patterns. 

For example. a 16-bit pattern will be compared to all 
kr>own. possible patterns to determine its identity. This 

fllJ:<' u 

way inter-symbol interference has been taken into 
account. 

PRML also has more etlicient coding which allows 
better use of disk space by allowing more bits to be 
encoded on a track. So PRML works as a sequence detc:ctor 
rathc:r than a peak detector. (Source:: Elt!<"tr.mics H°t!t!k(r. 26 
October I 99..J) 

IBM leads pressure group for low speed A TM spec 
A group of 25 networking supp!iers have committed 

themselves to pushing through a low speed 25 Mbits A TM 
(asynchron<'us transfer mode) specification thrown out by 
the industl}-"s standards forum last year. 

The move will put pres:.ure on the A TM Forum 
star.dards committee to define. by the end of 199..J. a 
25 Mbit s interface for the A TM broadband 
communications protocol. 

The support for a 25 Mbit's LAN interface is wider 
than the 25 members of the alliance and has raised a doubt 
about the long-term future of the 51 Mbit/s rate agreed by 
the A TM Forum. 

The group, called the Desktop ATM25 Alliance. is lead 
by IBM. which made the original 25 Mbit1s proposal and 
includes A TML of Cambridge. Fujitsu Microelectronics. 
Madge Networks. LSI Lllgic and TranSwitch . 

The group will redraft the original 25 Mbit's proposal. 
including a full physical layer specification for categol}· 3 
unshielded twisted pair cable. and resubmit to the A TM 
Forum. (Source: Electronics lreek(L I..J Septembtr 199..J) 
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E. APPLICATIONS 

Semiconductor optical amplifier .-or optical 
networks 

NEC Corp. has de••eloped a semiconductor optical 
amplifier that efficiently amplifies optical signals input 
with optic:i.l fibres. The most advanced semiconductor 
manufacturing technologies are applied and the waveguide 
for optical amplification downsized to one half compared 
with con\'enti;mal counterpans. so that optical signals can 
be amplified to an intensity of 100 times with one hal!"the 
power required up to now. Due to low power consumption. 
the generated heat is reduced and large-scale integration has 
become possible to amplify a huge rnlume of signals 
simultaneously. 

The optical amplifier is a de\'ice whose primary role is 
to compensate the optical loss generated when transmitting 
signals in optical communications. It is used in combination 
with optical exchanges. switches. and computers and is 
an integral component of optical communications equip
ment. 

The company believes that the amplifier will become 
a central device for communications and data storage 
systems. handling huge volumes of information. and plans 
to commercialize the optical amplifier within two years. 
Funher details from NEC Corporation. Public Relations 
Office. 5-7-1. Shiba. Minato-ku. Tokyo !08-0 I. 
Tel.: ~81-3-3798-6511. Fax: +81-3-3457-7249. (Source: 
JETRO. December 199.t) 

Three new LS/s for imaging and communications 
Oki Electric Industry Co .. Ltd. has commercialized 

three new types of LSls for use in imaging. \'Oice and 
broadcasting receivers and plans to commence the mass 
production of •hese chips between February and June 1995. 

These LS ls consist of an LSI for image coding. one for 
text-to-speech synthesis and one for FM multiplexed data 
demodulation. 

The image coding LSI confonns to the international 
specifications of the Joint Photographic Coding Expen 
Group (JPEG) for colour static picture compression and 
decompression. Low pm\cr and cost reduction ha\'e been 
achieved by introducing the fixed lluffman table and 
adopting the new arithmetic circuit. 

The text-to-speech synthesizer LSI has the function of 
convening Jap<rnese language text consisting of kanji and 
kana characters into voice. It incorporates a D' A convener 
and low-pass filter. a read-only memory (ROM) with a 
dictionary of 60.000 words and speech segment and a 
dynamic random access memory (DRAM). by which text
to-speech synthesizer is possible. Typical examples of 
applications are the word processor. electronic hook reading 
function. and amusement equipment. 

The LSI for FM multiplexed data demodulation 
conforms to the IMRC system used in broadcasting. 
The I.SI demodulates digital data from multiplexed 
broadcasting baseband signals and incorporates a bandpass 
filter cor.sisting of SCF. frame synchronization circuit 
and error correcting circuit. Simply connecting an 
external rnicrocontroller (MC) unit and data temporary 
s1orage memory enable~ a digital data retrieval system 
to he constructed wirh case. Further details from 
Oki Electric Industry Co.. l.td.. l'uhlic Relations 

Dept.. 1-7-12. Toranomon. Minato-k•1. Tokyo 105. 
Tel.: -81-3-3501-3111. Fax: •81-3-3581-5522. (Source: 
JETRO. December 199.t) 

Ultrasonic flaw detection and imaging system 
Hitachi Construction Machinery Co.. Ltd. has 

de\'eloped an ultrasonic flaw detection and imaging system 
HYE-FOCUS that enables the minuscule internal flaws of 
semiconductor packaging to be imaged in units of a few 
micrometres by a non-destructive method. 

Successful sound pressure stabilization of the piezo
electric element generating ultrasonic wa\'es as well as 
50 per cent noise reduction of related equipment have led 
to a resolution that is fi\'e times higher than conventional 
counterpans. and an image magnification of maximum 500 
times. ten times that of conventional counterparts. 

The system uses ultrasonic waves and images the 
minuscule defects such as the voids generated inside 
semiconductor packages in the process of manufacture. 
defective wafer bonding. defects insidt: metals and the 
strengths of plastic materials. and is used for product 
evaluation and for checking manufacturing proct:sses. 

The magnification of images by 1-500 times now 
enables switching from macroscopic observation to 
microscopic observation. making the system applicable to 
other fields. such as ultrasonic flaw detection and imaging 
plated materials. Funher details from Hitachi Construction 
Machinery Co.. Ltd.. Public Relations Section. 2-6-2. 
Ohte-machi. Chiyoda-ku. Tokyo 100. 
Tel.: +8 l-3-32.t5-6305. Fax: •81-3-3246-2607. (Source: 
.IETRO. December 1994) 

Superthin diffractive type silicon micro/enses for 
infrared rays 

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co .. Ltd. has de\'eloped 
a supenhin diffractive silicon microlens for infrared rays 
with a thickness of only 2-4 µm. a thousand times thinner 
than conventional counterpans. In _ddition. the lens enables 
the simultaneous incorporation of filters and other optical 
eiements. so is expected to contribute to them iniaturization 
of optical systems. 

The new lens is a serrated diffractive (wavelength 
10 µm) lens that is formed on a silicon wafer by the 
photolithography (exposure) technique used in semi
conductor manufacture. Silicon has the characteristic of 
cutting light with wavelengths of less than 1.2 µm. so the 
wafer material also ~erves as a filter. Funher details from 
Matsushita Electric Industrial Col.. Ltd.. 1-1-2. Shiba
Koen. Minato-ku. Tokyo I05. Tel.: +81-3-3578-1237. 
Fax: • 81-3-3437-2776. (Soum:: .JIJRO. December 1994) 

"Cybernetic" limbs take control 
An Ell-funded consortium has completed the first stage 

of a project which might lead to the direct control of 
anific:ial limbs hy the hum;m nervous system. 

The goal of the INTER project is to develop a neural 
connector implant in which a regenerating nerve passes 
through holes in a silicon device designed to record signals 
from sensory axons and stimulate motor axons. 

The INTER consortium of research institutes. which is 
funded hy the Information Technologie~ Programme of the 
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EU. has shown that nerves can regenerate wirhin the 
connector. 

It belie\'es lhat its early results hold out the hope 
of .. cybernetic .. limbs for ampulees. which are clo~ to 
being narurnl extensions of the oody. TI1e technology 
could also ha\'e applications in neurophysiology and 
reconstructi•.re surgery. it says. (Source: EU: Belgium: 
Tel.: 32 22969577: fa'(: 32 '1.29683QO) 

UV light may offer VOC destruction 
A new waste treatment technology called photocatal)1ic 

oxidalion is now bein;; Je,·eloped that uses ultraviolet light 
and a catalyst to destroy 'olatile organic compounds 
(VOCs) generated by semiccnductor processes. 

The photocatal)1ic system consists of a reactor vessel. 
an acid gas scrubber. an exhaust blower and other 
components such as monitoring instrumenls and controllers. 
Air emission stream!: are fed into the reaclor where UV 
light activates the catalyst. titanium dioxide. This initiates 
a chemical reaction that destroys compounds before being 
emitted to the atmosphere. 

The technology is being researched as part of a 
CRADA agreement between SEMA TECH and the US 
Department of Energy· s National Renewable Energy Lab 
(NREL). NREL will perform lab and on-site tests on 
SEMA TECH-identified air streams. SEMA TECH will then 
compare the effectiveness and cost of this technology with 
other technologies under consideration for com
mercialization. For more information call Mike Coe at 
NREL at (303) 275-4085. (Reprinted with permission from 
SemiconductJr International Maga=ine. December 1994. 
Copyright 1994 by Cahners Publishing Co .. Des Plaines. 
IL. USA) 

System for reclaiming and recycling waste home 
electrical appliance materials 

Hitachi. Ltd. has developed a system for reclaiming 
and recycling waste home electrical appliance materials. 
and plans to complete a pilot plant for the purpose in 
Hitachi City. lbaragi Prefecture. by March 1995. This is the 
first such plant in the country in whid. waste home 
electrical appliance materials are automatically crushed and 
classified by type for reutilization. 

Existing technology to treat large-sized wastes are 
being applied to crushing these wastes for burial or for 
recovering useful metals. Therefore. the ultimate treatment 
\'olume (burial volume) is as much as 60-70 per cent of the 
total waste voh;me. with the result that burial grounds. 
especially around large urban regions are filling up and 
posing a serious social problem. There is also the hazard of 
atmospheric pollution and environmental disruption hy 
harmful suhstances such as nuon ga~. creating an urgent 
need to treat wastes effectively. 

The results of demonstration tests on the pilot plant 
will be studied with the aim of commercializing and 
marketing the plant. Further details from Hitachi Ltd .. 
Public Relations Secretary'sOflice. 4-6. Surugadai, Kanda. 
Chiyoda-ku. Tokyo IOI. Tel.: •81-3-3258-1111. 
Fax: + 81-3-3258-2375. (Source: .lfJRO. November 1994) 

Computer-aided preservation and transcription of 
ancient manuscripts 

The Institute for Computational Linguistics in Pisa 
(Italy) is involved in a project for the prc~ervation of old 
manuscripts u~ing digital optical tools and the creation of 
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a spe.:ialized workstation for transcription and electronic 
processing. This project is part of the CEU programme for 
telematics systems in areas of general interest (libraries). 
The system under de\'elopment is intc:ndcd for philologists. 
papyrologists. epigraphists. and other scholars working with 
ancient texts. It will make it easy to look up an image 
archive which displays a digital representation of source 
documents on a high resolution monitor: transcribe texts 
t1sing a word processo1; and automatically match each word 
in the transcription with the relevant portion of the source 
document. The original document. photograph. or 
microfilm version is optically scanned and the digitized 
image is th.:n displayed on the screen al a "ery high 
definition to ensure legibility. A second window contains 
the scholar·s tr .. :iscription of the document and new text 
can be entered or already transcribed text can be viewed 
and corrected. 

Work is currently in progress to provide an intelligent 
component that can perform restoration operations to 
provide a special tool which will identify legit-le characters 
in the digitized image. The system will produce a model 
repre~nted by several relations obtained b} calculating the 
size of each line. stroke and cunre and include certain 
stylistic variations. A specific keyboard character is then 
attributed to each model representation. System 
performance can be improved by the addition of a 
textual/lin.;uistic component which will allow the text of 
the fragment including both the restored and the easily 
legible parts to be compared with a textual archive where 
there is a good chance of finding the piece being examined. 
(Source: ERCJM News. No. 19. October 1994) 

Towards multimedia electronic journals - not serial 
monomania 

The Institute of Physics (IOP) (U!<') is inh1lved in a 
number of collaborative experiments in electronic 
publishing. Products and service range from using the 
Internet to provide physicists with current awareness 
services to giving librarians free back run CD-ROMs when 
they take out new subscriptions for journals which are four 
to five years old. In addition there is an IOP World Wide 
Web server with a fuE text and image research available to 
subscribers. Journal publishers are interested in the use of 
electronic media as it can add value to the print-on-paper 
version; and it allows the integration of data and services 
which would otherwise have been distributed over different 
channels. The SuperJoumal Project was a pilot 
SuperJANET project to test and demonstrate the value of 
very high-speed networks for the academic community. and 
to determine if multimedia access and display could 
provide the image quality and mathematical text required 
by research communities. Four interfaces were explored for 
UNIX X-windows and HyperNEW~ display. 

The move to electronic media will demand new 
procedures in librarianship. Multimedia journals will 
develop when the specific needs of different disciplines can 
be met effectively. There will be a need to provide 
multimedia tools to support the information providers. At 
present most tools require hand-crafting and with over 
5,500 articles being published annually by IOP. such hand· 
crafting is not economically viable. Despite recognizing the 
difficulties. the opportunities for enhancing scholarly 
communication arc great. and there if- an exciting decade 
ahead of innovation and strategic dcvdopment in scholarly 
communication. librarianship and publishing which aims at 
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multimedia access and display. (Source: /E .Vc!ws. No. 30. 
September 199.t) 

Railroad applications 
Whether a '3rge northern Gennan shipyard wants to 

present a customer in the Far East with the draft of a new 
shipbuilding operation or a planning otlice ''ants to submit 
a just projected new building complex-\·irtually nothing 
goes a11) where any longer without visualization. Wolfgang 
Opel. one of the managing directors of Engineering and 
Design Bureau GmbH (IKB) in Bai.:•zen. '1as focused for a 
long time .. on the three-dimensional visualization of our 
designs ... In this context. the drawings stored in the CAD 
system produce both photo-realistic images ha,·ing true
colour quality and also full animations as camera trips 
through three-dimensional objects. Colours. materials and 
lighting situations are selectable at will and can be varied 
in accordance with the customers· desires. 

Opel's latest coup is Dresden·s fixed cable railway. 
IKB engineers designed the cars in their historical 
design-albeit on the basis of modem design standards. As 
Opel states: .. Our customers were able to fashion for 
themselves an image of the new cars from vi11.ually every 
angle-before they were produced ... 

The basis of the three-dimensional depiction was the 
design drawings under AutoCAD developed by CAD 
market leader Autodesk in Munich. Using 3D-Studio from 
the same software firm. many individual images were 
progressively generated from it t~ . •could then be modelled 
intCI and visualized as .. real .. obje1..s. The result was a video 
realistically portraying entry into the cars and cable 
railway's trip. Not even b) :ea,·ing a newspaper behind on 
one of the seats did the designers neglect producing even 
more :iear reality. 

IKB engineers· results won over the wagon building 
managers from Bautzen on another project too: 
visuJlization and animation of a streetcar for Dresden 
based on JD design data. In the meanwhile it is a 
foregone conclusion that the city on the Elbe will get a 
modem c;ubway. Opel suspects that the deciding factor m 
that was ··not only design and co~ts but the successful 
presentation of the photo-realistic model of the new 
trolley on a laptop also contributed to the outcome ... 
(Source: /.r.,'GE:VlEUR DIGEST. October 1994) 

New electronic process improves materials testing 
At the University of Kassel (Germany). a new elec

tronic test method has been developd that can be used for 
the materials testing of components. The process. called 
shearography. provides advantages over conventional inter
ferometry, reports Professor Dr. Wolfgang Sieinichen 
(Laboratory for Photoelasticity and Mechanical 
Engineering). 

The material sample to be studied is illuminated 
using a laser. The reflected beams can then be recorded 
using an interferometer and a CCD (charge-coupled 
device) camera. By means of a prism mounted in fr('nt 
of the camera-a shearing element ·-two different images 
of the sample are produced. These images arc super
imposed over one another. This creates an interference 
pattern. 

The image is recorded hy the CCD camera and sent to 
a personal computer. If the material is then suhjcctcd to a 
load. the interference pattern changes hccausc of the 
deformation. The second image is also recorded and can he 

compared to the interference image of the unloaded sampk 
stored in the computer. 

The shearogr.im created in this manner no\\ make> 
possible a precise detenninati .. m of the location of 
defonned areas. Only these areas are shown as a striped 
;:ia•tem_ The parts of the material that ha\·e not deformed 
under the load do not exhibit a striped pattern on the other 
hand. This is different from holographic interferomet~ 
where the entire image of the material sample is co,·ered 
with stripes. 

As Steinichen explained. the search for defect poinis is 
considerably facilitated by shearography. The new method 
is also less prone to interference and precise measurements 
can even be made if the sample has been moved 
unintentionally. In this manner. shearography is also well 
suited to materials testing and quality control in industrial 
settings. Isolating the system against ,-ibra:ions is not 
l"Jecessa~·. 

It is also claimed that shcarography is wry fast by 
coupling it with electronic image processing. Components 
can be optimized for later use while being produced. and 
improvements can be asstssed immediately. In Kassel. 
shearography is being used fo:- materials tests on c..>mposite 
fibre components. for quality cl.)ntrol of rubber-metal 
compounds and for the vibration ii'lalysis of components. 
At this time. a mobile shearogra~-~y tester is being 
developed for industrial use. (Source: Franlr.furtc!r 
Zeitung· Blic/r. durcr die! WirtschuP. 13 October 199.t) 

Electronic product reliability improved with laser 
scanning microscope 

Safety systems are only as reliable as their elei:tronic 
controls. According to the Fraunhofer In~titute for 
Reliability and Microintegration (IZM) in Berlin. error-free 
operation of complex electronic components cannot be 
guaranteed unless their behaviour in critical situations is 
known. Since the weak points of an electronic component 
cannot be located precisely. even with the most detailed 
calculations. scientists at the institute have develop1:J a 
method which combines experiments with a theoretical 
model. 

The component is cut at a suspect location and receives 
an ultrafine polish. Then its complicated geometric 
structure is examined with a laser scanning microscope. It 
sends a spatial cross-section to a computer into which many 
i:haracteristics of the manufacturing materials have been 
fed. The computer calculations can then be used to derive 
information regarding the design. technology and mate;ials 
use. (Source: Frankfurter Zcifl/ng· Blick durch die 
Wimchaft. I 0 October 199.t) 

PowerPC 604 in production 
IBM and Motorola have completed development and 

fabrication of the PowerPC 60.t microprocessor. said to he 
the most powerful high-volume microprocessor in the 
industry. The PowerPC is dcsisncd in a 0.5 µm. 3.3 V 
CMOS technology and incorporates :1.6 million transistors. 
Die size is 196 mm= (12..t mm x 15.8 mm). power 
dissipation is less thar. I 0 W ra1 I 00 MHz and it is 
available in a 304 pin Cl)FP or 256 pin B<iJ\ package. 

PowerPC microproccs~ors. jointly designed by Apple, 
IBM and Motorola. arc hac;ed on reduced instmction set 
c0mputing (RISC) architecture. The 60.t is the third chip 
produced hy the alliance. just i 8 months since fahrication 
of the first chip. the PowerPC 60 I. In July 1994, IBM said 

-----------------------------------
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it had already shipped over one million PowerPC l>OI 
chips. marking one of the fastest ramp-ups of any 
microprocessor in the computer market. (Reprinted with 
permission from Semiconductor International Maga::ine. 
October 199..t. Copyright 1994 by Cahners Publishing Co .. 
Des Plaines. IL. USA.) 

Virtual reality goes consumer 
IBM and UK virtual reality specialist Virt•:<-!ity are 

expected to launch the world's first integrat<!<l immersive 
VR system for the consumer market by 1996. 

The system will consist of IBM's hardware. including 
a head-mounted motion sensor. joystick. tracker and 
graphics cards. and Virtuality's software. 

The package will be sold either as a PC upgrade kit. 
priced aruund SS.000. or already integrated in a PC. 

Currently the two companies are delivering the more 
expensive version of this product. called Elysium. to beta 
sites. It costs between SI 0.000 and S70.000. depending on 
the model version. and is aimed mainly at companies 
and software designers would like to develop soft
ware for their own immersive VR model use for 
promotion or advertising. (Source: Electronics Week~\". 
23 November 1994) 

Music on silicon 
Japanese electronics giant NEC has developed a 

portable music playe~'recorder that produces CD-quality 
sound from data stored on an IC flash memory card. 

Called Silicon Audio. the solid state player has no 
moving parts. unlike conventional portable players whi,.h 
use discs or tape to store the music. NEC hopes the 
technology will eventually result in a direct competitor to 
the latest Walkman-type systems such as Sony's mini disc 
and Philips' digital compact cassette. 

The prototype player uses a 32-Mbytc flash memory 
card. containing 16 x 16 Mbit flash chip . (Extracted from 
Electronic.f WeekZr. 7 December 1994) 

Fuzzy applied magnetic ink character recognition 
(MICR) system 

Omron Corp. has developed a m!'gnetic ink character 
recognition system applying fuzzy logic technology. It 
achieves a recognition rate as high as 99.9 per cent by 
using magnetic waveforms. Erroneous judgement is niL 

Up till now, accurate magnetic ink character 
recognition for bank cheques and bonds required a system 
which used the magnetic head in combination with the 
optical character recognition system. However. the 
application of fuzzy logic technology eliminates the need 
for the optical character recognition system, so there is a 
possibility of reducing the entire system cost by half, and 
the system is also more compact. 

Since it is possible to reduce the cost and dimensions 
of the unit, the new magnetic ink character recognition 
system is applicable to :he automatic recognition of 
securities such as bank cheques and bonds as well as 
traveller's cheques and to automatic ticket gates for 
expressways. 

Magnetic inl.. characters can be read in accordance with 
their magnetic characteristics. s.1 fraud is difficult. 
llowevrr. this character recognition system had the 
disadvdntage of magnetic waveform disturbance due to 
di~parities in magnetic intensity and ink quality a~ well as 
dcflec(io11 caused by conveying speed~ at lhe time of 

reading. Therefore. financial institutions used optical 
character recognition systems costing several hundreds of 
thousands of yen in combination with magnetic ink 
character recognition systems. 

The company uses a fuzzy rrocessor FP5000 and an 
algorithm to pcrfonn fuzzy ir1te1.::nce on the basis of the 
magnetic wavefonn. It realizes accurate character 
recognition without using an optical system in combination. 
In addition. the fuzzy system has a learning effect. and the 
level of accuracy is improved gradually with continued use. 

Funhermore. the increased recognition capacity enables 
rhe system to read at a conveying speed of 0.45 m's. one
fourth the time of the previous method. It allows manual 
insertion of securities. Although the magnetic waveform 
S,'N ratio is deteriorated due to the decreasing speed of 
conveyance. fuzzy logic enables recognition of the entire 
character fonn. so the new system features an excellent 
recognition capability. Further details from Omron 
Corporation. Public Relations Dept.. 3-4-IO. Toranomon. 
Minato-ku. Tokyo 105: Tel.: ~8 t-3-3436-7139. 
Fax: +81-3-3436-7029. (Source: JETRO. November 199..t) 

System for diagnosis of coke oven refractory 
deterioration 

Kawasaki Steel Corp. has developed a new system that 
automatically diagnoses the deterioration of coke oven 
refractories, and 'las commercialized the system after 
demonstrating tht: performancr in the coke oven of its 
Mizushim? Steel Works. 

A camera is inserted in the coke-o.,en chamber to 
evaluate the degree of furnace wall damage by image 
processing. Coke furnaces were inspected visually by 
skilled inspectors from the furnace inlet. bui the company 
developed the system to improve t~e working environment 
and to cope with the shortage of skilled furnace inspectors. 

The Coke-oven Diagnosis System was developed by 
applying the coke oven chamber refractories diagnosis 
technologies of the company in combination with an image 
processing system developed by the company's System 
Electronics Business Department. and consists uf three 
cameras inserted into the chamber and a system that 
analyses videe images automatically to establish a database 
for repair work planning. 

Each camera is equipped with a cooling system using 
nitrogen and cooling water to withstand use inside the 
chamber whose inlet temperature is as high as 1.200" C, 
and a neck swing mechanism to permit separate sides of 
the walls inside the furnace to be monitored when inserting 
and drawing out the camera for 16 m. 

The company is presently studying the feasibility of 
selling the diagrosis system to other enterprises in the trade 
:is •vell as to electric power and gas companies which use 
coke batteries. Further dctaib from Kawasaki Steel 
Corporation. Public Relations Section. 2-2-3. Uchisaiwai
cho. Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo IOO. Tel.: •81-3-3597-3845. 
Fax: •81-3-3597-4911. (Source: .IETRO. November 1994) 

Terminal IC for ISDN communications 
Yamaha Corporation has developed a new type of 

integrated circuit YTD4 I 0 for mounting on 
communications terminals for integrated services digital 
network (ISDN) ~crvices. 

The ISDN service uses digital circuits enabling largc
capacity, high-speed communications, and provides diverse 
services such as telephone, facsimil~. image .• inJ data 
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communications. all through a single network system. In 
Japan. NTT Corp. sta..rted offering services from 1988 
through its INS Net 64 and. as of the end of July 1994. had 
about 300.000 subscribers for this system that is recognized 
as a next-generation communications network through an 
expansion of its service areas and introduction .,f an 
infonnation highway concept. 

The new product YTo.t I 0 is intended to cope with the 
steady introduction of ISON circuits into general house
holds. fhe model is a ne·\· version that retains the functions 
of the conventional YM7.303 and YM7405 models but with 
a power consumption lowered to pennit operation with 
local power feeds for use as a basic network interface LSI 
by ISON users. Further details from Yamaha Corporation. 
Public Relations Division. 2-17-11. Takanawa. Minato-ku. 
Tokyo 108.Tel.: +81-3-5488-6601.Fax: -81-3-5488-5060. 
(Source: JETRO. No\'ember 1994) 

Chip enables cheap i'CMCIA 
Cirrus Logic believes it has introduced the solid-state 

storage chip set which will make possible the development 
of8-Mbyte PCMCIA flash memo!}· cards costing less than 
S50 within five years. Any lack of ambition in that target 
is largely due to uncertainty over the cost of high density 
flash memor)o . 

Cirrus' first devices. based around a recently 
introduced 16-Mbit :lash chip from Hitachi. are the STI 000 
PCMCIA/A TA flash memory controller anc.f the ST2000 
space manager. which is needed for card capacities greater 
than 2 Mbyte. 

The controller implements the flash addressing and 
mapping protocols which are stored on 4-Kby1e on-chip 
ROM. It has the state machines for flash memory read. 
write and erase functions. A single controller can be used 
to address up to IO 16-Mbit flash memories. The PCMCIA 
card interface is compatible with the ANSI X3T9.2 AT A 
interface and supports four card configuration registers and 
there i5 on-chip generation of the 12 V required for high 
voltage erase. 

The main application is expected to be removable 
storage in notebook PCs. (Source: Electronics Week(r. 
9 November 1994) 

Blind spots eliminated 
Siemens Semiconductors and US-based Autosense have 

jointly developed an electronic automotive mirror system. 
which alerts drivers of vehic!~s in their blind spot. 

The system employs two infrared sensors that detect 
vehicles within 3.5 m range around the rear-side of a car. 

Each sensor. typically situated in the tail-light. sends 
and receives focused infrared rays through a special optical 
system. The system is triggered when the car's traffic 
indicators are activated and it warns the driver of any 
object within the blind spot. The warning lamps are located 
inside the car and at the outside mirrors. The system's cost 
is estim?.ted at $50 when in volume production. (Source: 
Electronics Weekly. 2 November 1994) 

Researchers fincf use for buckyballs 
Researchers at the California-based US Department of 

Energy Lawrence Livermore Lahoratory say they have 
found a practical use for "buckyballs" ·a novel form of 
carbon created at high temperatures when carbon atoms 
group together to form tiny spheres. 

Formally known as buckminstcrfullcrencs, thc football· 
shaped carbon molecule~ could h.:lp in manufacturing sili-

con carbide substrates and lead to new fonns of semicon
ductor de\·ices. Researchers discovered that heating silicon 
wafers and then bombarding the silicon with bu~kyballs 
caused the creation of silicon carbide in controlled patterns. 

Silicon carbide is nonnall~ Jitlicult to produce yet it 
holds promise for new types of semicondu:::tors that are 
resistani to high temperaturesand more robust than silicon
based chips. Its attractive. robust properties stem from the 
material being very inert. Howe\·er this makes it ditlicult 
to use in conventional chip manufacturing procedures. By 
directing beams of buckyballs. Livermore researchers say 
they can bypass the problems encountered using conven
tional etching techniques. (Source: Electronics Weelc(:·. 
I 2 October 199-t) 

Modera&ely priced 1.3-pm wavelength LED and 
photodiode 

NOK E(j&G Optoelectronics Corp. has succeeded in 
commercializing moderately priced 1.3-µm wavelength 
LED:; and photodiodes usable in optical communications. 
Light of 1.3-µm wa\·elength has a low attenuation in 
optical fi~res. so 1.3-µm chips are used in trunk com
munications networks and syst.:ms for measuring the 
oxygen density in blood. However. they are expensive. 
so tile range of utilization had been limited up till now. 
Cost reduction was achieved through chip structure 
modifications. so that these chips :ire now available at a 
price of less rhan ¥I 00 apiece. about one-thirtieth compared 
with before. Up till now. these chips were used only in 
trunk communications networks due to the high prices. but 
the commercialization of these moderately priced chips 
now enables use in corporate LAN systems and card 
discrimination systems. Further details from NOK EG&G 
Optoelectronics Corporation. 1-12-15. Shiba-Daimon. 
Minato-ku. Tokyo 105. Tel.: ~81-3-H37-5910. 
Fax: -81-3-3437-6545. (Source: .IETRO. October 1994) 

Light-emitting plastics look better 
Two engineers at the IJniversity of Roche!>1er in 

New York State have discovered why optoelectronic 
polymers emit light. Better still. they have used that 
knowledge to quadruple the materials' highest reported 
efficiency of light emission to 41 per cent. which could 
make them widely useful. 

Optodectronic plastics. also known as conjugated 
polymers. are an inexpensive and convenient alternative to 
light-emitting semiconductors for some uses. such as 
displays. but it is hard to control the amount and colour of 
the light they emit. and they arc notorious for taking in 
I 0 time~ the photon energy as they give out in light. 

The cause was found bv Samson Jenekhe. associate 
professor of chemical engineering. and his former graduate 
student John Osaheni. now a research engineer with 
General Electric Corporate Research and Development in 
Schenectady. NY. They fault the spacing of the molecular 
chains within the polymer. Apply a voltage to a polymer 
containing chains only 0.3-0.5 nm apart. and those chains 
form pairs of molecules known as excimcrs that exist for 
only a few nanoseconds. Excimcrs do not emit light 
efficiently. 

To remedy matters. Jcnckhe and Osaheni simply 
prevent cxcimcrs from forming. That can he done by 
blending in another polymer or other molecules to keep the 
original polymer's chains at lea~! I nm apart Properly 
bicnded. the chain~ form not cxcimeP., but another type of 
material a short-lived molecular sandwich known a~ an 
exciplex. which emits light very efficiently. The two 

......................... --------------·--------------~~~~~~~~~~~-~-·· 
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Rochester engineers beline that conjugated pol~mer 

~xciplexes sigri!~· a new class of op!oekctronic :natenals. 
Most exciplexes they ha\e made so far are three to fiw 

times as efticient as their pure counterpans at con\ening 
input energy into light. But in turning light into electricu:. 
(for. say. solar energy). they do striking.I~ better. being as 
much as 300 to 1.000 •'.:nes as efticient. 

jenekhe and Osaheni worked on materials called 
polybenzobisazoles ( PBZAs ). They have tiled for a patent 
on the new class of materials and their optoelectronic 
applications. (Source: IEEE Spt:.:trum. October t99.i1 

Pointing device for input with fingertips 
Alps Electric Co .. Ltd. has developed a pointing de\ ice 

in the Glidepoint KGDDBA Series that is ideal for use 
with portable information processing equipment such as the 
notebook type persona! computer since it is thin. 
lightweight and requires only a small manipulation space. 

This pointing device detects positions by reading out 
the changes in the load generated by human touch. The 
electrostatic capacitance system has been introduced in the 
pointing device for the first time. 

Personal computer cursor manipulation can be 
performed with ease simply by sliding the fingers lightly 
on the face sheet. so no special burden is impressed on the 
fingers or hand. and manipulation is possibk smoothly and 
accurately. Since pointing is performed on the face sheet. 
not much space is required for manipulations. The system 
is usable ideally in environments where the mouse cannot 
be used. such as inside automobiles or outdoors. Funher 
details from Alps Electric Co .. Ltd.. Public Relations 
Oftice. 1-7. Otsuka-cho. Yukigaya. Ohta-ku. Tokyo 145. 
Tel.: -r-81-3-3726-1211. Fax: .... 81-3-3728-7609. (Source: 
JETRO. Oct(lber 1994) 

Electronic refrigeration element withstanding high 
temperatures 

Fujitaka Co .. Ltd .. a leading domestic automatic dis
penser manufacturer. has developed an electronic refrigera
tion (Peltier effect) element with a heat discharge side 
capable of withstanding temperatures as high as 150'' C. 

The Peltier effect element is used to convert electric 
energy into thermal energy. based on the front and rear 
sides becoming heated and cooled respectively when a 
current is passed through it. The element is usable in place 
of the controversial fluon gas that is linked to destruction 
of the earth ·s ozone layer. and has been commercialized for 
use as a cooling element primarily in the temperature 
control units of semiconductor manufacturing systems. and 
cooling elements in medical treatment systems and portable 
outdoor cooling boxes. Further details from Fujitaka Co .. 
Ltd .. 15, Kotari-kanda. NagaokakyoCity. Kyoto 617. Tel.: 
.-81-75-955-9900, Fax:+ 81-75-954-6122. (Source:./£TRO. 
October 1994) 

Between DRAM and disk storage 
Intel's new flash strategy positions the two chips as 

intermediate storage devices between the DRAM and disk 
~torage. 

They represent a moderating of Intel's expectations for 
flash a year or so back when they were anticipating that 
flash could provide all the memory storage inside ponablc 
computcrc;, PDA. and olhcr hand-held equipment. 

Both the chips arc 16-Mbir flash memories with the 
option of 3.3 V and 5 V reads and 5 V or 12 V writes. 
Intel is positioning them as DRAM!EPROM/ROM 
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rcplalements for the storing of C\.l\k and consequent I~ calls 
them '"flash RA\f" 

The flash RA\1 comes ir. t\\O lll\our'> - the 28FOll>XS 
and the 28FOl6XD. The XS ha:-. a s~nchronous architecture 
which gi\es a 30 ns re.JJ time rhe iniual access of the 
de\ ice takes three clll\:l..s i>ut thereatier it \\Orl'> at 33 \HIL 
with a 500 Kb~te s sustained \Hiie capahilir~. 

The XS flash RA\1 •~ aimeJ at Jata communicatic:ts 
.1pplicatinns such as routers. hubs and A T\1 s\, itches: al 
otlicc automation applications such as laser printers. 
scanners and c<>piers: and at garne'i applications s.uch as set
top boxes. arcade games and high-\!nd consumers where it 
interfaces \\ith the S)Stem bus controller code store. 

The other tlash RAM chip. the XD. has a DRA\1 
interface and 85 ns access time and i'> aimed at replacing 
DRAM in two application areas code execution and data 
tabk reading. 

Applications for XD are seen in telecommunications in 
PBXs. switches and cellular base stations: and in computing 
in POS terminals. disklcss \\orkstation embedded PCs and 
wireless communications where it interfaces directly 10 the 
system data DRAM. 

Both flash RAMs ha\c 32 lockable 6.i-1\.byte blocks 
and are claimed to be rewriteable erasable I million times. 
They arc due out in rnlume in the first quaner of 1995. 
(Extracted from E/1xtroniL-.~ w .... k~L 26 \)ctober 199.i) 

Optical switching 
Optical fibres in principle open up the possibilit~ of 

building networks with vinually unlimited bandwidth. The 
transmission rar.ge of optical fibres. co\ering wavelengths 
between 1.3 and 1.6 µm. gives a frequency bandwidth of 
some 50 THz. or 50 million MHz. 

While 50 THz would ne\·er be achic\'able do\rn an: 
significant length of fibre. today·s networks still onl) make 
use of a tiny fraction of the bandwidth potential. This is 
largely because the optical signals transmitted across a fibre 
network have to be converted into electrical signals for 
most functions other than simple transmission. such as 
switching and signal regeneration. 

But new optical dev·ices being developed could break 
this logjam. These devices could be used to b..iild all
optical networks that could make much better use of the 
fibre's inherent capacity. 

So far most attention has been focused on the 
technology needed to generate and decode optical signals 
fast. It is now possible to generate optical pulse streams 
with repetition rates of a few Ghit. s and pulse widths of 
around a picosccond using mode-locked semiconductor 
lasers. which emir light in a very narrow band of 
wavelengths. 

In future bit rates of several hundred Gbit. s could he 
possible using post-connected passive optical multiplexers . 
where a semiconductor laser is used to generate pulses that 
arc interleaved to multiply the bit rate before the signal is 
put into the fibre. 

Today's fibre networks use time division multiplexing 
(TOM) to squeeze many signals into one fibre. It has only 
recently become possible to build fast optical 
demultiplexers based on optical amplifiers using intra-hand 
effects. An optical control signal pulls out the relevant 
pulses from the multiplexed input stream. Researchers at 
the Heinrich Hertz lnstitut in Germany. which is working 
on optical switching for Ci1..rmany's telecommunication~ 
operator Deutsche Bundcspo~t T clckorn. believe s11ch 
devices could handle signals up to I 00 Ci hit '.i. 
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Tunable lasers have been used to gem:rJte signals at 
different wa\·elengths. with recei,·ers that pick out the right 
wavelength using a tunal'ile filter. But. while tunable lasers 
and filters are a\'ailable. it is not clear if they could be 
made precise enough to let many closely spaced carriers be 
used and cheap enough for consumer equipment. 

Some devices needed between the transmitters and 
re~·ei\'ers in optical networks are also available. For 
example erbium-doped fibre optical amplifiers that boost 
the intensity of light at regular inten·als along a fibre. 
allowing it to travel much greater distances. have been 
around for some time. 

As well as amplifie1-s. signal regenerators are needed to 
compensate for the distortion introduced into signals as 
they travel down fibres. All-optical semiconductor signal 
regenerators have been built in laboratories. They can 
operate at u;i to IO Gbils. with the promise of .JO Gbits 
soon. 

Switching signals in the optical domain is a thornier 
problem. Three types of switch arc required-space 
switches. frequency switches and time switches. (Extracted 
from Electronics lreek(1·. 21 September 199..J) 

Flexible friend to get smart prepaid purse 
MasterCard. the world"s second biggest credit card 

organization. will present the first chip-integrated smart 
credit card on the US mari.:et by 1996 with a European 
introduction expected by the end of the decade. 

The smart card will have a prepaid electronic purse 
feature as well as standard credit card functions. 

The chip embedded in the card will let the consumer 
download the amount of money required onto the card and 
use it for small transactions up to S20. 

The card will not be very different to the debit cards 
currently in ,•se. The technical specification of the chip is 
still being d ·~cussed between MasterCard. Visa Inter
national and Europa)". which arc working together to 
develop standards for smart credit cards. 

PIN numbers will initially be used for smart card 
security. but biometrics will probably be used soon 
after. 

With a selection of smart card test trials held in the US 
over the next year and the first introduction of the prepaid 
sl'lart card in 1996. the three organizations arc paving the 
way for other smart services. (Source: Electronics Wcek(r. 
i..J September 199..J) 

Good vibrations 
Jap;inese electronics group NEC has o~cned the fast 

installation of its \\alking guide system for the hind 
outside Japan. in the Swedish town on Vaxjo. Alread; in 
use in I 00 sites in Japan. t11e Hanmyo system uses ferrite 
particle<> embedded in paving slabs to guide partially 
sighted people. who follow the tracks using specially 
:idapted white canes. A magnetic sen~or in the cane causes 
it to \ ihrate when it i~ in contact with the magnetic slahs. 
The \ ihration stops if the user sira) s from the path. At key 
poinh. the c;1sc acti\ate' loudspeakers which offer 
information 'uch as street names or hazard warnings. 
(Source: U,·,·rr,,111<·, 11'<',·kfr. I ..J Scptcmher 199..J I 

Automobile navigation systems 
!·or dmers who find it difficult to glance at a map and 

navigate while keepini; hoth hands firmly on the steering 
wheel. there i\ good ncw~ .1u~t around rhe corner. Driving 
through c :tics may newr he the same a!!ain as more an,I 
different types of dynamic route .cuidance systems arc 

heing mass-produced and impkraented e..-en in the most 
basic car models. 

According to BIS Strateg!c Decisions. the international 
consultancy group. by the year 2002 automotive manu
facturers will he fitting more than 6 million ;,·ehicles a year 
with na..-igation systems as they lea,·e the facto~_ 

Route guidance is becoming a ,·ital part of an inte
grated traffic management system. Well coordinated traflic 
management improves fuel efficiency. reduces pollution 
and eases congestion on the roads and the worklo:id on the 
driver. 

During 1996 <'.nd 1997. more European and North 
American automotive manufacturers will start to offer 
standalone navigation systems as :-ptions on their models. 
With standalone systems. an external support or coir.
munications infrastructure is not always necessary. 

But the lower-cost. infrastructure-supportedautomoti\·e 
infonnation systems are the ones expected to appear on the 
market before the tum of the century. These systems need 
an external infrastructure for communication. signalling 
infonnation and.-or location reference support to pass on 
accurate infonnation to tht: driver. t Extracted from 
Electronics Week~r. 21 September 199..J) 

Chip identifies DNA patterns 
Affvmetrix. a LIS semiconductor desi2ner. has 

develoPed a blood sampling silicon chip which ;an help in 
diagnosis and treatment of human diseases. 

The chip. which can contain up to one million ON\ 
fragments. is also to be used in detecting genetic mutations 
and in confirming paternity. 

Affymetrix and Molecular Dyn;imics. its partner 
company which developed the laser scanner used in 
identifying malignant genes. have been supported by the 
US Commerce Department. 

The chip stores the DNA information which is brought 
into contact with the patient's blood. A DNA matching 
process takes place and the o;-iA pattern is identified using 
a laser scanner. The first chip is expected on the market in 
1996. (Source: Electronics Week(r. 2 November 199..J) 

First mass-produced car has multiplexing bus 
Ford Motor exhibited at this year·s Motor Show in 

Birmingham a production car with a difference. The 
majority of the latest Scorpio model"s electric wiring has 
been replaced with a two-wire multiplexing bus. via which 
many control systems in the car can communicate. 

This makes the Scorpio the first mass-prod;.iced vehicle 
lo ha\·e a multiplexing bus on hoard. Its very first 
commercial use will instigate a trend which will increase 
the demand for electronic components and modules. 

The most ohvious ad\'antagc cf using multiplexing 
buses :n a car is that it significantly reduces the size of the 
wiring hamcs~ which is a saving in weight and cost. 
Another advantage i~ thar in-car electrical equipment is 
~ontrolled ccr.trall) which increases rcliahility. 

But one important aspcct of using multiplexing in the 
car is that dia1mostics inforn1a1ion is automaticalh i.:enc
ratcd. This is ;chieved though the ~ystem itself as·p;rt of 
its normal data checking process. 

In the Scorpio the hus controls the central and d1-.uble 
locking system~. remote entry. anti-theft devices. the elec
tric windows and mirrors. the electric sunroof and the scat 
;md mirror memory set1ings with personalized entry con
trol. Additional units can he co11nec1ed to the bus if 
required. (Extracted from t-:lc!'trr1111n lfreklL 9 1':ovcmher 
199..J) 
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F. SOFTWARE 

COLD is hot! (COLD systems) 
The ad,·antages of computer output to laser disc 

(COLD) S_\'stems as a means of archiving large rnlumes of 
data include long storage life. easy access and low 
distribution costs. Despite these. howe\'er. the take-up of 
COLD systems was less rapid than anticipated. This can be 
attributed in part to proprietary hardware and a lack of 
standards. Recent developments in hard- and software. 
howe\ier. mean that inexpensive COLD systems writing 
data to a standard CD-ROM using a CD-RecorderiCD-RJ 
ha,·e become feasible. 

The reasons for the attractivenessofCD-R are various. 
The technology now has standards for the hardware 
interface and the data interchange. CD-ROM drive:. are 
available for under $200. CD-R prices have fallen by 50 
pe~ cent in the last year. and recorders from suppliers such 
as Philips and Sony now sell at less than $1.500 (with 
some models priced at under S 1.000). Blank CD-R discs 
cost about SIO. A 7-t-minute CD can store about 680 Mb 
of data without compression. the equivalent of 272.000 
pages of text. Finally. there is already a huge installed base 
of CD-ROM drives. making this a viable means of 
distributing archival data. 

There are some limitations to the medium. however. One 
is the slow access time compared with magneto-optical 
drives. The latter is more suitable for applications such as 
video servers. retrieval of very large images or online 
transaction processing run directly off the disc in real time. 
Another limitation may be that of the 680 Mb capacity. but 
this can be overcome by data compression. which 
effectively increases the capacity to more than 4 Gb. 
(Source: CD-RO.\l l'mfi:.uional. February 1995). 

Software life cycle cost and risk reduction 
Life cycle st1Jdies have in general focused on ensuring 

hardware support costs are 1aken into account in the design 
process. The increasing significance of software in 
providing syslems solutions and the ever increasing 
software cos1s have necessilated a new approach. 

In response to chis issue. BMT Reliability Consultants 
has been sponsored by ch:: UK MOD 10 undertake a pro
gramme of research inio <;oflware support costs. assisted by 
London's South Bank University and invohing the 
participation of a number of software organizations across 
1he lJK. 

The programme findings lo date have provided insight 
into lhe software process in practice rather than from a 
theoretical poinl of view. and the available data has been 
found to be <;ufficient to enable analysis and modelling lo 
he conducled. 

The relalionship helween lhe software developers. lh.: 
software development process. !he iniermediateproduct<; of 
lhe sof1ware developmenl process and the cosl of support
ing lhe end products has been fo1•11d lo he highl) complex. 

f°hl.' desire to simplify tti;, relationship lo provide a 
gl.'neric repre\enlat ion mus I he balanced against ils inherent 
comple\ily and the validi1~ of an over simplistic approach. 
B) increasing understanding of thio; compkx relationship. 
it bei:ornco; po,siblc to hi~hliglll areas where effort can he 
targeted to reducl.' \ofr\\;ire support co'"· 

/'a~<' 5:! 

In summary. the aim of this research programme is to 
de\·elop methods which will reduce the risks associated 
with projects where there is a significant software content. 
in the specific area of software support costs. Spin-offs are 
also anticipated which will have an impact on the 
understanding of a wide range of software project risks. 
The findings of the programme to date have supported the 
position that software projects are complex and quite 
unique. requiring specialized techno-economic methods to 
achieve success. (Source: 8.\IT .\"i:ws. November 199..t). 

The smart factory 
The use of Artificial Intelligence (Al) in industi: is 

now reaching its maturity stage. The first attempts to use 
Al in an industrial environment were. for the most part. 
long in promises and short on delivery. 

TI!e stage being now read1e1~ is one in \•·hich the 
techniques of Al are u:iderstood both in tenns of their 
strengths and weal-:nesses and is seen as yet another tool 
which. properly used. can enonnously improve the per
formance of human experts. 

In the field of automation. the next few years will see 
a quiet revolution which will. by the use of Al. automate 
the automation process itself. 

For example. during the design of a plant the design 
engineers produce paper documents specif)'ing the 
behaviour of :very component in detail. Simulation tools 
may be used to check the logic of this description. but the 
data for the simulators is supplied b) hand and there is no 
assurance that whal is simulated i~ what was specified. 
even less that it was what will be programmed. 

A test phn is drawn up. particularly for safety critical 
areas. and the system is assembled. including the set-up of 
control and monitoring software. There is considerable time 
pressure at lhi> stage-huilding a factory is hugely 
expensive. and every day spent on testing is a day of 
produclion lost. Debugging is difficull. compared 10 
applicalions software. 

Plants are not usually provided with any diagnostic 
software (simple deteciion of symploms such as timeouls 
may be done in critical areas): expert systems require loo 
much selling up. give a low .. hit rate··. and are almost 
useless in the set-up and lest phase because no expert 
knowlerige yet exists. 

l.o,1king at what Al could do lo simplify chis process. 
s :veral objectives come to mind: 

- To link lhe design of lhc hardware and sof1ware 
componenls. so that the engineer can design 
functions on a CAO system. causing lhc cor
responding Programmahle Logic Conlroller (Pl.CJ 
source co<lc lo he corrccily paramelrized and 
generaled automalically: 

- To allow the re-use and specializalion of wcll-1es1ed 
lihrarics of componl.'nls: 

- To allow 1!1e simulalion of the design .. ao; built .. 
from exactly tb•: same information ao; io; U\ed to plol 
lhe sile drawings or 10 nm the Pl.Cs: 

- To g.:nerate the hehavioural descriptions needed for 
!he control and monitoring ,oftware from the \ame 
information: 
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- To generate the know ledge-base needed for a 
model-based diagnostic tool which can examine hw 
data from the Pl.Cs to reason bad. to faults: 

- To pro\ide an open interface that will allow other 
tools to use the same design information. 

Object-oriented techniques emerged in n-cent years as 
being the most apt to pro\·ide suitable modelling and 
implementation facilities. An automated plant has a vc~· 
large \ariety of hardwa!'e components (to the order of 
1.000 types of component). and an even greater assortment 
of software procedures controlling it. The iae!ltification of 
objects in such a plant can st:irt from the elementa~· 
components such as actuators or sensors. which are 
immediate I) taken in as objects with precise characteristics 
and attributes. 

Higher-le,·el objects can also be identified. where an 
object is defined when a particular functionality 
distinguishes it. These could be saved as unique objects. 
which would then be n:usable in another location in the 
plant or even in another project. Objects stored and 
subsequently retrieved would carry with themselves the 
dementary components of" ltich they are composed. plus 
the software methods necessary to control them. 

The information collected for each object. whether 
elementary or compound. could be used profitably by all 
the downstream run-time tools. such as the diagnostics or 
simulation systems. These tools would make use of the 
information concerning. for example. the functionality of 
a cluster. its composition. and the way it interacts with 
other dusters. 

With this knowledge it would be possible to 
automatically create a deep-knowledge model of a facto~· 
to diagnose a plant standstill situ::!tion. or to simulate plant 
reactions. (Source: B.\/T .\'e1n. November 199..t) 

"Smart" electric motors could save a hydroelectric 
power plant 

.. By replacing or rebuilding thousands of ordina~· 
electric motors. which are used in pumps. refrigeration and 
ventilation units. in orderto turn them into speed-controlled 
motors. we could save one TWh of energy (equivalent to 
the output of the controversial Alta hydroelectric plant in 
north ·rn Nornayf. says Professor Tore M. Undeland of 
NTH. 

l\.ost industrial and domestil electric motors in use 
tod;r have been d.:sigm:d to run at more or less constant 
speeds. Many of them are overdimc:nsioned. perform 
unnecessary \\Ork and thus waste enc:rgy. Only a small 
proportion of these motor<> are ~peed controlled. ··smart·· 
motors of this t) pc use only a' much energy a<> they 
require to do their job. 

It i~ estimattd that in the I rsA. 60-65 per cent of 
industrial energy consumption goes into running electric 
motors. Industrial electricity .:on~umption by the aluminium 
indu~tf) use~ about :-!00 <iWh a ye•1r on electric fans alone. 
The equivalent ligure\ for the paper and chemical 
industries arc about I MO and I JO <iWh respectively. If \\C 

a'i\Ume that the re·.1 of indu,try operates ;II ahout the same 
lc\d a~ the I iSA. 1.e. that ahout 60 per cent of :he energy 
used goes to electric motor'. the \ent1la1ion marker alone 
accounh fnr -;ome :\00 ( i Wh. or IO pcr cent of the 
:'llorncgian market. 

Th: mo,1 important d1fferenc.e het\\een an ordinary 
electric motor and a 'Pc•:d-1.'onrrolleJ rno:or :, rhat the 
l;111er i'i filled\\ ith an elect11111ic rnnrrol unir \\ hich 'llpphc' 

the motllr wi1h as much energy as it needs. It careful!) 
allocates energy in step with rcquirem,~nts. The control uni! 
can ihus be compared with an au.ornatic gas pedal. 

.. The asynchronous motor (induction motor) is the most 
common type,.!· industrial ekctric mNor. It is cheaper and 
more robust than other t) pe<; of motors. Rapid 
developments in power electronics and microproce~sors 
ha\·e made it possible to de\elop cheap ·mini-brains· or 
con\·eners that are capable of meeting industrial standards 
of precision and acceleration. In a lift. for example. such a 
conwner can apponion energ~ according to the weight the 
lift is can} ing. giving more gentle starts and stops. ·smart· 
electr:c motors can a:so he coupled to S) stems that reco\·er 
energy on the way down. The problem has been that 
com·erters ha\ e produced both acoustic and radio noise and 
ha,·e interfered with other elc:ctronics in their \·icinity.·· 

At Brake~·a in Drammen I Norway). ABB Energy is 
carrying out full-scale tests on the motors that drive the 
compressors that will .. push .. gas from the Troll field 
towards the Continent. Each of the fiw motors has a 
maximum capacity ,>f .i I MW. the biggest speed-controiled 
electric motors i11 the world. This the first full-scale test of 
motordri\·es of such dimensions. and a great deal of work 
has been needed to minim:ze the effects of the test on the 
electricity grid in the district. !Source: Cemini. November 
199..t) 

Virtual reality and the entertainment industry 
Virtual reality. or VR. is playing an imponant role in 

setting goals and changing expectations for designers of 
various computersystems. including those for entenainment 
and information. Vinual reality systems emriloy advanced 
methods for human-computer interaction to pro\·ide a 
feeling of immersion or presence in a simulated 
environment. Input devices such as gloves or motion 
detectors and output devices including head-mounted 
displays (HMDs) and large protection screens are connected 
to sophisticated multimedia computers to make a vinual 
environment. which can range from approximations of real 
places. such as buildings and airplanes. to presentations of 
multidimensional data to imaginaf) worlds. 

Entertainment applications which have benefited from 
VR tel.'hnologies include \ idco arcade games. home \ ideo 
gaming systems and interactive CD-ROM applications 
Many video games have grown to incorporate three
dimensional effects. These do not include 11:\.IDs. hut 
typically use well-kno\\ n tricks of shadowing. texturing and 
lighting to produce a fuller feeling of thrr:e dimensions than 
is achieved\. :1hout those techniques. 

Several major I JS cities ha\e full-lledgcd VR game 
parlours. with 1 IMOs and 3D input devices. Typically. 
participants pay nearly a~ rnuch as they would for a movie 
ticket. but only for a few minutes in the game. The cost of 
these system\ is prnhihiti\e for most markeh. <>o gaming 
cnthusiao;t~ \\ill need to he content wirh flat-screen 
\ersion,. lnteracti\e CD disks prov1d.: games. ~·ducation. 
tra,el. \tories and so forth. The relation to VR i.; the 
reliance on a human perspective and choices to determine 
!ht: OUtl.'Ome. 

The imol\ement of information ..,cienll\ts in VR 
Jnclopmenl -:an he either a, a i:onsumer or producer or 
hoth. :\•;consumers. they can henelit from \'R rcchnologie~. 
and create information s~\terno; \d1ich. in tlw past. they 
could onl~ imagine. 1\s producer.., they can Join \\ ith 
de\cloper' ,if information S~\tcms of ;ill rypes \\ho are 
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taking an interface-dri\·en. r.ither than rroblem-dri\·en. 
approach to their work. \Source: B:ill.·11n o{ Anrai.-.in 
Soc:i.·oj;IT /nfi1.·nr.ition s .. -; •. ,,, .•. _ <ktl•ber °NlWember I QQ..i) 

Multimedia on the internet 
The Internet is growing at a phenomenal rate with an 

estimated ::!5 million users and traffic. in t·~rms of bytes 
passed across the Internet. is increasing at a staggering 
S!>eed not only as a result llf more connections l,ut as a 
direct result of the increa5-ing quantity of images being 
transferred. Although much of the information. opinion and 
communication on the Internet is still text-based. there are 
a lar<~e number of ve~· beautiful high-quality graphics 
available. Se\·eral liS museums and the Lib~· of 
Congress ha,·e photographic images of selected items in 
their collections a\·ailable o\·er !he Internet. Weather map~ 
are a\·ailable ·~l)m a number of sources. and so!Jnddips on 
the Internet include the Japanese national anthem and the 
calls of whales. Much publicity has been giwn to lnh.:met 
Talk Radio. a commercial radio. which is claiming an 
audience of I 00.000 in 30 countries. With respect to ,·ideo. 
the amo1Jnt of moving images available on the Internet i~ 
small and confined to small clips. More serious applications 
are made of video links across networks. Video 
conferencing O\er the Internet is another developing area 
with the 1\-UCE (Multimedia Integrated Conferencing for 
Europe) project based at University College London 
looking into the interworking between European researchers 
and connecting the~ to sites in the USA. 

Much of this is s:ill futuristi.:. although it is possible 
for individuals with 'he right equipment and software to 
put short sound and video clips on the Internet. Interactive 
multimedia games are aHilable. though generally for 
downloading to an individual computer or small local area 
network. When it is possible to send images down just a 
telephone line. the realities of available bandwidth for these 
applications cannot be ignored. There have been criticisms 
that too much money has been invested in fancy 
multimedia projects to the detriment of open access. mainly 
text. for the wider community. the Third World. and 
former Eastern bloc countries. Researchers on the frontier 
of the Information Superhighway seem to have forgotten 
that. e\cn with good network links. accessing multimedia 
on the Internet require~ the correct software. both for 
Internet access and for downloading files. Multimedia on 
the Internet will come and the amount of money being 
spent or. research is siimificant. but like the first electric 
lights and the first televisions. the technology is still 
u11ccrtain and access limited to a privileged few. (Source: 
IT.~ .\"cln. No. 30. September I 99..i I 

Retrieving art images by image content: the UC 
Davis QBIC project 

The Art and Art llis!ory Department Slide Library at 
the l!nivcr"iity of Califr1rnia. Da\is. has over 200.000 sli·J.:s 
;;nd i'i a visual resource for rhc campus. There \\as inr~rest 
in creating an electronic databa"ic which could lind images 
hased on conrcnr. A pilot daraha"ie of 1.000 image~ was 
huih following a surve) of the facuhy to ilkntify areas 1ha1 
might he U\cd m tcachin).!. f)IUC 1<)ucr) hy Imab'." 
Conrcnl) was selected il"i rhi-; sofr\\are :s designed to work 
in a more visual way than tc\l-ha'icd image retrieval 
software. It allempts lo lind thillJ.?S that look '>imilar lo a 
selected shape. colour. or te\t11re. and provides an 
enhancement ro re.xi mdexin.i:. Items were selected for 

inclusion based on the surw). scanned for inclusion. and 
classified in terms of colour. texture. shape and location of 
objects. TI1ere are nine possible searches that can be 
conducted: scer.e text: scene hi~ticolour: scene RGB colour: 
scene textu~: shape search: and que~· by example. 

Preliminary findings are \·ariable with S<"arches for 
sh:ipes in fin-: art being problematic. Shadows and light. 
differences between drawing. pamung. sculpture. 
photography. prints and textiles can make too much 
difference in the same subject to allow the sotiware to pick 
up similar conceptual subjects that ha,·e slightly similar 
shapes. Shapes in fine art m·erlap and ha\·e ambiguous 
contours. Howe\·er. it can be interesting to note what other 
shapes the computer finds in images that look different at 
first. The most accurate searches are in the areas of colour 
and texture which are not related to a specific shape. or 
within the rectangular shape th:u was used for the 
classification sam~Ie. Images and outline objects are being 
added to the database. in addition to slides of recent work 
by artists teaching in the department. Current research is 
exami!'ing the possible use of compression to expand 
storage while still using images at ::!.t bits of colour. 
Methods of image preparat.vn. object ou.linin~. image 
que~-. and combining conknt-based queries with text 
are also be mg studied. (Source: Aslih ProceeJing.t. 
October I 99.t) 

Images in context: multimedia initiatives at 
museum 

The Victoria & Albert Museum is the UK·s national 
museum for art and design. and contains around -' million 
items. The National Art Libra~· tNAL) is a department and 
accounts for about I miilion of the total. The Museum has 
been making increasing use of electronic media. notably in 
the new galleries. A Multimedia Working Group was 
established in June I9n. to provide guidelines for the 
installation of multimedia systems and to monitor 
technological developments. The Group has also established 
"·arious criteria for as;;es'.;ing proposed projects. and it 
c<'nsidcrs copyright aspects. The new Glass Galle~. which 
opened in April I 99.t. incorporates an automated catalogue 
system which is maintained on a PC Q&A database. 

In addition to galle~·-rclated projects. the V & ,\ is 
panicipating in a number of initiatives with other 
institutions. These include the EC-funded Electronic 
Librar) Image Service (ELISE) which started in fanua~ 
1993. and the Camille Sih·~ ·s River Scene project. The 
NAL has recently begun to transfer photographs of items 
in the collection to Photo CD as part of its imaging project. 
The V &A intends to join SuperJANET later in the 199..i 95 
financial year. Although the NAL is a national libra~. it 
docs not benefit from legal depo~it. llowewr. electronic 
publications have been actively collected in reccnl years. as 
material is otien ac<juircd for its ph~ sical form as well a-; 
its content. so therC" are now ~ome early C\amples of 
electronic publications in its collection. I Source: tr~ .\"ew~. 
No. Jfl. Scptemocr 199..i) 

Movies-on-demand may significantly change the 
Internet 

< urrent popular Jiscourse • ie\' s rhc infom1atio11 
sup;:rhighway a~ an enlarged and faster lntcmcr. In this 
vie" increas1 d content. primarily in the realm ,,f 
enterta!nmenr. \\ill crcare economics of ~calc rhat drive 
down cost~ .. nd incrca~c market penetration. Yet. the 



requirements of w idesprcaJ on line entenaiPmc:r.t an: likdy 
to promote an infrastructure anJ culture that look quite 
diffc:rent from today··s lntc:mc:t. 

B«ausc: distributors wi!I \ ic:w thc:ir audic:ncc: as a m;iss 
audience:. a number of results are likdy. First. information 
distributors will famur non-controwrsial prog.rammc:s to 
noid alic:na:ing part ofthc:ir audience. for similar reasons. 
programmes designed for mass consumption \\ill be 
fa\·oured ovc:r those perceiwJ as ha\ing re!ati\·dy narrow 
appeal. The: result is lil.ely to be a lack of di\·c:rsity and an 
emphasis on mass-app:al items. 

Though mass consumption ePtenainment-<'riented 
content will speed the de\·elopment of the: information 
superhighway. it is possible tha! many of the elements that 
current Internet users consider \·ital will disappear in the 
new infrastructure. Though the a\·erage reader will haw 
many more options than now auilable from home: 
tele\ision. attempts at mass distribution will likely fa\·our 
mainstream. big-budgets programmes. The adoption of an 
asynchronous architecture would pose a significant barrier 
lo !hose seeking !o be information providers. and would 
fnour a mcdel of rel •• '\·ely passive: consumption. (Source: 
Bullt?tm of the An .. ,•r1~an SUt.·i.:r.yfor /lzfo,rmation S.:i,·rn:c. 
0.:toberNo\·ember 199-t) 

Multimedia information co!fection system 
~EC Corp. has succeedec.! in de,·eloping a multi;nedia 

information collection system .. Li\·e on Demand .. that 
c:nables multimedia information from diw:rse sources to be 
collected and then transmitted c:ffecti\·ely at \·er}· low cost. 

Due to the recent progress in multimedia technology. 
there: is a need for transmitting se\·eral kinds of multimedia 
information simultaneously. primarily image information. 
The: dc:\elopmenl of a system capable of collecting optional 
information from di\·erse sources without being influenced 
ad\ersely by \·arious kinds of signals is e:.pecially required. 
and is indispensable for the r.:alization of .l ru1uristic 
multimedia society. At present. information is transmitted 
through independent cable systems after being ccm.-ened 
into electric signals. making the use of several cables 
indispensable depending on the specific types of 
information. with the result that the entire system becomes 
massi\e due to the use of many large cables. 

The ne" system allots specific frequency bands with 
re'ipect to the access points on the optical fibre cable 
system and introduces a subcarriermultiplexed multi-access 
optical transmission technology for transmitting the 
information from diverse sources on light Y.aves by 
utilizing the independ-:nt frequency band~. by which 
information from optional sources can be collected in 
mul!iplex with a single optical fibre and ::t optional riming. 

When 1ransmitting signals with a single optical fibre 
cable. there is the disadvantage that noise is generated by 
light interference at \·arious frequencies. To cope with this 
problem. the subcarrier repeater multiplex transmission 
system was introduced that recei\·es optical signals at the 
respective repeater points. regenerates the signal levels and 
then retransmil.i these optical signals. 

With this new method. noise generation is suppressed 
and the signals can be amplified in the proce,.c; of 
conversion into electric signals. which enahks long-haul 
transm ic;sion of information. l! sing !his new method enablec; 
the number of opt1.:al fibre cahlcs to he decreased 
substantially.andpermitsmultimcJ1ainformationcolicction 
at much lower cost. 

Conceiuble applicatillfls of the ne\\ s: stem as an 
infonnatio.1 col!e.:til>n s~stem ;ndude the collection and 
transmission of regional e\ents. regional \\eath..:r forecasts. 
trallic information. shawing information. and sport e\en~ 
rc:la~s \tore immediate applications include ~he remote 
mOl'litoring of Ji\·erse infrastructure such as dams. po\\er 
stations. JX.'Wer transmission lines. roads. r.iilway iincs. 
railway crossings. a:id tunnels. anJ supplying information 
relating to the: S3fety .>f railway stations. airpons. harbours. 
industrial ~lants. theatres. stores. financial institu:ions. anJ 
on the slate of parking lots and recrc:ation cen~rcs. 

The: company obsc:nc:s that the ne·\· syst.:m is highly 
c:tlecti\·e for a broad range of applicatilms. and plans to 
funhc:r research for early commc:1;:ialization. Funher details 
from: ~EC Corporatior:. Public Rela1ions Office. 5-7-1. 
Shiba. Minato-ku. Tokyo 108-01. Tel: -81-3-3798-6511. 
Fax: -81-3-3-157-72-IQ_ (Source: JETRO. '.';o\ember 199-1) 

Process control software targets multi-tasking, 
reporting requirements 

Validation. recipe generation and multi-tasking appear 
to be key trends in process control software for genetic 
enJineering arplicati.l:lS. \ttny De W programrr.e; Super\ ise 
and control multiple bioreauors or fermenters. log and 
display real-time data. modify recipes during the process. 
collect data and genera!e repons to meet Fl~.-\ 

requirements. 
Process control software producers are attempting to 

make graphics interfaces as easy as possible while 
maintaining real-time data integrity. controlling more 
bioreactors or fermenters from one site. enabling incr:aseJ 
networking capabilities between peop!e inrnl,·ed in the 
process and ~implifying \alidation procedures. Most 
manufacturers emphasize 1hat their software packages are 
upgradable to allow for e•entual plant-wide automation. 

Several new programmes have moved to the Windows 
platform or ha\·e been upgraded 10 Windows -1.0 for easier 
networking. multi-tasking. exponing and graphing. Other 
process control software programmes run on Windows !'IT. 
proprietaf} or multiple platforms. and a few are DOS
based. (Extracted from: Gcn.:ri• Engint?amg S.:u-J. 
I September 199-1) 

Advanced encryption method for CD-ROM 
presented 

By means of an original method of encf}ption. 
this system protects 1he programmes contained in a 
CD-ROM. 

The question: how can the piracy of computer 
programmes be pre\cntcd now that these arc more and 
more frequently being Jistrihutcd on CD-ROMs" The 
answer: hy Marx. a small stanup Ba\arian enterprise. has 
de\·eloped an ex1rcmely reliable cncf}ption-decryption 
system ~\ ith its Crypto-Box. 

The system features two innovations. The first is the 
use of an entirely new encryption algorithr:l IDEA. The 
second: to provide total data protection. Cf} pto-Box uses 
a double kc! -;ystcm. r\ da!a processing key that cnJblcs 
the decoding of lhc encrypted data is supplemented b! an 
"'clccrrcnic kc!··. a card con1aining a m!croproccssor. This 
card is inscn::d at the PCs printer output 

The programme i\ encl") ptcd by the joint acti1m of tY.o 
dic;tinct cncry pt ion algor11hms. < >n•: I IDEA) is implemented 
within the progr;immc ihclf. lhc other is cont;i1ncd in the 
clcc:lronic key· s m icroprocc\\or 



During coding. control is systematically passed to th..: 
microprocessor. which then applies its own algorithm. 
Completion of thi-. procedure produces an initial key 
1-1 octets ( 8-bi! bytes) long. and a coded \·ersion of the pro
gramme. The encrypted programme can then be distributed. 

To read this programme. the purchaser must hne the 
Jara key and the electronic key. both personalized. He ''iii 
not be able to acc..:ss his programme unless he uses both 
these keys simultaneously. His personalized electronic key 
is useless to anyone else. e\·en 10 anyone with knowktige 
of the secret encryption key. 

These keys are personalized by the distributor of the 
programr.1e. The distributor has a utility programme that 
using the programme·s l-l-oc1e1 ke: and a -I-octet code 
identil~ing the client. pmduces a new personalized 18-octel 
key. and configures the electronic key. 

Marx is currently marketing 2.000 to 3.000 Crypto
Boxes monthly in Germany. 

IDEA: An assymetric encryption algorithm 
Since its standardization in th.: United States in 1977. 

the Data Encryption Algorithm (DEA) has become the 
.rnrld"s most widely u>ed encrypti.·:1 algorithm. But the 
experts no longer consider it sufficiently secure. especially 
because the DEA is a ··symmetric·· algorithm. The encryp
tion and decryption are therefore based on one and the 
same 56-bil key. Publishers and clients share this key and 
must keep it secret! These reasons. combined with tile 
desire to free Europe of 100 burdensome a dependence on 
licences. moti\·ated the Zurich researchers (X. Lai and 
J. M~sey) to de\"dop IDEA t ln1ema1ional Data Encl')·ption 
Algorithm). which operates on the basis of two keys: an 
encl')·ption key and a decryption key. (Source: l "l'sine 
.\"ou\·elf.>. 27 October 199-1) 

CAD conference network 
Under the TeamSolu1ion.'i family of products. 

Spectragraphics GmbH of Germany in Hanau. together 
with T eamExchange. is supplying a sofhure that allows 
production. transmission and storage of compiled 
documents. On the basis of X-Windows this tool is 
supposed to yield a link among CAD CAM systems. pro
frssional graphics programmes. DTP. text processing and 
tabular cakulations. The result is a computer-aided ability. 
for example. for parts to be discussed and optimized during 
the design process by participanis al \"arious locations. 
saving time and costs. 

Together with T eamConfer.:nce.the same manufacturer 
is supplying another software solution independent of any 
platform that facilitates real-time conferer;cing entailing 
CAD CAE applications. In this way ii is possible for data 
from graphics or CAD CAF. applications like Professional 
CADAM. AIX-CATI·\. llnigra~hics. Pro-Engineer. 1-
DF:AS. llrarn or AutoCAD to be made a..-ailable simul
taneously to a rather large number of participants. To 
clarify ideas .• my participanl can cop} an image-dip on a 
white-board window !hat au1oma1ically appearson all part1-
cipan1s · displa)s. (Source: fn.~.=mcur /J1gc.H. Octohcr 199-t) 

A software sluice for electronic mail 
Wilh oceans of ekctronic mtlil no~ d.:l:1ging !heir 

desktops ever) da}. cngincero; tlre hcing o..-erwhelmcd h} 
digilal documents of one kind or anolhcr and strngi.:ling 10 

find a labour-sa~ing m..:ans of controlling lhc hinary 
f.Hmam1. 

Any of thr~ methods -algorithmic. linguistic. or 
heuristic - -i:an be used to automate document cl:issificali..Jn 
and retrie\al. The simplest is also 1he crudes!. namely. 1h..: 
algorithmic. or rnle-based. ;ipproach. Kc:y \\Ords and topics 
in documents are idc:ntific:d by a family of ruks anJ 
thereby equipped lo determine where to slore each docu
ment. The tc:chnique is unsatisfactl.>l'). howe"er. because 
people write in ways thal arc 100 subtle and 100 com~lex 
s1ylis1ically to be analysc:d by a fini!e se1 of rules. 

TI1c: linguistic. or database:. method is 1hc mosl complex 
approach IO archi\·ing docume~ts T eu in any gi\en 
documents is examined by means of a database: of words 
plus their meanings. 1heir relationships lo other words. and 
their recommended storage locations. But there are 
problems--ueating 1he database is .:ostly and sc:arching 
through one of usable size 1akt.-s a long rime. 

The heuristic. or self-teaching. approach is a workable 
compromise between the algorithmic and linguistic 
approaches. The user sc:ts up an initial file structure and 
\\alks the programme through the classificalionand storage 
of a small number of documents. Each frne the user stores 
a document. the programme le.im,. a little more: about how 
he or she w:.ints 10 h:indle 1he dillerent kinds of dl'Cumenls 
in need of storage. After training. the programme can 
handle mosl of the documents the user may wish 10 
archi\e. It is more accurate than the algorithmic solution 
and faster than 1he linguistic approach. 

The heuristic approach works because most users tend 
10 store similar documents with a limited lisl of keywords 
linked by a few relationships. A programme implemc:nting 
the heuristic approach can be simplicity itself. It need learn 
only the rules relevam 10 1he kinds of documents the user 
wishes to store and need search only for ke: words of 
ir:1eres1 to the user. 

Island In TEXT. a WindO\\s-basc:dinfonnation manage
ment product by Island Sotiwarc. adopts !he heuristic style 
of analysing and storing as well as re1ri..:\ing. documents. 
After training. the programme will automatically sort and 
categorize Word for \\.-indO\\S and WordPerfrct for 
Windows documents. Engineers who are tf)ing to keep 
their heads abo\·e water when it comes to managing 
documents will find ii a lifosah:r. Comact: Island So!i\\are. 
715 Sutter St .. Folsom. CA 95630. Tel.: 916-'185--t-l-t5. 
(Source: IEEE Spt:ctrum. November 199-t) 

Too many cooks spoil processor broth 
Most PC A T-compatibk manufacturers ha\"e released 

multiprocessor \"crsions of their 1op-of-1he-linc personal 
cor.1pu1crs. or have said that the: will soon do so. Their 
aim is lo tak.: o..-er workstation and client-server appli
cations with these processor-rich models. Some of the 
conterit of these designs. though. is proprictal) So 10 cul 
down on this \ariable clement. Imel Corp. is pushing MP 
Spec. its multiprocessor spec1li1.Jiion_ 

MP Spec d.:scribcs how generic. DOS-compalibk. 
PC AT-r.apahlc. multiprocessor o;yslcms should be buill 
when using Imel chips. II is intended. obviously. for 
original-equipment manufacturer<> and. l.:o;s ob..-iously. for 
de"·clopcrs of primal) and huilt-in operating sysrems 
!BIOS) software. 

MP Spec is an ntension of the PC AT ~tanJard used 
on single-processor system~. II is hased on Intel's 
instrnclion sci and advanced programmahlc interrnpt 
controller ( Al'I(') architcclllrc. A stand-alone chip that 
implements lhe APIC archi1ec1ure is a..-ailablc for l!O-tl!fl-
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bas..""11 systems. The Pentium chip already incorporates the 
APIC architecture. 

Under ~IP Spec. the operating system obtains its 
infonnation about hardware configurations from the BIOS. 
lnfonnation about the default hardware is kept by the BIOS 
in the data-area address space that is home IJ its 
multiprocessor floating-pointer structure. Data in the 
pointer structure indicates if the system conforms to 
MP Spec and points to the optional multiprocessor 
configuration table (if implemented). where information 
about non-default hardware is kept. The configuration 
table may be stored in nonreponed system RAM or in 
the BlOS's read-only memory space. Contact: Intel Corp .. 
2200 Mission College Blvd .. Box 58119. Santa Clara. 
CA 95052-8119. Tel.: -108-765-8080. (Source: IEEE 
S,:1fxtrum. November 199-1) 

Developing a successful network disaster re
covety plan 

The secret of sun.·i\·al in a network disaster situation is 
preparation-there are fi\·e elements to a successful 
recovery which are business impact analysis: secure offsite 
storage: disaster management planning: equipment replace
ment: and a standby site. The purpose of disaster planning 
is to ensure that the business sun.·ives. not just to recover 
computer systems. The recovery of the data centre and 
computer operations as the first phase wi II result in a viable 
strategy being documented in a reasonable time-frame. 
Three essential areas need to be studied and documented. 
These are the network configuration: current operating 
procedures: and off site data storage. The starting points for 
de\·eloping a recovery strategy are the identification of the 
critical applications and the impact of their loss on the 
business. This should show the dependency of systems on 
these applications and the maximum time that the business 
can survive the loss of each application system. Other 
factors are the ease with which computer and communica
tion equipment can be replaced. and the provision of 
alternative premises. 

T earns o~ people responsible for implementing the 
recovery strategy need to be identified and they should 
cover command functions: standby sire activities: com
munications: operation5; administration: user liaison: PC 
recovery: equipment replacement: and building recovery. 
Each team should work out set o·.-erall procedures and 
chec:- rhese against team responsibilities. People must know 
their task responsibilities and how to get information about 
these. and the recovery plan m :st be maintained and tested. 
Recovery planning should be restricted to the provision of 
emergency computer network operations as the first phase. 
Once a plan has been written to recm·er computer systems. 
the organization can build on the skills learnt to create 
plans for other business functions. (Source: Information 
.\fanaKement and Computer Security. Autumn 1994) 

Policing the Internet 
Much of what passes through the Internet is trivial. and 

most of it is entirely innocent. but what happens if 
criminals get onto the Net. distributing pornography or 
scnding stolen records from one company to the next? 
Should the police and other law enforccrs be allo\\.ed to 
intercept this new electronic traffic. ju~.t as they are allowed 
to tap phones and open the mail.., 

There is a funhcr twist. If you allow official snoopcrs 
onto the global nel\\orks. how do you keep out the 

unollicial ones·? With a little ingenuity. each of !he those 
miliions of CL'lllputers linked to the net can be made to 
listen in to the flow of messages. silt out useful grains of 
information and amass them into a pri\·ate database thar 
perhaps rneals an indi\·iduars liti:style or company's 
busiacs.s plan. 

Go\ernments arc scrambling to keep up with thc 
technology that is freding. such ideas. and admit to having 
an increasingly difficult time with monitoring. One of the 
reasons is that with information moving faster and farther 
than ever and in huge quantities. Governments despair of 
keeping tabs on e\·eryone they would like to. Pri\ate 
cryptography makes this headache much wor-;e. and 
Governments ha\·e desperately sought to clamp down on it. 
Some countries. such as France. now require that all 
cryptography be licensed. that the licensee has a legitimate 
reason for using it. and that the Government be given a 
copy of tl:e pri\·ate key. 

The US took a different tack: cryptography is fine. the 
Government decided. as long as it held the key to a 
trapdoor in every system. It sponsored a computer chip 
called Clipper as an industry standard for telephone 
cryptography. and its cousin. Capstone. for computers. 
However. recently a cryptography expert took 28 minutes 
on a common \\Orkstation to render the Clipper trapdoor 
unusable. (Source: .\'cw Scientist. 8 October !9Q4) 

Search tools at the European Patent Office: a new 
approach 

The European Patent Organization ( EPO) has modified 
its approach to computer-aided searching with the 
introduction of EPOQUE First Page for identifying and 
eliminating documents and the BACON system. The 
existing system. EPOQUE I. enables search examiners to 
interrogate \'arious internal and external databases from 
their work stations to obtain an initial list of possible 
relevant documents. This procedure will now be extended 
by EPOQUE II to narrow this list down to an average of 
20 documents per search. The new approach will improve 
the selectivity of the examiner"s main document iden
tification tool: providc online access through EPOQUE ll 
to relevant informar:on: and create an electronic library. 
Access will be to the complete text in machine-readable 
form for a substantial amount of patent documentation. In 
addition. every drawing will be made available online. It 
will be possible to identify sub-sections within the text of 
a document through a navigation tool which is under 
development. EPOQUE II will become available to search 
examiners during the second half of 1994. 

The BACON Numeric Service (RNS) wi!I be an elec
tronic library server containing the EPO's complete patent 
search collections which will bc able to deliver on demand 
documents for printing and display. Containing over 
20 million documents captured under the trilateral RA CON 
project. the total data volume will be 13 rerahytes. It is 
conceived as a near-line system with response time up to 
15 minutes. RNS is lo he huilt and installed in the !995-
1996 time-frame. Over the past few ycars. lhc approach has 
evolved from trying lo emulate in an electronic way the 
present pa;>er-hased search to the dcvclopmenr of toob for 
supponing the hasic stcps in thc search procedures. In the 
development of these tool~. much cmphasi•; has hcen J,!iven 
lo involving u~ers as this is the hcst guarantee th;st thc toob 
will he what arc needed in the tcchnical fields. (Source: 
1:·11rld {'(lfcnr lnf11rm11tu111. Seplcmher 199.t) 

1·11~·· 5 ~ 
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Non-stop speech recognition 
Philips has developed what it claims to i>e the world's 

first continuous speech recognition system. 
The system is made up of a set of softw:-re modules 

running under the Windows operating system. Philips says 
users do not have to pause between words and the software 
can attain a 98 per cent recognition success. 

The software has to be trained !o recognize specific 
users and employs an application-specific vocabulary which 
is targeted at specific environments such as hospital patient 
diagnosis. 

Philips plans to offer the software modules. which 
require a high-end PC with about 16 Mb:i-tes of RAM. 
to system developers. (Source: Electronics Week(r. 
5 October 1994) 

Cleaning up yoc;r windows 
All programmes written for Windows can be installed 

with a click of the mouse. But getting rid of a programme 
you no longer want can pose a challenge. because Windows 
installations often spread bits of themselves all over your 
hard drive. Unlnstallcr from MicruHelp Inc. is a handy 
utility that tracks down the components of unwanted 
Windows programmes to free disk space. When you tell 
Unlnstaller what software to dump. it searches your hard 
disk and offers a list of files it thinks should be deleted. 
Unlnstaller does n(lt make deleting a programme as easy 
as on a Macintosh. where all you have to do is drag an 
icon to the desktop trash can. But it is a valuable addition 
to the Windows user's tool kit. (Source: Business Week. 
26 September 199..J) 

Designing with FPGAs 
Engineers interested in learning how to design with 

field-programm<?ble gate arrays may enjoy a kit from Xess 
Corp. For less than S 150. you will get both a basic text and 
a small circuit board that may be used to perform the 
experiments described in the book. 

The text. titled FPGA Workout: Beginning faercises 
with the Intel FLEX/ogic FPGA. introduces the principles 
of digital logic design using the Intel NFX780 FPGA. Each 
chapter presents working examples of logic circuits that the 
reader can load into this FPGA and experiment with. 
Chapters include The Digital Design Process. 
Combinational Logic, Modular Designs and Hierarchy. 
Flip-Flops. Counters. State Machine Design. and Memories. 
In addition, several other chapters detail the architecture 
and design of a simple 4-bit microcomputer. 

The board can stand alone or be mounted on a larger 
phototyping board. It has a socket for a single NFX780 
FPGA. a I-digit readout for displaying results. an interface 
cab!e for loading new circuits through a PC printer port. a 
5-V regulator, and an interface for connecting multiple 
boards to create multiple-FPGA systems. 

The complete kit, including an NFX780- I 5 FPGA, sells 
for $149.95. Without the FPGA, it goes for $99.95. The 
text alone is $19.95. Contact: Dave Van den Bout. Xess 
Corp.. Department SP. 2608 Sweetgum Dr.. Apex. 
NC 27502. Tel.: 919-387-1302; 1011-fm:, 800-549-9377 
(800-549-XESS): e-mail. devbr</·vnet.net. (Source: IEEE 
Spectrum. September 1994) 

Engineering bulletin board 
The Engine..:r~· Uub (TEC) is an electronic bulletin 

board system for engineers and other members of the tech-

/'Clfl.I.' 5X 

nical community. In addition to providing a fomm for the 
exchange of ideas. TEC naluates softu-are and has com
piled several technical libraries of professional quality 
shareware and freeware. according to Robert Gritlith. the 
club's founder. 

Over half TEC s capacity is dedicated to engineering 
software. The remainder is devoted to utilities and DOS 
file-ha~dling software. A small amount. perhaps I 0 per 
cent. is taken up by games. Besides the on-line files. TEC 
also maintains many files on tape. which subscribers may 
access by request. All told. more than ..J.000 files are 
available. 

Electronic mail is a large part of any bulletin board 
system (BBS) service today. and TEC is no exception. It 
offers Internet e-mail access and many technical news 
groups for subscribers. It also operates a technical mail area 
and a job hunters· conference. 

Two kinds of membership to TEC are available. Paying 
members pay $35 a year. for which they get up to 90 
minutes a day of download time. Contributing members 
contribute shareware and free ware files or else provide help 
h> ihe board and its members. Either way. the more they 
contribute. the more download time they earn. 

At present. TEC has over 1.500 members from over 20 
countries. The service is available 23 hours a day via four 
telephone lines. (The BBS is down every day from 0300 to 
0400 PST for maintenance). 

Interested parties are invited to call and hang around 
the board for a few weeks to check it out. Contact: The 
Engineers' Club. San Jose. Calif.: BBS. 408-265-3353: 
e-mail. TEC@engineers.com: CompuServe. 73061. 
3406'.@compuserve.com. (Source: IEEE Spe,·trum. 
September 1994) 

E-mail made simple 
While just about everyone acknowledges the value of 

e-mail. some find it more trouble than it is worth
especially for brief notes. Accessing the e-mail program. in 
some cases. requires more steps and takes longer than 
writing the message. Not so with Quickflash. 

A Windows-based network messaging system. Quick 
Flash requires no log-in steps to send or receive communi
cations. All it involves is clicking on the QuickFlash icon. 
typing the message. and clicking SEND. Using QuickFlash 
does not e\en require leaving the current application. 

As well as text. QuickFlash messages may contain 
graphics. either captured from any part of the screen or 
drawn using a built-in drawing routine. The program also 
lets users send prefabricated messages like '"Can we meet 
today?'" and '"You have a package'" by clicking on a PRE
FAB menu. 

Normally. received messages pop up as bright yellow 
"Post-lf"-type notes. Users who wish not to he distracted 
by such notes may invoke a "Do Not Disturb"' feature. and 
retrieve messages at their convenience. 

Quick Flash is priced at $249 for I 0 users and 
$399 for 25. Contact: ADM Group. 477 Madison Ave .. 
New York. NY !0022. Tel.: 2i:'-750-7400; Fax. 212-750-
7419. (Source: IH~E Spi•ctrum. September 1994) 

Filters in tune with fuzzy logic 
Electrical engineers at A&M University College in 

Texas have developed an expert system exploiting fuu:y 
logic that they claim is a simple way to bring out-of-spec 
filters back into line. 
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Bullerworth and Cheb~che\· approximation techniques 
are often used to fit a frequency response of an analogue 
filter i1110 a specified window constraint. bu! when 
approximations are implemented in hardware. component 
\·ariations can mean !he filter may not mee! its speci
fication. Inclusion of a tuning system can adjust some vf 
thecomponen!s. Bui adjustablecomponents usually produce 
non-linear changes in filter frequency response: variations 
in one component can modify se\'eral charac!eristicsofthe 
filler: and the implemented circuit will contain parasitic 
components and ha\'e other non-ideal effects. 

The Texas approach (Electronics Letters. Vol. 30. 
No. 11. pp. 8-16-8-17) takes advantage of !he fact that a 
filter window specification can allow any curve-as long 
as ii is in the window. Once achie\'ed. the system can 
optimize the filter to approximate the l ~sired function. 

The fuzzy logic in\'Ol\'ed was desigr . .:d to approximate 
a Buuerworth filter with maximum attenuation in the 
stopband. 

By measuring the output at certain frequencies. the 
system modifies the filter parameters accordingly. applies 
the test signals and repeats the same process until the 
frequency response is within the window. 

Texas's system has been successfully tested on a low 
pass filter implemented with transconductanceop-ar .. ps and 
the researchers say that fuzzy lo£iC has now been proved 
as a useful technique for tuning filters and should be a 
usable method for other electronic circuits or systems. 
(Source: Electronics World~ Wireless World. September 
1994) 

Below the half-micron mark 
Aggressive development within the semiconductor 

industry keeps electronic products moving on a brisk course 
forward. Typically. ICs today contain more than three 
million transistors. plus three to fo·e layers of metal 
interconn.:cts that supply power and tram.port signals. 
Already. silicon circuit features of less :han half a 
micrometer are the technology of choice for memories. 

The same device geometry is fast being developed for 
highly integrated processors. application-specific ICs 
(ASICs). and other types of logic chips. Projections for the 
year 2000 include 1-Gb dynamic RAMs. 256 Mb static 
RAMs. and ASICs and microprocessors with 40-50 million 
transistors. frequencies of 400-500 MHz. and pin counts of 
up to 2000. 

The enabling technologies !ha! will permit these ICs to 
be realized are having to advance. too. Enhanced device 
structures. interconnects. and circuit design. as well as 
reduced power. arc all vital to succc~s. Consequently. the 
upcoming generation of computcr-aideddesign (CAD) tools 
will feature more accurate transistor models and parameter 
extractors. as well 'ls more efficient timing and power 
analysis---capabilities that will he pivotal to design. 
simulation. and diagnosis in all the key technologies. 

To summarize. deep suhmicromcter designs require a 
deeper understanding of semiconductor device physics as 
well a<; changes in a broad range of discipline~. including 
fabrication technology. IC' design. and CAD tools and 
methodology. CMOS will continue as the technology of 
choice. and device performance and circuit density v. ill 
continue: to improve at least down to O. l-11m levels and 
may he even beyond. 

CAD technology will focus on low-power concerns and 
also rciiahility analysis. With less dependence on 

simulation. ahemati\·es like static analysis and fom1al 
verification will enter the mainstream. A merging of top
dowr: and bottom-up approaches is probable as extraction 
and interconnect analysis move away from the ,·erification 
phase into the design phase. Advances in all areas are 
facilitating these de\elopments. and even though there are 
still a few hurdles left. there is uni\·ersal agreement that 
scientists and engineers will succeed in making the 
transition to the generation of ultra-large-scale integrated 
systems and de\'ices. (Source: IEEE Spt•ctrum. 
November 1994) 

Active data analysis: advanced software for the 
'90s 

More often than not these days. sales brochures from 
software \'entJors state that their data analysis products do 
visualization. Anything from computer-aided design to 
molecular modelling seems to warrant the description. So 
the curious reader is left wondering what visualization 
really means. how the features of the different products 
compare. where the technology is going. and how much 
need be spent on a \'isual data analysis package. What in 
fact is the difference between a US SI 00 package and one 
that costs SI 0.000 if either may claim to let the user .. see·· 
data and analyses graphically instead of. or as well as. 
numerically? 

The first programs for visual data analysis (VDA) were 
the preser\'e of an elite group of engineers and scientists 
dealing with the toughest problems. such as the moon 
landing. The programs became generally a\·ailable only 
about a decade ai:,o and cost hundreds of thousands of 
dollars. They had limited functionaiity and required state
of-the-an workstations costing more than SIOO 000. In 
contrast. many of the latest VDA programs cost less than 
SI.000. run on PCs. and have much greater analytic powers 
yielding far more insight into the data than did the leaders 
of only five years back. 

The fact that most improvements in scientific and 
technical software arc incremental does not point to any 
lack of creativity in its developers: as VDA sofi\\are 
demonstrates. some of the most spectacular and uncxpec!ed 
advances cap an accumulation of many smalt 
improvements. Nor are the uses and benefits of VDA 
software obvious at first. The uses later fou11d for VDA 
may count for as much as those for which a panicular 
program was originally designed. 

loday·s science and R&D generate tons of data in 
myriad formats that can no longer be analysed by 
conventional techniques. Who can make heads or tJils of 
reams of statistics dcsaihing a process or problem? What 
is needed are tools to reduce the tens. hundreds. or even 
thousands of megabytes of data into a format that can b1.: 
comfonably processed hy the human brain. That is the 
rca<;on why more and more '>Cicntists and engineers arc 
adopting VDA tools. 

Today's vis:1alization program-; offer a wealth. perhaps 
even a supcrlluity. of options. Not so many years ago. their 
primary technique was the graphical representation of data: 
little importance was given to dat:i analysis. In a similar 
vein. numeric analysis sofiwarc lacked interactive graphics 
and graphical user-interfaces ({ilJls). Now most numeric 
analysis programs have (ii Jls and graphics. and man} 
vi'>ualization products have added strong analytical 
capabilities. nlurring the distinctions hetwcen them and 
presenting buyers with many confu•ing choices. 

·---------------------------------------
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VDA is a muhidimensional fomt of data analysis. 
Some users see it as synonym ius with interactive graphics. 
Others view it as a new way to do data analysis. But all are 
unanimous in agreeing that VDA sotiware. regardless of 
how or wh~ a person starts using it. will accelerate the 
analysis and discovery process. 

True VOA products re\"eal se\"eral characteristic 
features. Among them are data presentation tools to 
graphically analyse data. support for large multidimensional 
datasets. and a high degree of interactivity. Other VOA 
tools offer fast data access. subsetting and output: numeric 
and statistical analysis: and graphics. imaging. tabulating. 
and animation for data display. 

The best products add a programmable language or 
macro capability. which automates repetitive tasks and 
helps den:lopers build complete applications for end-users. 
The bes! products also have c:xcellent and flexible 
presentation graphics. to enable the user to present the 
findings with traditional analytica! graphics. 

!\fore and more scientists. engineers. and researchers in 
almost e\el") field from astronomy to zoology are usiug 
visual data analysis tools and techniques. I.Extracted from 
IEEE Spectrum. November 199-t) 

BT software agents revive master and slave 
scenario 

The start of the next centu11· could witness a revival of 
an institution virtually wiped cut in the UK in the early 
years of this centu11·-personal servants. Their 21st centu11· 
counterparts will not be people but pieces of software 
called .. intelligent agents··. doing our bidding across 
tomorrow's data superhighway. 

Researchers at BT's Martlesham laboratories in Suffolk 
are leading the world in the development of intelligent 
agents that can negotiate on behalf of their "masters". In 
tomorrow's multimedia world of broadband networks. such 
agents could take on e\"el")·thing from organizing the 
cheapest route for a long distance telephone call to buying 
a car. 

P:1rt of the motivation for de\eloping intelligent agents 
is the fear that dealing with the sheer volume and 
complexity of services a\"ailahle of the superhighway will 
be loo complicated for most human beings. Intelligent 
agents will act as friendly intermediaries between us and 
the network. allowing us to interact with !he network in a 
natural way. The idea is to enable us lo talk to our agents 
as though they were human beings. 

Ironically. BT's \\ork on intelligent agent~ is part 
of a move hy BT to restore something to the telephone 
network which was lost at around the same time as 
domestic servants bowed out in the I Jnited Kingdom. Their 
replacement with automated exchanges made the network 
fast hut ~tupid. lrtelligcnt agents could hring nack the 
intelligence while retaining today's high switching 
speeds. 

The software used in BT's intelliger.I agents differs 
from ordinary pieces of code in two key wa:s. First. it i~ 

not a sci of detailed instructions on how lo n:spond to 
every situation. hut rather a general description of the way 
the agents should behave. 

Secondly. the sofrwarc can learn from its experience 
and adapt the \~:ty it heha\"es lo perform heller. 

The specialists 
The next l~w years arc likely to sec the digiral signal 

processing system mar!~::• fragment. There will be applica
tiort sectors reliant on conventional software-programmable 
DSPs. others rhar need the horsepower of hard-wired sili
con. and yet ochers rhar merge microconrrollers and DSPs 
on a single chip. All the while cusromers will take advan
tage of the integration potentially of silicon processes and 
surround a commercially-availableDSP core with their own 
special functions. 

The image processing sector. though never really an 
ad\"ocate of the programmable DSP. has swung hea\ ily 
toward the hardwired approach. Spurred on by the 
burgeoning popularity of the Mpeg-1 and Mpeg-2 image 
coding algorithms. semiconductor firms will flood the 
market over the next 12 months with chips that offer little 
or no programmability in their basic processing functions. 
(Interestingly many of these chips are being developed by 
firms not considered traditional DSP vendors.) 

The reason for specialist Mpcg coders is cost: the dedi
cated piece of silicon is almost always cheapcnhan a pro
grammable part. This is the over-riding factor in a market 
needing 10 keep the entire system· s component costs 10 less 
than 5150. 

From a wider system perspective. though. a great deal 
of programmability may be required in some image proces
sing applications. A \"ideotelephone. for instance. may need 
to accommodate both i:;roprieta11· and ITU- standard H320 
compression formats. 

From the engineer's point of view. the prime benefit of 
floating point DSP is convenience. The dt>velopment cycle 
of a signal processing application often follows a well 
defined panem. First. the engineer ensures the processing 
function can be performed on the target DSP at the re
quired rate. This step is followed by an off-line simulation 
phase to refine the algorithms for optimum performance. 
The algorithms are then ported to the DSP to complete the 
implementation. All of this is much easier on the floating 
point DSP. 

A DSP's performance is frequently expressed in terms 
of its maximum execution rate of machine instructions. 
Simply dividing the number of instrucrions needed to 
implement an operation by the execution rate v:ill provide 
a rough indication of the time taken to complete the 
operation. An overhead will hr.c to be added lo this to 
account for memory access clashes. looping. data move
ment and other housekl< ing functions. 

However. there is a further overhead for a fixed point 
DSP because the data has to be kept within the allowable 
dynamic range of the chip. The severity of this task is 
highly dependent upon the application and. c,mscqucntly. 
the implementation requires considerably more detailed 
consideration. Time critical operations. for example. may 
need to he written in the DSP's asscmhly language. 

This burden is amplified hy the way algorithms arc 
usuall) developed on a general-purpose computer ;;i a high
kvcl language using floating point arithmetic. llcncc. the 
simulation has to reflect the capahilities of the fixed pcint 
target with a careful analysis of the instantaneous dynamic 
range of intermediate results. Parameters may also have to 
h:: constrained. (Source: Ucctromcs Weekly. 
10 Novcmher I 99.t) 
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G. COUNTRY NEWS 

Australia 

Australia's path to nanotechnology established 
A cheque for S3 million. to be used to establish 

Au5tralia's Nanotechnology Network. was presented to the 
research groups responsible for setting up the cooperative 
network. The Nanotechnology Network is oi1e of the first 
key initiatives of Australia· s White Paper on Employment 
and Growth to be implemented. 

P:-nicular areas of study by groups in the ~ano
technology Network include applications relating to: 
contact lenses: implantable pacing electrodes: high 
resolution molecular filters: sensing electrodes for human 
diagnostic devices. 

Cooperative research centres (CRCs) aim to link 
research groups and research users in long-tenn high
quality scientific and technological research and educati.:>n. 
The Commonwealth will provide almost $700 million to 
the existing 51 cent:-es while panicipants will contribute 
around S 1.5 billion. including approximately S340 million 
from industry. 

Areas of study of CRCs in nanotechnology include: 
I. CRC for molecular engineering and technology: 

sensing and diagnostic technologies: 
1. CRC for waste management and pollution control: 
3. CRC for cardiac technologv: and 
4. CRC for eye research ani. ;.:chnology. 

(Extracted from Australasian Biotechno/o1{_1·. Vol. 4. No. 4. 
August 1994) 

China 

Chinese cracker 
The Chinese city of Shanghai plans to .. commercialize .. 

its Slate-owned electronics and instrumentation finns. aim
ing to achieve annual sales growth of 40 per cent a year to 
the end of the decade. 

Shanghai plans to establish 21 .. enterprise groJps .. to 
make its electronics industry more competitive. 

The target is to reach electronics and instrumentation 
sales worth between S9 hi Ilion and S 11.5 billion by the 
year 2000. 

The planned enterprise groups will also cover the 
telecommunications. computers and household electric 
appliance sectors. (Source: f!cctronics Weekly. 
30 November 1994) 

DuPont advanced mask-making to China 
OuPonl Company (Wilmington. Del.) is invcst111g 

$16 mitlion in a rr.ask-making facility in Shanghai. the 
largest city in China. The new joint venture. partnered with 
Shanghai Precision Photomask Corporation Ltd .. is called 
DuPont Photoma~ks Company Ltd. Shanghai. It will us.: an 
existing facility of Shanghai Precision Photomask in the 
Chao lie River lligh ·1 ·ch Park area. Renovation work will 
include the installation of electron heam facilities c:apahlc 
of advanced photomask manufacturing. 

Applying DuPont's technology used al six other mask 
fabrication faciliries in the I IS/\, Europe and Asia. this new 

joint \enlure will enhanc.: production technology of the 
electronics and communications indust:-ics in the Shanghai 
area. 

The new plant is expected lo begin operation by ~he 
end of 19Q5 and will employ over 100 people in full 
operation. (Extracted with pennission from ScmiL·onductor 
International Maga:in.:. October 1994. Copyright 1994 b~ 
Cahners Publi~hin"° '1es Plaines. IL USA) 

China to build information superhighway 
The establishment of an information superhighway in 

China has begun\\ ith the founding of the Shanghai Golder. 
Bridge Network Engineering Company. which is going to 
be responsible for the design. bt:ilding. management and 
maintenance of a network that is expected to form the first 
leg of a national system. 

The project. named Golden Bridge. was jointly sci up 
by 10 investors. Its aim is to provide a wide base 
for eleclr<'nic networks covering Chinese trade and 
financial institutions. (Source: Electromcs Week~\". 

16 October 1994) 

France 

Third private telecom opemtor selected 
The consonium led by the Bouygues group was 

designated as operator of the third mobik telt:phone 
network using the DCS-1.800 standard in France by the 
Ministry for Industry. Telecommunications and Foreign 
Trade. 

The group has teamed up with Jean-Claude Decaux 
(urban equipment). Cable and Wireless (UK). Veba 
(Germany). US West Paribas. and the B~P ('1anque 
Na~ional de Paris) for this project. Other 1han 3ouy~ue<;. 
two other groups were among those hoping to c.htain this 
network. notably Akatel and Lyonnaise des Eaux. 

The operators of the two c:xisting mobile telepl1one 
nerworks. France Telecom and SFR (Generate des Eaux ). 
will concurrently operate a DCS-1.800 network in a 
regional city on an experimental basis: Toulouse for France 
Telecom and Strasbourg for the SFR. The construction of 
a third French DCS-1.800 mobile tdephone nt.lwork should 
take about one year. with commercial operation starting on 
I January 1996 at the latest in Paris and suhsequcn~ly in 
Lyon. Marseilles. Lille and Nice. 

The consortium headed hy Bouygues has a 15-year 
concession 10 operate the network with a 4-year exclusive
nes.; in the five above-mentioned cities. This should cover 
15 per cent of the French population wilhin I 8 months of 
granting the authorization. in 01her words al the heginning 
of l 996, and 25 per c.:nl of the popul;:ition two-and-a-half 
years liter. 

According to spcciallsts. the cost of exi.:nding the 
network is estimated al hetw.:en JO and 15 billion (French) 
francs (Fr) over a period of s;., to seven years. I lowevcr. 
it shou;d he highly profitable. given the development 
prospects for mobile telephones. The market is currently 
growing b} ahout 50 per cent a year in Europe. (Extracted 
from A Ff' Scit'nct's, 6 October I 9C)4) 
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France Telecom improves speed of data trans
mission service 

The Mi11!tel !'ervice Teletel has been established in 
France for a lon . time. In the future. it will offer an 
increased transmission speed. Instead of the previous 
1.200 bit:; per second. T eletel Vitesse Rapide (TVR) (High
Spce~ Teletcl) will operate at 9.600 bits per second by the 
end of the year throughout France. Then. graphics and 
photographs could be transr.1itted within seconds. reports 
France Telecom. 

The French telecommunicaticns company wants to 
provide more potential for expansion of their infonnation 
services. primarily to commercial users such as travel 
agencie~. real-estateotlices and the banking industry. 

France Telecom. however. also wants to mak~ multi
media applications possible. In this way. access to com
puter-aided services has been made possible with the 
Teletel Acces Numeris service with a transmission rate of 
14.4 kilobits per second. ar.d to photo videotext running at 
64 kilobits per second. The use fees for the videotext 
service are classified into five groups and run from Fr 0.59 
to fr 9.29 per minute. In addition. the Djinn Flash Adapter 
has been announced. Using this adapter. the TVR :>ervire 
could be used on personal computers. 

The Frenc!1 videotext se~·ice now has seven million 
conllections. 01 these. 6.5 million are Minitel units and 
one half million are personal computers. totalling about 
14 million users. In 1993. Teletel achieved revenues of 
Fr 6.7 billion. as much as all French daily newspapers 
combined. it was claimed. (Source: Frankfurter Zeit11n1{. 
13 Cr:tober 1994) 

Germany 

Sta:idards for German CADIC.:AM 
In 1988 in the USA. leadi.1g customers and institutions 

banded together to prepare the industrial introduction of the 
future STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product Model 
Data) standard and respective products. To achieve this. in 
the same year the Product Data Exchange Using STEP 
(PDES) Inc. was e5tablished with an annual budget of 
S 1.7 million. Next came the Nippon STEP Centre in Japan 
in 1990 ($1.5 million). 

The Gennans joined up in !991. The ProSTEP com
bined project arose as a joint initiative by the BMW. 
Bosch. Daimler-Benz. Opel. Siemens and VW 1Audi 
companies. The partners endowed th" joint project with 
DM 10 million. with the Federal Economic Ministry 
kicking in DM 3.4 million in support funding. 

While all the various STEP organizations do operate on 
the basis of ISO (International Standards Organization) 
I 0303 for the exchang.: of product data, they are pursuing 
different goals. Germany's STEP initiative takes into 
account the entire range of all data information as they 
accrue in the p•occss of developin~ anel n.anufacturing 
vehicies and ·; : .. , '.roni<.: components. compiled in Applica
tion Protoc"' "P-21 I. Various other subprotocols take into 
account oni c:h The I JS STEP initiative. in particular. 
at le;1st on.- .... :I·. tarµcts only AP-203 that does not 
include essent1.1t information s11ch as input on dimensions. 
group structures or CS(i geometric models. Still. Ar 
suhsets have to be process•~d ful!) 1:0mpatible with higher 
level Al's. 

Active as research and Jevclopment partners in the 
(icrm;in project arc the Society for the lntegr;ited Database 
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Applications (GIDA) of Berlin. the Karlsruhe Nuc!ear 
Research Centre (KfK). as well .is the Institute for Com
puter Applications in Planning and Design (RPK) of 
Karlsruhe University. N.:arly 40 large industrial outfits and 
leadin;; CAD software -;uppliers ha,-e joined together in the 
Coordinating ProStep As~ociation for the Promotion of 
International Product Data Standards. Limited (cV) in 
Dannstadt. (Source: /ngt!nh•ur D1gc.\t. October I 9Q-t) 

Fraunhofer Institute builds microelectronics 
research production facility 

Initiatives direct.:d at creating new semiconductor 
centres are growing. The Federal Government and the Land 
of Schleswig-Holstein are putting up lhe new Fraunhofer 
Institute of Silicon Technology in ltzehoe in record time. 
The first chips are scheduled to leave the 2.000-sq.m clean 
room area as early as next autumn. 

A new trend analysis by the VDI (Associati~·n of 
German Engint'ers) Microelectronics Society forecasts a 
marked increase in the use of microelectronics circuits in 
industry over the next few ~ears. According to the survey. 
the market will be worth 12 billion German marks (DM) 
in the year 2000. as compared with its current DM 6.7 
billion. 

The outs:andin~ earner is the telecommunications 
sector. followed by data systems and automobile elec
tronics. Microelectronics is increasing its share in all three 
branches. triggering a boost in demand for cheap silicon 
components over the next few ye.irs. 

The experts are also predictin· n-.sy prospects for 
sophisticated customized circuits . .Cs-application
specific integrated circuits) and microsystems. which 
combine optical and mechanical functior:s on a single chip. 
Producing high-grade silicon components of this type 
requires considerable know-how and the latest design and 
technology tools. 

Against this background. the Fraunhofer strategis~s are 
not only stepping up their research activities. but are also 
enhancing their transfer services. partici..larly those directed 
at small and medium-sized enterprises. The new I) -built 
inslitute. which is being financed by the Federal Govern
ment and the Land of Schleswig-Holstein. is no thorough
bred research laboratory: plans for its use envisage outside 
firm5 that require microelectronic circuits or system5 in 
small runs having access to its clean room capacity. The 
modular structure of the clean room means that electronics 
firms can rent particular manufacturing sections. complete 
•\·ith development team. 

The tledglinµ. high-tech scene in this northernmost 
federal l.1.mJ will henefit most Immediately behind the 
Fraunhofcr Institute there begins a 20-hectare. fully
deveioped site where the town council intends to locate 
new high-te<.:hnology businesses. The ltzehoe Innovation 
Centre (IZET). under whose roof 20 firms will take their 
first tentative steps with microsystems engineering pro
ducts. opens its doors in 1996. (Source:< '11mp111a l,•111mg. 
29 Sept em her 191>4) 

Hong Kong 

Supporting the free market: information techno
logy policy in Hong Kong 

Economic policy in !long Kong is frequently cited as 
a shi'ling example of the laisse1-f.iire model for develop
ment. with minimal government interventwn. l lowever. the 
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GO\·emment has pla_. ~ ' ,. bigger role in the economy than 
is often reco~nized. respon1.h1ag to market failures. :;ocial 
problems. and the needs of the business community. Infor
mation technology (IT) polic~ in Hong Kong has mirrored 
the colony·s laissez-faire economic strategy. with little 
government etfort to promote t!le production or use of IT 
products and services. Hong Kong has become an ad\·anced 
user of IT in several economic sectors and an assembly site 
for personal computer hardware. 

However. like much of the manufacturing sector. the 
computer industry is mO\iing much of ih production to 
China. causing concern about the future of Hong Kong· s 
economy. While some people feel that Hong Kong can 
flourish as a financial and business services centre. others 
feel that this role will be diminished as the Chinese 
economy liberalizes and other centres develop in mainland 
China. They argue that Hong Kong needs to upgrade its 
technological capabilities and develop technology-intensive 
activities such as R&D anJ software de\·elopment to com
plement China· s manufacturing a<..tivities. The Government 
has begun to respond with limited measures to encourage 
R&D. train more scientists. engineers and managers. and 
support technology start-ups. Hong Kong has the potential 
to devel<'p software and information services to serve the 
Chinese market. It also can apply IT to other sectors to 
maintain its leadership as a financial. business services. 
iransportation and communications centre. (Source: The 
Information Society. Vol. 10. October December 199.t) 

India 

The ultimate in indigenous research 
PARAM in Sanskrit means .. the ultimate ... and the 

Centre for Development of .\dvancedComputin~ (C-DAC) 
has rightly chosen that name for its ser:es of multi G 
FLOP. massively parallel supercomputers. 

The unveiling of PA RAM 9000. the latest ir. the series. 
is a matter of cheer fo~ the entire compw.:r industry in 
India. In a country that is virtually craving for advanced 
computing technologies. this processor-independent open 
fr"me supercomputer is indeed a giant forward leap. 

Political and financial factors had made the acquisition 
of advanced computing equipment from outside a diff:cult 
proposition. The foreign exchange crunch was always there. 
and the protectionist COCOM rules denied purchase of 
supercomputers from the West er Japan. except under very 
controlled situations. 

It was in thi:se circumstances that efforts to develop 
indigenous parallel computers using commodity processoh 
took shape in India. 

Parallel proi:essing use:-. off-the shelf components. and 
is more suitable to the level of technokgy currently 
available in India. 

That the destiny of supercomputing in India woulc! be 
carved through the route of parallel proc-:ssing was 
accepted right from the beginning. With this objective. in 
1988 the Depanment of Electronics launched a mission 
mode project in the form of C-DAC. as an autonomous 
society. 

The first project mission of C-DAC was to design. 
develop and hring into commercial production. a high
pcrformance parallel computer with a peak computing 
power exceeding 1.000 M Fl.OFS. 

The project had three main components. n<1mely 
technology. applir.ation~ and rc>earch. 

The earliest system was based on T 800 transputers. A 
prototype of the target machine was achie\·ed in 1990. by 
grouping the T 800s into a cluster of M nodes. By 
mid-1991. a 256-node system was running. A c.reditablc 
achievement. considering that then: were no cost or time 
overruns. Next on the line were PARAM 8000 and 8b00. 
named after the fundamental processors used. This marked 
a clear mo\·emer.t away from the original transputer-based 
design toward Intel and RISC processors. The emphasis has 
been to develop a general-purpose parallel computer with 
good cost performilnce b~ using off.The-shelf im:xpensive 
hardware and industry ::;tandard interfaces wherever pos
sible. 

The launching of PARAM 9000 is timely because the 
country at the moment is embarking upon several strategic 
projects in areas like biotechnoiogy. superconducti\·ity. 
telecommunications' etc .. which require tens and hundreds 
or more of G FLOPS of computing power. This can be 
harnessed only through supercomputers.. 

C-DAC has transferred the technology for PA RAM and 
other related products to Thcrmax. Keltron. ITI and -, ata
Unisys. with the aim of commercializing the technology 
developed. In addition to this. from June 1992. it started its 
own business activity. By moving away from gO\·emment 
funding. C-DAC hopes to commercialize a variety .:if its 
products. Correspondir.gly it has stmctured a product line 
not only including complete systems. PARAM 8000. 8600 
and 9000. but also accelerators. systems. communication 
products. etc. (Source: Deccan Herald. 23 January 1995) 

Japan 

Japanese S& T information 
The Japan Information Centre of Science and T cch

nology (JICST) has published a new fully descriptive bro
chure containing details of its wide range of information 
services. The Centre is pan of the Prime Minister's Office. 

JICST is the access point to one of the world's largest 
and most complete sources of scientific and technical infor
mation. Unique ;s the comprehensive collection of Japan1:se 
information (some in the English language). The JICST-E 
database. available on-line direct from Tokyo or via the 
STN host service. is of major interest to users in Western 
Europe, North Amcrie;a and elsewhere. This database now 
scans the contents of some 8.300 Japanese S&T journals 
and incorporates citations and. in many cases. abstracts in 
the English language. 

Copies of all the original journals arc held in Tokyo. 
and reprints can be provided on request for local transla
tion. Alternatively. the JICST translation service can 
provide translations into English and other European 
languages. Update' on dcvelopr:1ents in S&T arc offered 
through the SDI (Selective Dissemination of Information) 
service. (Source· Outlook ,,n Snence l'oli.-y. July 
August 1994) 

Japan plans chip alliance to win back world lead 
Fears for their future competitiveness in chip-making 

have propelled the tor Japanese semiconductor companies 
to propose an industry.'governmcnt. academe consonium to 
develop production cquipmenr for the (iigahit chip genera
tion. 

The move is a rcspr.nsc lo the ~ucccsscs of Am enc a· s 
SLMATfTll consonmm. the European JESSI collahoration 
'1:1d the Korean and Taiwanese indu\rry government. uni-

''"~" (Jj 
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versity collaborations in de;doping advanced chip pro
cesses and equipment. Japan's top companies are looking 
for a similar arrangement to defray the heavy financial 
burden. 

Although Japan has an ongoing industry. government 
programme called Sortec which provides for shared R&D 
effort in advanced technology. this is thought to be tl;e first 
collaborative effort to be focused narrowly on chip-making 
since tht" famous --vLSI Project'" of the early 1980s. 

The VLSI Project resulted in the Japanese putting a 
256-K DRAM into production a full year before the 
Americans and directly led. in the 1985 recession year. to 
the exit <'fall US companies (except Tl and Micron) from 
the DRAM business and Japan ·s market share lead in chips 
after 1989. 

The nt"w Japanese consortium is expected to start its 
work in 1996. aimed at developing cost-effective 
equipment to be used in chip-making from the year 2000 
onwards for manufacturiug chips with feature sizes 
down to 0.18-micron. (Source: Electronics lfrek(L 
23 November 1994) 

NTT !o cooperate with Chile for B-ISDN 
development 

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corp. (NIT) 
announced that it will cooperate with Chile on a B-ISDN 
(broadband integrated service digital ne~work) development 
project. to be led by the University of Chile. The NIT 
Communications Network Research Laboratory (in 
Musashino. Tokyo Prefectur:! )concluded an :igreementwith 
the University of Chile on the same day. This is NTT's 
first overseas cooperative B-ISDN project. 

The ··Access Nova Project'" that NIT will be collabor
ating on will continue from 1995 to !998. an.J will attempt 
to set up a next-generJtion communications network (an 
experimental network) that will provide Chile with an 
ultra-high speed transmission capacity of 2.4 ~igabits per 
second (gigabit~billion bits). (Source: Sihr1n Kei:ai 
Shimhun. 19 November 1994) 

Republic of Korea 

Koreans plan chip advance 
The R..:public of Korea c;,uld become the world's 

number three producer in semiconductors and liquid crystal 
displays (LCDsJ by the year 2005. according to the 
Republic's Committee on High-tech Industries. 

lr1 a report submitted to the country's Ministry of 
Trade. Industry and Energy. the pundits say that the 
country's electronic industry is expected to outstrip world 
growth. with a 21.3 per cent growth in opto-electronics. 
18.5 per cent in semiconductors and LCDs. and 17.3 per 
cent in telecommunications. 

According to the report. over :he next I 0 years the 
world's high-tech industries will grow at an annual rate of 
8.5 per cent. creating a market of S6 lrillion in 2005. The 

optical sector is forecast to grow at 13.5 per cent a year 
and the semiconductor business at 10.4 per cent. 

The Committee's recommendations in the case of 
semiconductors and LCDs include the establishment of a 
semiconductor design training centre. and de\dopment of 
core technologies. components and equipment for LCDs. 
(Source: £/,.,.:ironies w.·ek(L 30 Novemb..:r 1994) 

United Kingdom 

Green levy threat to electronics industry 
Electronics equipment in the UK could ha\e a levy 

slapped on it. by the Government. to pay for the cost of 
recycling it. 

This is one of the options rat forward by the industl) 
body charged by the Government with developing a UK 
plan to boost recycling of electronics goods. ICER. the 
lndustl)· Council for Electronic Equipment Recycling. ha~ 
circulated its report throughout the electronics induslry and 
is seeking responses. 

Who pays. and ho\\. is the key issue for electronics 
recycling. Apart from a levy. other options include 
increasing VAT. loading the cost onto council tax 
bills. requiring manufacturers to take their products 
back and recycle them and requiring end-users to take 
equ!!'.>ment to rec)cling depots and pay the recycling 
costs. 

The Govemme11t has been prompted to act on recycling 
in the face of impending EC legislation. 

ICER plans lo run three pilot electronic recycling 
schemes during 1995 in West Sussex. Cardiff and Lothian 
and Edinburgh. involving 250.000 households and 
businesses. Equipment collected at kerbside ··e1ectror.ics 
banks .. and other collection points will be classified and 
recycled. (Source: E.li:ctmni.·s Wi:ek(i-. 2 Novef'lber ! 994) 

United States of America 

SEMA TECH funds PFC projects 
Two research projects aimed at reducing harmful 

emissions from semiconductor manufacturing \\ill be 
funded by SEMATECH. Semiconductor Research Corp. 
(SRC) will manage the studies to be undertaken at the 
Massachusetts Institute of T ech~ology. 

The tirst project will focus on perfluorocompound 
(PFC) emission and abatement. It will include measi:ring 
and modelling the kinetics of PFCs released from plasma 
processes used in manufacturing. The second project will 
focus on non-PFC replacements for wafer etching and 
plasma-enhanced CVD chamber cleaning. 

SEMA TECH said it will have spent approximately 
$20 million in 1994 on environment technology develop
ment programmes. (Reprinted with permission from 
Semiconductor lntanatumal .\fa~a:me. December 1994. 
Copyright 1994 by Cahncrs Publishing Co .. Des Plaines. 
IL. llSA) 
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H. AUTOMATION 

World industrial robot population reaches 610,000; 
potential for further growth enormous 

More 1han 610.000 industrial robt.lts are now at work. 
according to a new annual publication b~ the secretariat of 
the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe: 
(UN ECE) and the International federation of Robotics 
(IFR) ... Worid Industrial Robots IW.t-Statistics 1983-
1993 and Forecasts to 1997""". contains unique da!a 
collected from more than :!O national industrial robot 
associations. making it the world's mosl Cllmprehensi\·e 
reference work on robo1ics statistics. 

The slump in robot innstment bottomed out in 
1993 
The world's robot population grew by about 6 pc:r cent 

in 1993 compared with 8 pc:r cent the year ~fore. These 
growth rates fall significantly shon of those of 16 to :!3 pc:r 
cent recorded in the booming late 1980s and early 1990s. 
Howe\·er. in vi.-.\· of the deep recession. which commenced 
at the end of 1990 in robot-using countries and resulted in 
large reductions in im·estment and industrial employment. 
growth in the robot stock. of 6-8 pc:r cenl. is still quite 
impressive. 

Japan accounts for more than :talfof the world" s robot 
stock. Howewr. the net increase in Japanese robot stock 
fell sharply in both 1992 and 1<>93. In 1993. the net 
increase in the robot stock was only about a third of the 
record year of 1990. underscoring the depth of the Japanese 
recession. On a worldwide basis the net increase in the 
robot stock amounted to some 36.000 units in 1993 
compared with the record 73.000 units in 1990. 

In terms of \•olume. worldwide saks (shipments) of 
industrial robots in 19<>3. as compared with I 90'l. fell by 
3 per cent. The trough. however. occurred in 1992 \\hen 
sales fell by almost 26 per cent. 

Increasing robot density in industr)· 
With 325 robots for e\ery 10.000 persons employed in 

manufacturing. Japan had by far the world's highest robot 
density follcwed by Singapore with 109. Swc.:dcn with 73. 
Italy with 70 and Germany with 6:!. As a result of fal:ing 
employment in the manufacturing industry in 19<>2-1993. 
robot density increased rapidly m many countries e .. cn 
though the rohot stock increased only modestly. 

The motor vehicle industry is the largest robot user 
The motor vehicle industry is the large-.t robot u:;cr 

in France. Poland. Singapore. Spain. Sweden. Taiwan 

WnrlJ lnJu,rrial R11hn!s 1'1'14 '>!ali''''' l'l~U-1'1'1.! anJ l·nrc.:a'b 
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rolx.ltS are no\\ ~ing instalbl in the ckctrical indus
t~ Pro\ ince of China and the l 'nited Kingdom. \\here 
its share of the to<al robot stock \ aried ~tween 3 5 per 
cent (Sweden I and 57 pc:r cent (Spain). In Japan. howen:r. 
more: !han in tht motor \ehick inJust~. 

In the transpon ~quipment indust~ then: were about 
1.000 robots for c\e~ 10.POO persons emplo~ed in Japan. 
In France. the L'nited Ki~gdc)m and S\\eden the num~rs 
in the transpon equipment indust~ were 110. 63 an<l 16 7. 
respc:c1iwl~. 

Weldin~ is the predominant application area 
In most countries. welding is the predominant 

application area for robots. panic11larly for major motor 
,-ehiclc producing countries. accountir.g for a sh.ire of the 
total robot stock exceeding 20 pc:r cent. In :i few countries 
machining was the largest application area. Assembly \\as 
the largest application area in J.ipan. accounting for .to pc:r 
cent of the total stock of robots. It is wonh noti:ig that in 
Japan assembly accounted for 50 per cent of the net 
increase in stock while \\elding oniy had a sha;e of 9 pc:r 
cent. 

Arter a solid reconr)· in 199.a. the robot marLel is 
forecast to boom in lhe period up to 1998 
Based on macroe.:onom ii; forecasts of the de\elopment 

of world economies the lJ~ ECE and IFR forecast that the 
world stock of industrial robots will increase from some 
610.000 units at the end of 1993 to o\cr 830.000 units al 
the end of 1997. As in the same time the num~r of 
personnel in indust~ in the best of cases wiil ~ stable or 
on(~ grow modestly. the density of robots measured as th.: 
number of robots pc:r I0.000 workers will continue 1.' 

surge. In terms of units. shipments arc estimated to increase 
from ahout 5 l.000 units in 19<>3 to owr 103.000 unil5 i;t 
1997. 

While !he robot market will continue to he some
whar hesitant in Japan in 199.t and I <>9'i. ii \\ill boom 
in the United States. western Europe <'nd the d\namic 
Asian economics. As from 19%. the market \\ill abo 
gain momentum in Japan. follm\ mg rapiJ increase-; in 
gross fixed capital formation in industry. Under the 
assumption that world economic gmwth and \\orld 
trade gain momentum as from I 995 as forecast. the 
prospc:cts for rol-iotics hu~in:.:\s -.ecm extremely 
hrigh1. 

rhc potential for e\"pansion of roholics i-; enor.nOUS. 
If other industrialized countries \\ere to approach the 
rohot densities of Japan ar.d if indust~ in general \\ere 
to n:ach only half the rohot dcnsil~ of the motor 
vehicle sector. the rohot s:ock \\ouid increase many 
fold and this is nor counting rhc potential for rohor-; 
in the service indusrries. The following example.-. !_!!\CS an 
illustration of the potential. If indust~ in France and 
the United Kingdom "ere 10 achic.:\c a rohol density 
nalf that of the motor vehicle indu·.try in those 
countries. the rohot stock would more than douhlc. If ii 
reached half the dcw,ity of 1hc Japanese motor \chicle 
industry. th,. rohot \lock in 11111\e countries \\011ld increase 
more than :!O times. 

/'rl,~<' 65 
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Table ForttaSt: Gross yearly supply (shipments) of industrial robots and stock at year~nd in :sdected countri~ and 
regions. 1989-1993 and fom:ast for the pcnod 1994-1997 

Forc:\:<l!'t 
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 199-l 1995 1996 1'197 

Gross yearly sapply (ship111c•ts): 
Ja;'l2ll -13.700 fiC).118 56.775 36.87-1 33.502 -11.000 -18.600 56.000 63.500 
Uni1cJ Slates 3.977 .i.327 -1.-166 .i.561 6.048 7.000 8.000 9.000 I0.000 
W cstcm Europe I0.052 12.06-4 11.920 11.818 I0.33-1 1-1.000 16.000 16.000 19.000 
Other countries 6.029 2.983 2.107 2.766 4.33-1 5.000 7J)I~ 9.000 11.000 
Total 63.758 79.-192 75.268 56.019 5.i.218 67.000 78.500 90.000 IOJ.500 
• • yearly change 19.5 2.i.7 -5.3 -25.6 -3.2 23.6 17.2 IH· 15.!i 

Total stock at ynr end: 
Japan 219.700 27UIO 32U95 349.458 368.054 388.000 -II 1.000 -1-12.000 -178.0tYl 
United Slates 37.000 -10.000 -14.000 47.000 50.000 56.000 '}2.000 70.000 78.000 
Western Europe 54.173 67.762 79.682 91.500 101.83-1 113.000 125.000 138.000 153.000 
Other countries 7U94 77.903 84.188 116.362 90.717 96.000 103.000 111.000 122.000 
Total 385.7f>7 -159.875 532.765 57-1.3~0 6!0.605 653.000 70!.000 761.000 B:l 1.000 

~-- yearly cl-.ange 19.7 19.2 15.8 78 6.3 6.9 7.-1 8.6 9.2 

Source.~: UN.'ECE and IFR sc.:rctariats. 

Figure Forecast-I: Gross yearly supply (shipments) of robots 1989-1993 and forecasts •99..J-1997 
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Figan Foncast-2: Tott.I stock of robots at year end. 1989-1993 and forecasts 1994-1997 

.. ~--~----~--~~-~-------~--~----~--, ---------------J: ---I 

(Source: UNIECE Press Release, 4 October 1994) 

Wireless robot for gas pipe inspection 
The Tokyo Gas Co .. Ltd. has developed the wc;rla's 

first wireless type robot for inspecting conditions in gas 
pipes without interrupting the gao; flow. 

Images taken with a TV camera are transmitted by 
radio signals to assess the piping condition on the surface 
by monitoring. Compared with conventional types of wired 
systems, the inspection cost is slashed to less than 
one-half and the robot is manufactured at a lower cost. 
The robot is to be put into practical ·ise in Japan by the 
end of FY 1995. 

This robot system consists of a TV camera unit, radio 
communications unit, including an antenna. a robot system 
mounting a battery, and a ground system equipped with a 
manipulation unit and an image display monitoring system. 
fhis system is run along the gas pipes with a diameter of 
about 150 mm at a speed of 3m/min; and the images of the 
pipe walls photographed by the TV camera are transmitted 
to the radio communications unit of the ground system. 

Conventional counterparts equipped with a signal 
transmission cable are movable only over a distance of 
about 50 m, but the new robot sys•em mounts a battery and 
uses no power supply cable. so it has a working r;mge as 
wide as 150 m. In addition, the cable-free design enables 
the system to be worked with less power, ~nd a compact 
power conservation type DC brushless motor is mounted. 
As a result, there is no hazard of sparks generated by the 
motor, so inspection can be accomplished safely without 
having to interrupt the gas supply. 

The robot system is designed for wor'<ing with metal 
pipes with a diameter of 150 mm, but the plan is to 
improve the system to enable appliration to pipes 
ranging in diameters from 100 mm to 200 mm. funher 
information from Tokyo Ga:; Co., Ltd .. Corporation 
Communications Dept.. 1-5-20. Kaigan. Minato-ku, 
fokyo 105. Tel.: •81-3-3413-2111.Fax: •Bl-3-3437-9130. 
(Source: .IETRO. November 199·~) 

--~ DDOlw-

Miniature marine welding robot for sharply curved 
surfaces 

Hitachi Engineer;ng and Shipbuilding Co., Ltd. has 
developed and will soon market a miniature marine 
welding robot HI-CURVE for sharply curved surfaces. 

Conventional types of welding robots are usable only 
for welding surfaces which are linear or consist of gentle 
curves. The new robot uses a laser sensor that measures the 
angle. positi•Jn, and curvature of welding surfaces in real 
time. allowirig automated welding of a ship's bow and 
stem parts, which have till now been difficult. This is the 
first welding robot capable of welding, for example. the 
bow and stem outside blocks consisting of plate blocks 
curved three-dimensionally and the joint parts consisting of 
flanges. 

The hulls of tankers and cargo carriers built at 
shipyards generally have linear central parts, but the bow 
and stem parts are tapered increasingly at the ends. At the 
central parts, the shape is simple, so the welding work has 
been automated and welding robots are useci, but at the 
bow and stem where the steel plates are curved and sharply 
rounded. the automation of welding had been quire 
difficult. 

HI-CURVE is fitted with a sensor at the tip for 
measuring the positions. angles and curvature of the 
welding faces. which change alcng the surfaces. The 
measurement data are sent to a 32-bit controller that 
controls and adjusts the welding current and speed a~ well 
as torch position to appropriate vah1es. The robot consists 
of a welding power source. control panel, cable feed 
system, welding torch and carrying vehicle. The robot 
weighs only 17 kg. and is linked to the power source with 
a cahle 50 m long, so can be mnved about conveniently 
along the hull. Funher details irom Hitachi Engineering & 
Shipbuilding Co .. Ltd.. Puhlic Relations Dept.. 1-1-1. 
Hitotsubashi. Chiyoda-ku. Tokyo 100. Tel.: •81-3-32fil-
051 l, fax:• 81-3201-0522. (Source: .IETRO, October 1994) 
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I. STANDARDIZATION AND LEGISLATION 

Standard data evaluation !:of':ware 
The head of the principal department in the data 

processing sector for product d.:wlopment \\ ith BMW in 
l\lunich. Lothar Jkggmair. estimat.:s that annually. 
Germany· s al!to industry has to finam:e well o,·er D~1 100 
million in additillnal costs b.:cause the .:xchange of data 
betwe.:n manufacturers and suppliers does not operate 
trouble-free. Simultaneous engineering. for ex:imple. the 
trouble-free access to data for intc::mal and c::xtemal partners 
in an optimized de\elopment alliance. is not feasible 
without mast.:ry of product data technology. 

At present. howe\er. the exchange of CAD systems 
electronic design and production data is possible only with 
qualifications and otien entails sizeable problems. 
According to Dietmar Trippner. the ne:irly 900 suppliers 
that are increasinrly dewloping and i;roducing on their 
own entire modules and subassemblies for Audi. B:'l.IW. 
Mercedes-Benz. Opel and Volkswagen are generating their 
data with no fewer than 110 different CAD products. 
Trippner is managing director of PROSTEP GmhH in 
Darmstadt. the joint German auto and electrical engineering 
rnmpany that was established at the end of 1993. Its aim 
is the de\elopment and intrnducti\ln of standardized data 
interfaces for the ex~hange of al I sort~ of electronic ?roduct 
data. 

Currently what is being used for that purpose is the 
international standards IGES (ir.itial Graphics Exchange 
Sp.:cification I for the exchange of graphically-ori.:nteddata 
such as design data amt \'DAFS (Automobile Industry 
Association Surface Interface) for the exchange of data on 
free-form surfaces. f(1r .:xample. on car body pans. They 
convert only the pure: geometric and design data: in the 
.:xchange of technological !nfonnation important attributes 
and produL! data like tokrances. materials inputs. 
computational data and organizational data easily fall 
through the cracks. 

Trippner i-; aware that suet: -;!andards are "obsolete and 
are no longer adequate". According to Detlef Biel,lhlawek. 
in charge of CAD CAM CAE (Computer-Aided 
D..:sign Comptiter-Aided Manufacturing Comput..:r-Aided 
Fngine\;ring) coordination a! Adam Ope! AG in 
Ruessebheim: "Ikner tod;1y than tomorrow". and that is 
the reason for STEP. The acronym stands for "Standdrd for 
the he hang.: of Product Model Data··. It was adopted in 
mid- i 99 3 by the I ntema~ ion a I Standardization Organ i.1atic1n 
(ISO) as ISO standard 10303. STEP is" nei;&ral format that 
is ind..:pendent of producer-'ipecific CAD systems dat<1 
form<1ts. i'11e e\change require-; 'ilandardized and 
c,1mprehen'ii\e interfac..:s. data con\erters or processors. to 
translate the data into the unifom1 and standardized neutral 
formal that any CAD 'Y 'item c;•n read and simultaneou'ily 
interpret. 

It i' _111st 1h1s function of the STU' procco;sor'i. the fact 
thal lhey 1101 only reproduce data :n a 'pecili.:d syntax 
U'iing the internationally \tandardi1e<l metal;mguage 
FXl'IH:SS hul ;il'o 11neq11irncally 1r:1n,fcr the 
'igniticance of lhc data thal mal-.es lhern 'upcrior 10 !< iFS
and Vl>t\FS-hascd data comena-. Bl·'ilk' µ1apl:1c and 
i.:eometric data. STU' rr•ll'eS\Or\ ;ils11 coll\e) lechr.oloi.:1cal 
data 1n dl·,1gn" for 1r1s1;in(;e. d11ncrh1on'. tol::rances or 
surface rnput~ and nen ma,ter file, and organizational 
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information. subassembly and mati:rialsdata.compulational 
data ur to and including recycling dat.i.job plans and i;arts 
lists. 

The STEP pn'Cessors consist of t\\O components: 
ProSTFP GmbH of Darmstadt is de\ doping and selling as 
a normalized and standardi:.>:ed inrerface the neutral 
component that is identical for e\ery CAD system. For the 
devdopmc.-nt of STEP processors. the firm is suprly ing 
CAD systems producers. software outfits and end-users a 
special toolkit program as :i tool for software de\dopment. 
The 'roS fEP data ,-ie\hT is cusromized for the 
requirements of the auto industr_.. II entails a 'iewer for 
data files in the IGES. VDAFS and STEP standards for 
l!~IX workstations. for example. for input c .>ntrol of 
exchange data. 

CAD software outfits are de\eloping on their own the 
second component that is specific to the respecti\e CAD 
systems. Th: majority of important suppliers are working 
on ProSTEP processors or alre;,Jy have them on the 
market. Intergraph. for example. intends to otT.:r a 
ProSTEP translator for its EMS CAD software package. 
Siemens-Nixdorf will put on the market a STEP integrator. 
and in 1995 flewleu-Packard (HP) will put on the market 
a ProSTEP-compatible proJu-1 for 1he HP PE Solid
Designer. CAP Debis is offering a STEP processor for 
CATIA 1Computer-Aided Three Dimensional lnteracti.e 
Applications). and Tecnomatix is selling AP-214 based 
products f >r lhe robo1 simulation sotiware RORCAD. 
I Source: /ngt'nicz;.~ Digest. October 19941 

PowerPC trio to agree standard PC platform 
Source-; clo~e to Apple. IB\t and Motorola say the 

firms will produce special chips that will adapt current 
PowerPC designs to the: new Pow.:rPC platform stanJard 
announced by the trio in late I '1'>4 and will enable 
a \ariet~ of operating systems 10 run on the 
platform. 

The rhree t;s compani.:s ha1.e agre1·d to de\elop a 
single PowerPC-based computer architecture in a bid to 
make the Po\\crPC a credible altematiw to the lnt.:1-
powered personal computer. 

The open reference platform. which will he J\.iilable 
h> any PC and soliware c,lmpany. uses aspect~ of the Apple 
Macintosh and the current IB!\1 and Motorola PowerPC 
refcn:nce platform and will support the Mac. OS 2. AIX 
and Windows NT ope~ating syst.:ms. 

The specifics of the architecture will be relea~ed to k1:y 
panners o\er the next year. (Extracted from f:teclmmn 
lr,•c/clr. 9 November 1994) 

Extensions for MPEG-2 
MPUi commillee chainnan l>r. 1.c:onardo Chiariglione 

says four extcn'iions lo :hi: MPFC i-::! "1deo cornpre~swn 
'itandard ar1: being de>eloped for the er.d of 1995 

( ir1111p' are wor~ ini.: to add: l!l-11i1 vrdeo coding for 
irnprml.'d pict·ire qualr1y; a non-hackwardcompatihle mode 
111 ;tllow. tor example. non-MPH i audio compr.:,~ion 

technrqul.'' \uch as Dolby I.abs AC-.\ lo he u~ed. protocol~ 
for !he c11111rol of remote ~lorai.:.: media \llCh "' \ 11lco-on
dem.1nd sen1:r\; and a real-11rne Ml'Hi inlerfacl'. (Source: 
Ff,·.-1m111.-, ll'i·,·lclr. ) October I<)!).,) 
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Discs away! 
Ne,·er has high-speed local area nerwork ILAN) 

tech!tolog~· promised 'iO much. Well-timed technical J:ita 
transmission breakthroughs ha\e t~m;ed the influencial 
US standards bodies to create a number of standard 
technical ~ificaiions for the next generation of 
100-MBit's LANs. 

With many of the largest networking suppliers hedging 
their bets and de,·eloping a number of ditlerent products to 
Jifferent standards. the hall is very much in the user· s coun 
again. 

It now looks almost certain that the LAN market will 
ha,·e around half a dozen standard technical specifications. 
By the second quanerof 1995 the IEEE in the US will be 
well on the w.iy to ratifying two different. and no!?
compatible. protocol standards for 100-Mbits on 
unshielded-twisted pair (UTP) LANs. 

llte first is a I 00-MBit s upgrade to the existing 
IO-MBit s Ethernet I OBase-T pro!ocol (I EEE802.3) dubbed 
fast-Ethernet. This is coming under pressure from an 
alternative proposal. the IOOVG-AnyLAN protocol 
(IEEE802.12). backed by Hewlett-Packard and AT&T. 
which. like JOOBase-T was put to a letter ballot of the 
IEEE members in August 199-t Only minor refinements 
are expected and both standards should be full) rati'.ted 
within six months. 

Both standards ha\e siJ•nificant suppon and both are 
intended to get quickly into the market to meet a need fer 
greater data throughput on existing Ethernet and Token 
Ring LANs. 

But their adoption must happen quickly if they are rtot 
to lose out to the first low-cost LAN systems based on the 
A TM (asynchronous transfer mode) b:-oadba!ld protocol 
which is rapidly gathering momentum. 

At the same time there is the alternative for LAN 
managers with cap:icity problems to upgrade their networks 
with switched network technolo~ies. These remove the 
bottleneck problems of the shared Ethernet protocol. hy 
installing a network S\\ itch whid, allocates a virtual 

10-Mbit s bandwidth to each usc:r. The net\\ork is 
partitioned into a number of\ inual smaller networks each 
with the full 10-!\tbit s nailable. C'lllisions and net\\orl 
contention are arbitrated at the switching hub. 

The key to the success of the l 00-Mbit s to the desktop 
is going :o b>! the ease with which the new protocols can 
be blended into existing LA JI.ts of which around 70 per cent 
are IOBasc-T Ethernet r..inning on unshielded twisted pair 
( UTPi cables. (Extracted from £1.:ctromcs W.:d~L 

6 October I 99-1) 

Superhighway needs 14 standard interlaces 
DA VIC. the .. superhighwa~ ·· standards grouping 

in,·olving more than 150 telecoms. consumer electronics. 
computer and broadcast firms. has identified J .1 standard 
interfaces which need to be specified'" enable open \ ide-t>
on-demand systems. DA VIC has issued a formal call for 
proposals for these interface standards and also proposais 
on how the work could be extended to cowr other 
interactive sef\·ices such as home banl:ing and shopping. 
(Source: £hwro11ics W.:.:kfr. 21 Sep!ember J 99-1) 

CRADA for probe microscopy standard 
VLSI Standards (San Jose!. CA.) and the Nation<\I 

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST. Gaithersbu!"g. 
MD.) have formt:d a Cooperative Research and 
Development Agreement (CRADA) for the de\·elopment of 
advanceci calibration standards for scanning pr ... •be 
microscopes. 

The work on this project i'i related to 1he developme:it 
by NIST ofa calibrated atomic force microscope (C-AFM) 
and the multi-generation evolution of surface topograi;hy 
standards developed by VLSI Standards. The development 
team at VLSI Standards will he led by J. Jerry Prochazha. 
director of m.:trology. while the NIST group will be 
headed by Drs. Jason Schneir and Thomas McWaid. 
(Extracted with penmss1on from S.:mi~·<mductor 
/n1cmation1.Jl .\laga:i11.:. September 199-1. Copyright 198-1 
by Cahners Publishing Co .. Des Plaines. IL. USA) 
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J. RECENT PUBLICATIONS 

Journal disposal or. what can I do with all these 
journals? 

Librarians should ..lcti\ dy seek alternatives to throwing 
away· duplicate journals. Firsr of all. they should make a 
list of duplicates and send them to other libraries. who can 
select ones they want. and refund the postage. Lists can be 
sent to libraries or distributed O\er the Internet. 

There is also the option of sending journals to 
de\·doping countries. 'ia l\\O schemes. The International 
Campus Book Link (ICBL) matches up demand for 
journals from uni,·ersity libraries in Africa to the surplus 
materials hdd by libraries and indi" iduals in the UK. It is 
administered by Book Aid lnternalional. A dalabase of 
needs is kept and offers are matched to that database. 

A second op~ion is the International Exchange 1Jf 
Duplicate Medical Li1era1ure t IEDML ). This is a scheme 
administered by the library of the World Heallh 
Organization in Geneva. Libraries which are members of 
the scheme send their duplicates lists to the WHO in 
Gene\·a. The WHO copy the list and send ii to 'lt;.er 
members. who then contact libraries directly. Another 
option is the British Libr.sry operated Boolmet which. 
though geared to books. can handle journals. seeming to 
concentrate on annuals or runs of a :itk. 

Three of a kind: new information-providing tech
nology 

Three packages ha,·e recently been released designed 10 
make prm;iding scien1ific and technical information easier. 
All three are designed to make the process easier to the 
users of their respective systems. hoping to broaden lheir 
appeal and attracl professionals and non-professionals alike. 

ESA-IRS. the European Space .. ~ genq host whic:1 
hdped 10 pioneer on-line information. has launched 
Windows software to make ils service much easier to use. 
BRAQUE (BRowse And QUEry) complements exisiing 
Common Command Language and menu-driven se;irch 
options. Initially after logon. 1he syslem displays a list of 
subject categories or sectors. Selection of a seclor launches 
a window in 1he lower half of the screen which contains 
the list of all relevant databases. Once this has been dt1~e. 
a lisl of fields relevant to the files that ha,·c been chosen is 
displayed. SeMch 1erms can then be 1yped in for each 
particular field. 

Sci finder. a graphical user interf?ce and search appli
catior. for accessing its databa:;es. was announced by 
Chemical Abstracts Service. Designed to work C\l'l either a 
Windows or Macintosh platform it is intended to make 
C AS data much more easily accessible than previously to 
end-user scientists. There arc three metaphors for searching 
which correspond w the majority of search strategics 
needed hy end-users: "Explore". '"Browse" and "Keep me 
poslcd". !f. for exarr.pk. a researcher wanted to know the 
papers available and written hy a partict1lar 111thor. th< 
hplorc function could be invoked 10 .:heck lhe CAS 
databases for a list. The Keep Mc Postc,l function is a 
hasic current a\l.arencss scn·ice which 1'1e user can 
customize to personal requirements. 

Internet starter guide 
The hasic too(<; 10 acccs<; resource-; oa lhe ln1emet arc 

Telnet and ftp (tile lransfcr protocol). Tclnel prmides lhe 
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ability 10 log on to a remote computer by emulating a 
terminal on that computer. and lip pro\·ides the ability to 
mo\·e fiks belween the u~r·s computer and the remole 
computer. Bo1h sutler fr,,m the problem that they are 
command-dri•:en and therefore require the user 10 know the 
exact names of Internet hosts. and the directories and files 
on those hosts. 

One of the first of a new generation of soltware tools 
wa.s Gopher. developed in I qq:. It pro\·ides a simple menu
dri,·en front-end to resources_ Newer is the World Wide 
Web. which pro\·ides a graphical interface 10 the Internet. 
The Web is a client-serwrsystem. thal is. it requires users 
to run client software. such as Mosaic or Lynx. on their 
computer. A disad,·an1age for us-:rs with dial-up access is 
the time taken to download the lar-~e number of graphics 
often pro,·ided by Web serwrs. 

Publishers have begun to recognize the po1en1ial of the 
Internet. In addition to publishers of computing or 
informal ion litles. such as Learned Information or ff Reilly. 
non-specialist publishers such as Cambridge Uni\·ersity 
Press (CUP) and Pluto Press are providing information 
sen·ices. The CUP Gopher pro,·ides general information 
about CUP. including how authors should present 
typescripls and to whom they should send 1hem. and lists 
of agents and stockist~. Both 1he gopher and the Web 
pro,·ide access to a database of the CUP complete 
catalogue. 

The Internet in 1994: new interfaces and data
bases 

The options for access to the Internet have grown by 
leaps and bounds. Major consumer on-line sen·ices have 
made moves towards cffering increased Internet sen·iccs. 
following Delphi's success. America Online has been 
movini; the most quickly in that direction. bul CompuSene 
h.is also anrounced plans for offering Internet senices. 
Many smaller Internet acces~ providers ha\·e doubled in 
size. and new provider~ have appeared. SLIP. PPP. and 
ISDN conncc1io.1 options ar.: becoming m'lrC common. as 
ar.: customized interface5. The easier and rn.Jre diverse 
Internet access options have been compleme::ted in the past 
year by more robust network interfaces and new netwo~k 
applications. 

In !crms of interfaces. 199.t has been the year of 
Mosaic and the World Wide Web. but Mosaic is by no 
means the only option for World Wide Web clients. Cello. 
developed at the Cornell University Legal lnlorma!lon 
Institute. runs on MS-Windows and docs nol require the 
_. -hi: add-on 1hat the latest version of MC\saic needs. 
Other companies and orgariizations ha\e also been 
busy developing new W3 clienls. for example EiN· t"s 
WinWch. 

New databases. FAC)'~. Gopher servers. newsgroups. 
mailing lists. and Weh pages haH· all appeared in the past 
year. Many organizal1nns that previously offered a Gopher 
server have now brought up a Weh home 11age. One of the 
most cxciling developments of the pa~r year c;;mc from the 
l lnCovcr company. in the shapr.: of its Reveal current 
awareness service. The Reveal service sends .\SCll 
version'; of lahle of contents enrr;cs to an individual's 
e-mail address. The mes,ai.:e can then he used to order 
individual anicles from I lnC'mer. 




